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India has in herself  a faith of  superhuman
virtue to accomplish miracles, to deliver herself
out of  irrefragable bondage, to bring God down
upon earth. She has a secret of  will power which
no other nation possesses. All she needs to rouse
in her that faith, that will, is an ideal which will
induce her to make the effort. … The ideal is
that of  humanity in God, of  God in humanity,
the ancient ideal of  the sanatana dharma but
applied as it has never been applied before to
the problem of  politics and the work of  national
revival. To realise that ideal, to impart it to the
world is the mission of  India.

– Sri Aurobindo
   (7, 1017)
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The great rule of life is to have no

schemes but one unalterable purpose. If the

will is fixed on the purpose it sets itself to

accomplish, then circumstances will suggest

the right course; but the schemer finds

himself always tripped up by the

unexpected.

– Sri Aurobindo

(7, 893)
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The spiritual state is the one thing

indispensable; until the mass of mankind

can awaken into it, the dream of a perfect

society, an open brotherhood of God’s rule,

must end in failure and disappointment. The

kingdom of God within is the sole possible

foundation for the kingdom of God without;

for it is the spirit by which man lives that

conditions the outer forms of his life.

– Sri Aurobindo

(1, 586)
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India can never so far forget the teaching
which is her life and the secret of her
immortality as to become a replica of the
organized selfishness, cruelty and greed
which is dignified in the West by the name
of Industry. She will create her own
conditions, find out the secret of order… and
teach the peoples of the earth once more how
to harmonize the world and the spirit.

If we realise this truth, if we perceive in
all that is happening a great and momentous
transformation necessary not only for us but
for the whole world, we shall fling ourselves
without fear or misgivings into the times
which are upon us. India is the guru of the
nations, the physician of the human soul in
its profounder maladies; she is destined once
more to new-mould the life of the world and
restore the peace of the human spirit.

– Sri Aurobindo

(7, 905-06)
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Love

“It is the sole motive of  man’s existence…” (1, 7)
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Narrowness of  Logic

“Logic dwindles the river of  thought into a mere canal. The logician thinks
so accurately that he is seldom right.” (1, 17)
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Duty

“Duty is a phantasm spawned in the green morass of  human weakness &
ignorance, but perpetuated by vague thought and vaguer sentiment. And so long as
we are imperatively told to do our duty, without knowing why we should do it, the
vagueness of  private judgment, the cruelty of  social coercion will be the sole arbiters
and the saint will be a worse enemy of  virtue than the sinner.

…it is a word I do not like, for it is always used in antagonism to pleasure, and
brings back the noisome savour of  the days when to do what I was told, was held
out as my highest legitimate aspiration. I will use instead the word virtue, whose
inherent meaning is manliness, in other words, the perfect evolution by the human
being of  the inborn qualities and powers native to his humanity.” (1, 18-19)

January
4 Tuesday vekoL;kvekoL;kvekoL;kvekoL;kvekoL;k
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Culture and Principle

“If  culture and taste were universal, principle would then be a superfluous
note in the world’s composition. But so long as men are crude, without tact,
formless, incapable of  a balanced personality, so long the banner of  the ideal
must be waved obtrusively before the eyes of  men, and education remain a
necessity…” (1, 18)

January
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The India of  Vikramaditya

“How gorgeous was her beauty! how Olympian the voices of  her poets! how
sensuous the pencil of  her painters! how languidly voluptuous the outlines of  her
sculpture! In those days every man was marvellous to himself  and many were
marvellous to their fellows; but the mightiest marvel of  all were the philosophers.
What a Philosophy was that! For she scaled the empyrean on the wingèd sandals of
meditation, soared above the wide fires of  the sun and above the whirling stars, up
where the flaming walls of  the universe are guiltless of  wind or cloud, and there in
the burning core of  existence saw the face of  the most high God. She saw God
and did not perish; rather fell back to earth, not blasted with excess of  light, but
with a mystic burden on her murmuring lips too large for human speech to utter or
for the human brain to understand.” (1, 21)
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It is better to be great and perish than to be little and live

“…the utilitarian with his sordid creed may exalt the barbarian and spit his
livid contempt upon culture, but the great heart of  the world will ever beat more
responsive to the flame-wingèd words of  the genius than to the musty musings of
the moralists. It is better to be great and perish, than to be little and live.” (1, 22)

January
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Beauty

“…beauty is that which fills us with a sense of  satisfying pleasure and perfect
fitness?

…in what lies the beauty of  a rose if  not in its symmetry? Why has the
whole effect that satisfying completeness which subjugates the senses, if  not
because Nature has blended in harmonious proportion the three elements of
beauty; colour, perfume, and form?

…character or emotion is the perfume of  the human form; just as sound is
the perfume of  poetry and music…” (1, 25)

January
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The Divine Artists and the Harmony of  a Human Face

“The three elements of  beauty do not blend with absolutely perfect harmony
in a human face. Have you not frequently noticed that those faces which express
the most soul, the most genius, the most character, are not perfectly harmonious
in their form?… And the reason is that to emphasize the character, the divine
artist has found himself  compelled to emphasize certain of  the features above
the others, for instance, the lips, the eyes, the forehead, the chin, and to give them
an undue prominence which destroys that proportion without which there can
be no perfect harmony.” (1, 27-28)
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Sound Versus Sense in Poetry

“Sound is more essential to poetry than sense. Swinburne who often conveys
no meaning to the intellect, yet fills his verse with lovely & suggestive melodies,
can put more poetry into one such line than Pope into a hundred couplets of
accurate sense and barren music. A noble thought framed in a well-rounded
sentence, will always charm by virtue of  its satisfying completeness, but will never
convey that exquisite agony of  rapture which a line of  perfect melody conveys to
the sensitive soul.” (1, 84)

January
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The Altar of  High Education

“…the altar of  High Education, the Moloch to whom we stupidly sacrifice
India’s most hopeful sons,…” (1, 91)
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The Importance of  Social Surroundings

“With a limited creature like man, the power of  the environment is immense.
Genius it is true exists independently of  environment and by much reading and
observation may attain to self-expression but it is environment that makes self-
expression easy and natural; that provides sureness, verve, stimulus. Here lies the
importance to the mind in its early stage of  self-culture of  fine social surroundings;
– that sort of  surroundings which our Universities do nothing and ought to have
done everything to create.” (1, 98)
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Our System of  Public Instruction

“…our system of  public instruction, the most ingeniously complete machine
for murder that human stupidity ever invented, and murder not only of  a man’s
body but of  a man’s soul, of  that sacred fire of  individuality in him which is far
holier and more precious than this mere mortal breath.” (1, 105)
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Language – the Life of  a Nation

“Young Bengal gets its ideas, feelings and culture not from schools and
colleges, but from Bankim’s novels and Robindranath Tagore’s poems; so true is
it that language is the life of  a nation.” (1, 118)
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Bankim and Madhu Sudan

“Bankim and Madhu Sudan have given the world three noble things. They
have given it Bengali literature, a literature whose princelier creations can bear
comparison with the proudest classics of  modern Europe. They have given it the
Bengali language. The dialect of  Bengal is no longer a dialect, but has become
the speech of  Gods, a language unfading and indestructible, which cannot die
except with the death of  the Bengali nation, and not even then. And they have
given it the Bengali nation; a people spirited, bold, ingenious and imaginative,
high among the most intellectual races of  the world, and if  it can but get
perseverance and physical elasticity, one day to be high among the strongest.
This is surely a proud record.” (1, 119)
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What is Real Poetry

“An identity of  word & sound, of  thought & word, of  sound & emotion
which seems to have been preordained from the beginning of  the world and only
awaited its destined hour to leap into existence, or rather was there from the
beginning of  the world & only dawned into sight at the right time, this rare
identity is what we call poetry.” (1, 123-24)
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Originality in National Literatures

“Let us suppose that all historical documents, archives, records were
destroyed or disappeared in the process of  Time and the catastrophes of
civilisation, and only the pure literature survived. Of  how many nations should
we have the very life, heart & mind, the whole picture of  its life & civilisation and
the story of  its development adequately revealed in its best writing? Three
European nations would survive immortally before the eyes of  posterity, the
ancient Greeks, the modern English and French, and two Asiatic nations, the
Chinese & the Hindus, – no others.

January
19 Wednesday iwf.kZekiwf.kZekiwf.kZekiwf.kZekiwf.kZek
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January
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Of  all these the Hindus have revealed themselves the most perfectly,
continuously and on the most colossal scale, precisely because they have been
the most indomitably original in the form & matter of  their literature. The Vedas,
Upanishads & Puranas are unique in their kind; the great Epics in their form and
type of  art stand apart in the epic literature of  the world, the old Sanscrit drama
has its affinities with a dramatic species which developed itself  in Europe more
than a thousand years later, and the literary epic follows laws of  form and canons
of  art which are purely indigenous. And this immense body of  firstrate work has
left us so intimate & complete a revelation of  national life & history, that the
absence of  pure historical writings becomes a subject of  merely conventional
regret.” (1, 147)
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The People of  India – The Malvas and the Others

“ …The country of  Avunti had always played a considerable part in our
ancient history for which the genius, taste and high courage of  its inhabitants
fitted it & Ujjaini their future capital was always a famous, beautiful & wealthy
city; but until the rise of  Vikrama it seems to have been disunited and therefore
unable to work out fully the great destiny for which the taste, genius [ ]* marked
it out. Moreover the temperament of  the nation had not fitted it to be the centre
of  Aryan civilisation in the old times when that civilisation was preponderatingly
moral and intellectual. Profoundly artistic and susceptible to material beauty and
the glory of  the senses, they had neither the large, mild and pure temperament,
spiritual & emotional, of  the eastern nations which produced Janaca, Valmekie &
Buddha, nor the bold intellectual temperament, heroic, ardent and severe, of  the
Central nations which produced Draupadie, Bhema, Urjouna, Bhishma, Vyasa
and Srikrishna; neither were they quite akin to the searchingly logical, philosophic
& scholastic temperament of  the half  Dravidian southern nations which produced
the great grammarians and commentators and the mightiest of  the purely logical
philosophers, Madhva, Ramanuja, Shankaracharya. The Malavas were Westerners
and the Western nations of  India have always been material, practical & sensuous.
For the different races of  this country have preserved their basic temperaments
with a marvellous conservative power; modified & recombined they have been in
no case radically altered. Bengal colonised from the west by the Chedies & Haihayas
& from the north by Coshalas & Magadhans, contains at present the most gentle,
sensitive and emotional of  the Indian races, also the most anarchic, self-willed,
averse to control and in all things extreme; there is not much difference between
the characters of  Shishupal and that thoroughly Bengali king & great captain,
Pratapaditya; the other side shows itself  especially in the women who are certainly
the tenderest, purest & most gracious & loving in the whole world. Bengal has
accordingly a literature far surpassing any other in an Indian tongue for emotional
and lyrical power, loveliness of  style & form and individual energy & initiative.
The North West, inheritor of  the Kurus, has on the other hand produced the
.nest modern Vedantic poetry full of  intellectual loftiness, insight and profundity,
the poetry of  Suradasa & Tulsi; its people are still the most sincerely orthodox
and the most attached to the old type of  thought & character, while the Rajputs,
who are only a Central Nation which has drifted westward, preserved longest the
heroic & chivalrous tradition of  the Bharatas. The Dravidians of  the South, though
they no longer show that magnificent culture and originality which made them
the preservers & renovators of  the higher Hindu thought & religion in its worst
days, are yet, as we all know, far more genuinely learned & philosophic in their
cast of  thought & character than any other Indian race. Similarly the West also
preserves its tradition; the Punjab is typified by its wide acceptance of  such crude,

* [ ] Blank left by the author to be filled in later but left unfilled, which the editors were
not able to fill.
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but practical & active religions as those of  Nanak & Dayanunda Saraswati, religions
which have been unable to take healthy root beyond the frontier of  the five
rivers; Gujarat & Sindh show the same practical temper by their success in trade
& commerce, but the former has preserved more of  the old Western materialism
& sensuousness than its neighbours. Finally the Mahrattas, perhaps the strongest
and sanest race in India today, present a very peculiar & interesting type; they are
southwestern & blend two very different characters; fundamentally a material
and practical race – they are for instance extremely deficient in the romantic &
poetical side of  the human temperament – a race of  soldiers & politicians, they
have yet caught from the Dravidians a deep scholastic & philosophical tinge
which along with a basic earnestness & capacity for high things has kept them
true to Hinduism, gives a certain distinction to their otherwise matter-of-fact
nature and promises much for their future development.

But the Malavas were a far greater, more versatile and culturable race than
any which now represent the West; they had an aesthetic catholicity, a many sided
curiosity and receptiveness which enabled them to appreciate learning, high moral
ideals and intellectual daring & ardour and assimilate them as far as was consistent
with their own root-temperament. Nevertheless that root-temperament remained
material and sensuous. When therefore the country falling from its old pure moral
ideality and heroic intellectualism, weakened in fibre & sunk towards hedonism
& materialism, the centre of  its culture & national life began to drift westward.
Transferred by Agnimitra in the second century to Videsha of  the Dasharnas
close to the Malavas, it finally found its true equilibrium in the beautiful and
aesthetic city of  Ujjaini which the artistic & sensuous genius of  the Malavas had
prepared to be a fit & noble capital of  Hindu art, poetry and greatness throughout
its most versatile & luxurious age. That position Ujjaini enjoyed until the nation
began to crumble under the shock of  new ideas & new forces and the centre of
gravity shifted southwards to Devagirrie of  the Jadhavas and finally to Dravidian
Vijayanagara, the last considerable seat of  independent Hindu culture & national
greatness. The consolidation of  the Malavas under Vikramaditya took place in
56 BC, and from that moment dates the age of  Malava preeminence, the great
era of  the Malavas afterwards called the Samvat era. It was doubtless subsequent
to this date that Kalidasa came to Ujjaini to sum up in his poetry, the beauty of
human life, the splendours of  art & the glory of  the senses.” (1, 152-55)
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The Age of  Kalidasa

“VALMIKI, Vyasa and Kalidasa are the essence of  the history  of  ancient
India; if  all else were lost, they would still be its sole and sufficient cultural history.
Their poems are types and exponents of  three periods in the development of  the
human soul, types and exponents also of  the three great powers which dispute
and clash in the imperfect and half-formed temperament and harmonise in the
formed and perfect. At the same time their works are pictures at once minute
and grandiose of  three moods of  our Aryan civilisation, of  which the first was
predominatingly moral, the second predominatingly intellectual, the third
predominatingly material. The fourth power of  the soul, the spiritual, which can
alone govern and harmonise the others by fusion with them, had not, though it
pervaded and powerfully influenced each successive development, any separate
age of  predominance, did not like the others possess the whole race with a
dominating obsession. It is because, conjoining in themselves the highest and
most varied poetical gifts, they at the same time represent and mirror their age
and humanity by their interpretative largeness and power that our three chief
poets hold their supreme place and bear comparison with the greatest world-
names, with Homer, Shakespeare and Dante.

It has been said, truly, that the Ramayana represents an ideal society and
assumed, illogically, that it must therefore represent an altogether imaginary one.
The argument ignores the alternative of  a real society idealised. No poet could
evolve entirely out of  his own imagination a picture at once so colossal, so minute
and so consistent in every detail. No number of  poets could do it without
stumbling into fatal incompatibilities either of  fact or of  view, such as we find
defacing the Mahabharata. This is not the place to discuss the question of  Valmiki’s
age and authorship. This much, however, may be said that after excluding the
Uttarakanda, which is a later work, and some amount of  interpolation, for the
most part easy enough to detect, and reforming the text which is not unfrequently
in a state of  truly shocking confusion, the Ramayana remains on the face of  it
the work of  a single mighty and embracing mind. It is not easy to say whether it
preceded or followed in date Vyasa’s epic; it is riper in form and tone, has some
aspects of  a more advanced and mellow culture, and yet it gives the general
impression of  a younger humanity and an earlier less sophisticated and complex
mind. The nature of  the poem and much of  its subject matter might at least
justify the conclusion that Valmiki wrote in a political and social atmosphere
much resembling that which surrounded Vyasa. He lived, that is to say, in an age
of  approaching if  not present disorder and turmoil, of  great revolutions and
unbridled aristocratic violence, when the governing chivalry, the Kshatriya caste,
in its pride of  strength was asserting its own code of  morals as the one rule of
conduct. We may note the plain assertion of  this stand-point by Jarasandha in
the Mahabharata and Valmiki’s emphatic and repeated protest against it through
the mouth of  Rama. This ethical code was like all aristocratic codes of  conduct
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full of  high chivalry and the spirit of  noblesse oblige, but a little loose in sexual
morality on the masculine side and indulgent to violence and the strong hand. To
the pure and delicate moral temperament of  Valmiki, imaginative, sensitive,
enthusiastic, shot through with rays of  visionary idealism and ethereal light, this
looseness and violence were shocking and abhorrent. He could sympathise with
them, as he sympathized with all that was wild and evil and anarchic, with the
imaginative and poetical side of  his nature, because he was a universal creative
mind driven by his art-sense to penetrate, feel and re-embody all that the world
contained; but to his intellect and peculiar emotional temperament they were
distasteful. He took refuge therefore in a past age of  national greatness and
virtue, distant enough to be idealised, but near enough to have left sufficient
materials for a great picture of  civilisation which would serve his purpose, – an
age, it is important to note, of  grandiose imperial equipoise, such as must have
existed in some form at least since a persistent tradition of  it runs through Sanskrit
literature. In the framework of  this imperial age, his puissant imagination created
a marvellous picture of  the human world as it might be if  the actual and existing
forms and material of  society were used to the best and purest advantage, and an
equally marvellous picture of  another non-human world in which aristocratic
violence, strength, self-will, lust and pride ruled supreme and idealised or rather
colossalised. He brought these two worlds into warlike collision by the hostile
meeting of  their champions and utmost evolutions of  their peculiar character-
types, Rama and Ravana, and so created the Ramayana, the grandest and most
paradoxical poem in the world, which becomes unmatchably sublime by disdaining
all consistent pursuit of  sublimity, supremely artistic by putting aside all the
conventional limitations of  art, magnificently dramatic by disregarding all dramatic
illusion, and uniquely epic by handling the least as well as the most epic material.
Not all perhaps can enter at once into the spirit of  this masterpiece; but those
who have once done so, will never admit any poem in the world as its superior.

My point here, however, is that it gives us the picture of  an entirely moralised
civilisation, containing indeed vast material development and immense intellectual
power, but both moralised and subordinated to the needs of  purity of
temperament and delicate ideality of  action. Valmiki’s mind seems nowhere to be
familiarised with the high-strung intellectual gospel of  a high and severe Dharma
culminating in a passionless activity, raised to a supreme spiritual significance in
the Gita, which is one great keynote of  the Mahabharata. Had he known it, the
strong leaven of  sentimentalism and femininity in his nature might well have
rejected it; such temperaments when they admire strength, admire it manifested
and forceful rather than self-contained. Valmiki’s characters act from emotional
or imaginative enthusiasm, not from intellectual conviction; an enthusiasm of
morality actuates Rama, an enthusiasm of  immorality tyrannises over Ravana.
Like all mainly moral temperaments, he instinctively insisted on one old established
code of  morals being universally observed as the only basis of  ethical stability,
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avoided casuistic developments and distasted innovators in metaphysical thought
as by their persistent and searching questions dangerous to the established bases
of  morality, especially to its wholesome ordinariness and everydayness. Valmiki,
therefore, the father of  our secular poetry, stands for that early and finely moral
civilisation which was the true heroic age of  the Hindu spirit.

The poet of  the Mahabharata lives nearer to the centre of  an era of
aristocratic turbulence and disorder. If  there is any kernel of  historic truth in the
story of  the poem, it records the establishment of  those imperial forms of
government and society which Valmiki had idealised. Behind its poetic legend it
celebrates and approves the policy of  a great Kshatriya leader of  men who aimed
at the subjection of  his order to the rule of  a central imperial power which
should typify its best tendencies and control or expel its worst. But while Valmiki
was a soul out of  harmony with its surroundings and looking back to an ideal
past, Vyasa was a man of  his time, profoundly in sympathy with it, full of  its
tendencies, hopeful of  its results and looking forward to an ideal future. The one
might be described as a conservative idealist advocating return to a better but
departed model, the other is a progressive realist looking forward to a better but
unborn model. Vyasa accordingly does not revolt from the aristocratic code of
morality; it harmonises with his own proud and strong spirit and he accepts it as
a basis for conduct, but purified and transfigured by the illuminating idea of  the
niskama dharma.

But above all intellectuality is his grand note, he is profoundly interested in
ideas, in metaphysics, in ethical problems; he subjects morality to casuistic tests
from which the more delicate moral tone of  Valmiki’s spirit shrank; he boldly
erects above ordinary ethics a higher principle of  conduct having its springs in
intellect and strong character; he treats government and society from the
standpoint of  a practical and discerning statesmanlike mind, idealising solely for
the sake of  a standard. He touches in fact all subjects, and whatever he touches
he makes fruitful and interesting by originality, penetration and a sane and bold
vision. In all this he is the son of  the civilisation he has mirrored to us, a civilisation
in which both morality and material development are powerfully intellectualised.
Nothing is more remarkable in all the characters of  the Mahabharata than this
puissant intellectualism; every action of  theirs seems to be impelled by an immense
driving force of  mind solidifying in character and therefore conceived and outlined
as in stone. This orgiastic force of  the intellect is at least as noticeable as the
impulse of  moral or immoral enthusiasm behind each great action of  the
Ramayana. Throughout the poem the victorious and manifold mental activity of
an age is prominent and gives its character to its civilisation. There is far more of
thought in action than in the Ramayana, far less of  thought in repose; the one
pictures a time of  gigantic creative ferment and disturbance; the other, as far as
humanity is concerned, an ideal age of  equipoise, tranquillity and order.

Many centuries after these poets, perhaps a thousand years or even more,
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came the third great embodiment of  the national consciousness, Kalidasa. There
is a far greater difference between the civilisation he mirrors than between Vyasa’s
and Valmiki’s. He came when the daemonic orgy of  character and intellect had
worked itself  out and ended in producing at once its culmination and reaction in
Buddhism. There was everywhere noticeable a petrifying of  the national
temperament, visible to us in the tendency to codification; philosophy was being
codified, morals were being codified, knowledge of  any and every sort was being
codified; it was on one side of  its nature an age of  scholars, legists, dialecticians,
philosophical formalisers. On the other side the creative and aesthetic enthusiasm
of  the nation was pouring itself  into things material, into the life of  the senses,
into the pride of  life and beauty. The arts of  painting, architecture, song, dance,
drama, gardening, jewellery, all that can administer to the wants of  great and
luxurious capitals, received a grand impetus which brought them to their highest
technical perfection. That this impetus came from Greek sources or from the
Buddhists seems hardly borne out: the latter may rather have shared in the general
tendencies of  the time than originated them, and the Greek theory gives us a
maximum of  conclusions with a minimum of  facts. I do not think, indeed, it can
be maintained that this period, call it classical or material or what one will, was
marked off  from its predecessor by any clear division: such a partition would be
contrary to the law of  human development. Almost all the concrete features of
the age may be found as separate facts in ancient India: codes existed from old
time; art and drama were of  fairly ancient origin, to whatever date we may assign
their development; physical yoga processes existed almost from the first, and the
material development portrayed in the Ramayana and Mahabharata is hardly less
splendid than that of  which the Raghuvamsa is so brilliant a picture. But whereas,
before, these were subordinated to more lofty ideals, now they prevailed and
became supreme, occupying the best energies of  the race and stamping themselves
on its life and consciousness. In obedience to this impulse the centuries between
the rise of  Buddhism and the advent of  Shankaracharya became, though not
agnostic and sceptical, for they rejected violently the doctrines of  Charvak, yet
profoundly scientific and outward-going even in their spiritualism. It was therefore
the great age of  formalised metaphysics, science, law, art and the sensuous luxury
which accompanies the arts.

Nearer the beginning than the end of  this period, when India was
systematising her philosophies and developing her arts and sciences, turning from
Upanishad to Purana, from the high rarefied peaks of  early Vedanta and Sankhya
with their inspiring sublimities and bracing keenness to physical methods of  ascetic
yoga and the dry intellectualism of  metaphysical logic or else to the warm sensuous
humanism of  emotional religion, – before its full tendencies had asserted
themselves, in some spheres before it had taken the steps its attitude portended,
Kalidasa arose in Ujjayini and gathered up in himself  its present tendencies while
he foreshadowed many of  its future developments. He himself  must have been a
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man gifted with all the learning of  his age, rich, aristocratic, moving wholly in
high society, familiar with and fond of  life in the most luxurious metropolis of
his time, passionately attached to the arts, acquainted with the sciences, deep in
law and learning, versed in the formalised philosophies. He has some notable
resemblances to Shakespeare; among others his business was, like Shakespeare’s,
to sum up the immediate past in the terms of  the present: at the same time he
occasionally informed the present with hints of  the future. Like Shakespeare also
he seems not to have cared deeply for religion. In creed he was a Vedantist and in
ceremony perhaps a Sivaworshipper, but he seems rather to have accepted these
as the orthodox forms of  his time and country, recommended to him by his
intellectual preference and aesthetic affinities, than to have satisfied with them
any profound religious want. In morals also he accepted and glorified the set and
scientifically elaborate ethics of  the codes, but seems himself  to have been destitute
of  the finer elements of  morality. We need not accept any of  the ribald and witty
legends with which the Hindu decadence surrounded his name; but no unbiassed
student of  Kalidasa’s poetry can claim for him either moral fervour or moral
strictness. His writings show indeed a keen appreciation of  high ideal and lofty
thought, but the appreciation is aesthetic in its nature: he elaborates and seeks to
bring out the effectiveness of  these on the imaginative sense of  the noble and
grandiose, applying to the things of  the mind and soul the same aesthetic standard
as to the things of  sense themselves. He has also the natural high aristocratic
feeling for all that is proud and great and vigorous, and so far as he has it, he has
exaltation and sublimity; but aesthetic grace and beauty and symmetry sphere in
the sublime and prevent it from standing out with the bareness and boldness
which is the sublime’s natural presentation. His poetry has, therefore, never been,
like the poetry of  Valmiki and Vyasa, a great dynamic force for moulding heroic
character or noble or profound temperament. In all this he represented the highly
vital and material civilisation to which he belonged.

 Yet some dynamic force a poet must have, some general human inspiration
of  which he is the supreme exponent; or else he cannot rank with the highest.
Kalidasa is the great, the supreme poet of  the senses, of  aesthetic beauty, of
sensuous emotion. His main achievement is to have taken every poetic element,
all great poetical forms, and subdued them to a harmony of  artistic perfection
set in the key of  sensuous beauty. In continuous gift of  seizing an object and
creating it to the eye he has no rival in literature. A strong visualising faculty such
as the greatest poets have in their most inspired descriptive moments, was with
Kalidasa an abiding and unfailing power, and the concrete presentation which
this definiteness of  vision demanded, suffused with an intimate and sovereign
feeling for beauty of  colour and beauty of  form, constitutes the characteristic
Kalidasian manner. He is besides a consummate artist, profound in conception
and suave in execution, a master of  sound and language who has moulded for
himself  out of  the infinite possibilities of  the Sanskrit tongue a verse and diction
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which are absolutely the grandest, most puissant and most full-voiced of  any
human speech, a language of  the Gods. The note struck by Kalidasa when he
built Sanskrit into that palace of  noble sound, is the note which meets us in
almost all the best work of  the classic literature. Its characteristic features of
style are a compact but never abrupt brevity, a soft gravity and smooth majesty, a
noble harmony of  verse, a strong and lucid beauty of  chiselled prose, above all
an epic precision of  phrase, weighty, sparing and yet full of  colour and sweetness.

…With these supreme gifts Kalidasa had the advantage of  being born into
an age with which he was in temperamental sympathy and a civilisation which
lent itself  naturally to his peculiar descriptive genius. It was an aristocratic
civilisation, as indeed were those which had preceded it, but it far more nearly
resembled the aristocratic civilisations of  Europe by its material luxury, its aesthetic
tastes, its polite culture, its keen worldly wisdom and its excessive appreciation of
wit and learning.” (1, 156-63)
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Kalidasa

“As in the Ramayana and Mahabharata we have an absorbing intellect impulse
or a dynamic force of  moral or immoral excitement driving the characters, so we
have in Kalidasa an intense hedonistic impulse thrilling through speech and
informing action. An imaginative pleasure in all shades of  thought and of
sentiment, a rich delight of  the mind in its emotions, a luxuriousness of  ecstasy
and grief, a free abandonment to amorous impulse and rapture, a continual joy
of  life and seeking for beauty mark the period when India, having for the time
exhausted the possibilities of soul-experience attainable through the spirit and
the imaginative reason, was now attempting to find out the utmost each sense
could feel, probing and sounding the soul-possibilities in matter and even seeking
God through the senses.” (1, 165)
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Kumarasambhava

“The Birth of  the War-God stands on the same height in classical Sanskrit
as the Paradise Lost in English literature: it is the masterpiece and magnum opus of
the age on the epic level.” (1, 166)

Kalidasa … “reaches his goal in his crowning work, the Birth of  the War-
God, in which he takes up for treatment one of  the supreme fables of  the life of
the Gods and the Cosmos and in its handling combines sublimity with grace, height
of  speech with fullness and beautiful harmony of  sound, boldness of  descriptive
line with magnificence of  sensuous colour in a degree of  perfection never before
or afterwards surpassed or even equalled in poetic literature.” (1, 186)
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India and the Barbarian Invasions
“It was the supreme misfortune of  India that before she was able to complete

the round of  her experience and gather up the fruit of  her long millenniums of
search and travail by commencing a fourth and more perfect age in which moral,
intellectual and material development should be all equally harmonised and all
spiritualised, the inrush of  barbarians broke in finally on her endless solitary tapasya
of  effort and beat her national life into fragments. A preparation for such an age
may be glimpsed in the new tendencies of  spiritual seeking that began with Shankara
and continued in later Vaishnavism and Shaivism and in new turns of  poetry and
art, but it found no opportunity of  seizing on the total life of  the nation and
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throwing it into another mould. The work was interrupted before it had well begun;
and India was left with only the remnants of  the culture of  the material age to piece
out her existence. Yet even the little that was done afterwards, proved to be much;
for it saved her from gradually petrifying and perishing as almost all the old
civilisations, Assyria, Egypt, Greece, Rome, petrified and perished, as the material
civilisation of  Europe, unless spiritualised, must before long petrify and perish.
That there is still an unexhausted vitality in her, that she yet nourishes the seeds of
re-birth and renewal, we owe to Shankara and his successors and the great minds
and souls that came after them.” (1, 166-67)
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Will India Yet Arise?
“Will she yet arise, new combine her past and continue the great dream where

she left it off, shaking off  on the one hand the soils and filth that have grown on
her in her period of  downfall and futile struggle, and re-asserting on the other her
peculiar individuality and national type against the callow civilisation of  the West
with its dogmatic and intolerant knowledge, its still more dogmatic and intolerant
ignorance, its deification of  selfishness and force, its violence and its ungoverned
Titanism? In doing so lies her one chance of  salvation.” (1, 167)
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The Genius of  Kalidasa

“There is no more many-sided, rich and flexible genius in literature than
Kalidasa’s,…” (1, 176)
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Elizabethan Drama

“The Elizabethan drama was a great popular literature which aimed at a
vigorous and realistic presentation of  life and character such as would please a
mixed and not very critical audience; it had therefore the strength and weakness of
great popular literature; its strength was an abounding vigour in passion & action,
and an unequalled grasp upon life; its weakness a crude violence, imperfection and
bungling in workmanship combined with a tendency to exaggerations, horrors &
monstrosities. The Hindu drama, on the contrary, was written by men of
accomplished culture for an educated, often a courtly audience and with an eye to
an elaborate and well-understood system of  poetics.” (1, 191)
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Hindu Drama

“The vital law governing Hindu poetics is that it does not seek to represent
life and character primarily or for their own sake; its aim is fundamentally aesthetic,
by the delicate & harmonious rendering of  passion to awaken the aesthetic sense
of  the onlooker and gratify it by moving or subtly observed pictures of  human
feeling; it did not attempt to seize a man’s spirit by the hair and drag it out into a
storm of  horror & pity & fear and return it to him drenched, beaten and
shuddering. To the Hindu it would have seemed a savage and inhuman spirit that
could take any aesthetic pleasure in the sufferings of  an Oedipus or a Duchess
of  Malfi or in the tragedy of  a Macbeth or an Othello. Partly this arose from the
divine tenderness of  the Hindu nature, always noble, forbearing & gentle and at
that time saturated with the sweet & gracious pity & purity which flowed from
the soul of  Buddha; but it was also a necessary result of  the principle that aesthetic
& intellectual pleasure is the first object of  all poetic art. Certainly poetry was
regarded as a force for elevation as well as for charm, but as it reaches these
objects through aesthetic beauty, aesthetic gratification must be the whole basis
of  dramatic composition; all other objects are superstructural. The Hindu mind
therefore shrank not only from violence, horror & physical tragedy, the Elizabethan
stock-intrade, but even from the tragic moral problems which attracted the Greek
mind; still less could it have consented to occupy itself  with the problems of
disease, neurosis and spiritual medicology generally which are the staple of  modern
drama and fiction. An atmosphere of  romantic beauty, a high urbanity and a
gracious equipoise of  the feelings, a perpetual confidence in the sunshine & the
flowers, are the essential spirit of  a Hindu play; pity and terror are used to awaken
the feelings, but not to lacerate them, and the drama must close on the note of
joy and peace; the clouds are only admitted to make more beautiful the glad
sunlight from which all came & into which all must melt away. It is in an art like
this that the soul finds the repose, the opportunity for being, confirmed in
gentleness and in kindly culture, the unmixed intellectual and aesthetic pleasure
in quest of  which it has turned away from the crudeness & incoherence of  life to
the magic regions of  Art.” (1, 191-92)
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“Certainly if  we expect a Beautiful White Devil or a Jew of  Malta from the
Hindu dramatist, we shall be disappointed; he deals not in these splendid or
horrible masks. If  we come to him for a Lear or a Macbeth, we shall go away
discontented; for these also are sublimities which belong to cruder civilisations
and more barbarous national types; in worst crimes & deepest suffering as well as
in happiness & virtue, the Aryan was more civilized & temperate, less crudely
enormous than the hard, earthy & material African peoples whom in Europe he
only half  moralised. If  he seeks a Père Goriot or a Madame Bovary, he will still
fail in his quest; for though such types doubtless existed at all times among the
mass of  the people with its large strain of  African blood, Hindu Art would have
shrunk from poisoning the moral atmosphere of  the soul by elaborate studies of
depravity.” (1, 192-93)
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“…the Hindus, before the fibre of  their temperament had been loosened
by hedonistic materialism on the one side & Buddhistic impracticability on the
other, were not only the most ardent & idealistic race in the world, the most
ready to put prose behind them, the most dominated by thought & imagination,
but also one of  the most heroic, and they still preserved much of  this ancient
temper in the days of  Kalidasa. It was only natural therefore that the national
dramatist in representing the great legendary founder of  the Kurus as of  the
poet-emperor type, should mould him of  stronger make & material & not as one
of  the beautiful porcelain vessels that are broken.” (1, 199)
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The Hindu Mind and Temperament
“The Hindu has been always decried as a dreamer & mystic. There is truth

in the charge but also a singular inaccuracy. The Hindu mind is in one sense the
most concrete in the world; it seeks after abstractions, but is not satisfied with
them so long as they remain abstractions. But to make the objects of  this world
concrete, to realise the things that are visited by sun & rain or are, at their most
ethereal, sublimated figures of  fine matter, that is comparatively easy, but the
Hindu is not contented till he has seized things behind the sunlight also as concrete
realities. He is passionate for the infinite, the unseen, the spiritual, but he will not
rest satisfied with conceiving them, he insists on mapping the infinite, on seeing
the unseen, on visualising the spiritual. The Celt throws his imagination into the
infinite and is rewarded with beautiful phantoms out of  which he evolves a pale,
mystic and intangible poetry; the Hindu sends his heart & his intellect & eventually
his whole being after his imagination and for his reward he has seen God and
interpreted existence. It is this double aspect of  Hindu temperament, extreme
spirituality successfully attempting to work in harmony with extreme materialism,
which is the secret of  our religion, our life & our literature, our civilisation. On
the one side we spiritualise the material out of  all but a phenomenal & illusory
existence, on the other we materialise the spiritual in the most definite & realistic
forms; this is the secret of  the high philosophic idealism which to the less capable
European mind seems so impossible an intellectual atmosphere and of the prolific
idolatry which to the dogmatic & formalising Christian reason seems so gross. In
any other race-temperament this mental division would have split into two broadly
disparate & opposing types whose action, reaction & attempts at compromise
would have comprised the history of  thought. In the myriad minded & undogmatic
Hindu it worked not towards mental division but as the first discord which prepares
for a consistent harmony; the best & most characteristic Hindu thought regards
either tendency as essential to the perfect & subtle comprehension of existence;
they are considered the positive & negative sides of  one truth, & must both be
grasped if  we are not to rest in a half  light. Hence the entire tolerance of  the
Hindu religion to all intellectual attitudes except sheer libertinism; hence also the
marvellous perfection of  graded thought-attitudes in which the Hindu mind travels
between the sheer negative & the sheer positive and yet sees in them only a
ladder of  progressive & closely related steps rising through relative conceptions
to one final & absolute knowledge.

 The intellectual temperament of  a people determines the main character-
stamp of  its poetry. There is therefore no considerable poet in Sanscrit who has
not the twofold impression, (spiritual & romantic in aim, our poetry is realistic in
method), who does not keep his feet on the ground even while his eyes are with
the clouds. The soaring lark who loses himself  in light, the ineffectual angel
beating his luminous wings in the void are not denizens of  the Hindu plane of
temperament. Hence the expectant critic will search ancient Hindu literature in
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vain for the poetry of  mysticism; that is only to be found in recent Bengali poetry
which has felt the influence of  English models. The old Sanscrit poetry was
never satisfied unless it could show colour, energy & definiteness, & these are
things incompatible with true mysticism. Even the Upanishads which declare the
phenomenal world to be unreal, yet have a rigidly practical aim and labour in
every line to make the indefinite definite & the abstract concrete. But of  all our
great poets Kalidasa best exemplifies this twynatured Hindu temperament under
the conditions of  supreme artistic beauty & harmony. Being the most variously
learnéd of  Hindu poets he draws into his net all our traditions, ideas, myths,
imaginations, allegories; the grotesque & the trivial as well as the sublime or
lovely; but touching them with his magic wand teaches them to live together in
the harmonising atmosphere of  his poetic temperament; under his touch the
grotesque becomes strange, wild & romantic; the trivial refines into a dainty &
gracious slightness; the sublime yields to the law of  romance, acquires a mighty
grace, a strong sweetness; and what was merely lovely attains power, energy &
brilliant colour. His creations in fact live in a peculiar light, which is not the light
that never was on sea or land but rather our ordinary sunshine recognisable
though strangely & beautifully altered. The alteration is not real; rather our vision
is affected by the recognition of  something concealed by the sunbeams & yet the
cause of  the sunbeams; but it is plain human sunlight we see always. May we not
say it is that luminousness behind the veil of  this sunlight which is the heaven of
Hindu imagination & in all Hindu work shines through it without overpowering
it? Hindu poetry is the only Paradise in which the lion can lie down with the
lamb.” (1, 212-14)
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Kalidasa’s Poetry

“How human, how touching, how common it all is; while we read, we feel
ourselves kin to & one with a more beautiful world than our own. These creatures
of  fancy hardly seem to be an imaginary race but rather ourselves removed from
the sordidness & the coarse pains of  our world into a more gracious existence.
This, I think, is the essential attraction which makes his countrymen to this day
feel such a passionnate delight in Kalidasa; after reading a poem of  his the world
and life and our fellow creatures human, animal or inanimate have become
suddenly more beautiful & dear to us than they were before; the heart flows out
towards birds & beasts and the very trees seem to be drawing us towards them
with their branches as if  with arms; the vain cloud & the senseless mountain are
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no longer senseless or empty, but friendly intelligences that have a voice to our
souls. Our own common thoughts, feelings & passions have also become suddenly
fair to us; they have received the sanction of  beauty. And then through the passion
of  delight & the sense of  life & of  love in all beautiful objects we reach to the
Mighty Spirit behind them whom our soul recognizes no longer as an object of
knowledge or of  worship but as her lover, to whom she must fly, leaving her
husband the material life & braving the jeers & reprobation of  the world for His
sake. Thus by a singular paradox, one of  those beautiful oxymorons of  which
the Hindu temperament is full, we reach God through the senses, just as our
ancestors did through the intellect and through the emotions; for in the Hindu
mind all roads lead eventually to the Rome of  its longing, the dwelling of  the
Most High God. One can see how powerfully Kalidasa’s poetry must have prepared
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the national mind for the religion of  the Puranas, the worship of  Kali, Our
Mother & of  Srikrishna, of  Vrindavun, our soul’s Paramour. Here indeed lies his
chief  claim to rank with Valmekie & Vyasa as one of  our three national poets, in
that he gathered the mind-life of  the nation into his poetry at a great & critical
moment and helped it forward into the groove down which it must henceforth
run.

This method is employed with conspicuous beauty & success in the Urvasie.
The Opsaras are the most beautiful & romantic conception on the lesser plane
of  Hindu mythology. From the moment that they arose out of  the waters of  the
milky Ocean robed in ethereal raiment & heavenly adornments, waking melody
from a million lyres, the beauty and light of  them has transformed the world.
They crowd in the sunbeams, they flash & gleam over heaven in the lightnings,
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they make the azure beauty of  the sky; they are the light of  sunrise & sunset, and
the haunting voices of  forest & field. They dwell too in the life of  the soul; for
they are the ideal pursued by the poet through his lines, by the artist shaping his
soul on his canvas, by the sculptor seeking a form in his marble; for the joy of
their embrace the hero flings his life into the rushing torrent of  battle; the sage,
musing upon God, sees the shining of  their limbs & falls from his white ideal.
The delight of  life, the beauty of  things, the attraction of  sensuous beauty, this is
what the mystic & romantic side of  the Hindu temperament strove to express in
the Opsara.” (1, 215-17)
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“The Opsaras then are the divine Hetairae of  Paradise, beautiful singers &
actresses whose beauty and art relieve the arduous & worldlong struggle of  the
Gods against the forces that tend towards disruption & dissolution, of  disruption
represented by the Titans who would restore matter to its original atomic condition
or of  dissolution by the sages & hermits who would make phenomena dissolve
prematurely into the One who is above Phenomena. They rose from the Ocean,
says Valmekie, seeking who should choose them as brides, but neither the Gods
nor the Titans accepted them, therefore are they said to be common or universal.”
(1, 218)
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Shakespeare’s Limitations

“The greatest minds have their limitations and Shakespeare’s overabounding
wit shut him out from two Paradises, the mind of  a child and the heart of  a
mother.” (1, 230)
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The Dangers of  Rigid Realism and Materialism

“…Now that nations are turning away from the study of  the great classical
languages to physical & practical science and resorting even to modern languages,
if  for literature at all then for contemporary literature, it is imperative that the
ennobling influences spiritual, romantic & imaginative of  the old tongues should
be popularised in modern speech; otherwise the modern world, vain of  its fancied
superiority & limiting itself  more & more to its own type of  ideas with no
opportunity of  saving immersions in the past & recreative destructions of  the
present, will soon petrify & perish in the mould of a rigid realism & materialism.
Among their influences the beauty & power of  their secular & religious poetry is
perhaps the most potent & formative.” (1, 240)
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Importance of  Difficulties

“Difficulties are after all given us in order that we may brace our sinews by
surmounting them; the greater the difficulty, the greater our chance of  the very
highest success.” (1, 252)
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Tripura

“The word tripura means the “three cities” [and] refers to the three material
qualities of  rajas, sattva & tamas, light, passion & darkness, which have to be slain
by Sheva the emancipator before the soul can rejoin God…” (1, 259)
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The Meghaduta

“The Meghaduta of  Kalidasa is the most marvellously perfect descriptive
and elegiac poem in the world’s literature. Every possible beauty of  phrase, every
possible beauty of  sound, every grace of  literary association, every source of
imaginative & sensuous beauty has been woven together into an harmony which
is without rival & without fault; for amidst all its wealth of  colour, delicacy &
sweetness, there is not a word too much or too little, no false note, no excessive
or defective touch; the colouring is just & subdued in its richness, the verse
movement regular in its variety, the diction simple in its suggestiveness, the emotion
convincing & fervent behind a certain high restraint, the imagery precise, right &
helpful, not overdone as in the Raghuvansa & yet quite as full of  beauty & power.
The Shacountala and the Cloud Messenger are the ne plus ultra of  Hindu poetic
art.” (1, 261-62)
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The Phenomenon of  the Exaltation of  the Spirit

“There are some poets who live by a single poem. In some moment of  exaltation,
of  rapt excitement the spirit throws off  for a moment the bonds of  the flesh and
compels the body to obey it. This is what is vulgarly termed inspiration. Everyone
who has felt this state of  mind, can recall its main features. There is a sudden exaltation,
a glow, an excitement and a fiery and rapid activity of  all the faculties; every cell of  the
body & of  the brain feeling a commotion and working in excited unison under the
law of  something which is not themselves; the mind itself  becomes illuminated as
with a rush of  light and grows like a crowded and surging thoroughfare in some
brilliantly lighted city, thought treading on the heels of  thought faster than the tongue
can express or the hand write or the memory record them. And yet while the organs
of  sense remain overpowered and inactive, the main organs of  action may be working
with abnormal rapidity, not only the speech and the hand but sometimes even the
feet, so that often the writer cannot remain still, but has to walk up and down swiftly
or if  he sits down, is subject to an involuntary mechanical movement of  the limbs.
When this state reaches beyond bounds, when the spirit attempts to impose on the
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mind & body work for which they are not fitted, the result is, in the lower human
organisms insanity, in the higher epilepsy. In this state of  inspiration every thought
wears an extraordinary brilliance and even commonplace ideas strike one as God-
given inspirations. But at any rate the expression they take whether perfect or not is
superior to what the same man could compass in his ordinary condition. Ideas &
imaginations throng on the mind which one is not aware of  having formerly entertained
or even prepared for; some even seem quite foreign to our habit of  mind. The
impression we get is that thoughts are being breathed into us, expressions dictated,
the whole poured in from outside; the saints who spoke to Joan of  Arc, the daemon
of  Socrates, Tasso’s familiar, the Angel Gabriel dictating the Koran to Mahomet are
only exaggerated developments of  this impression due to an epileptic, maniac or
excited state of  the mind; and this, as I have already suggested, is itself  due to the
premature attempts of  the Spirit to force the highest work on the body.* Mahomet’s
idea that in his epileptic fits he went up into the seventh heaven & took the Koran
from the lips of  God, is extremely significant;** if  Caesar & Richelieu had been
Oriental prophets instead of  practical & sceptical Latin statesmen they might well
have recorded kindred impressions. In any case such an impression is purely sensational.
It is always the man’s own spirit that is speaking, but the sensational part of  him
feeling that it is working blindly in obedience to some irresistible power which is not
itself, conveys to the mind an erroneous impression that the power comes from
outside, that it is an inspiration and not an inner process; for it is as naturally the
impulse of  the body as of  the mind to consider itself  the self  of  the organism and all
impressions & impulses not of  its own sphere as exterior to the organism. If  the
understanding happens to be firm and sane, it refuses to encourage the mind in its
error, but if  the understanding is overexcited or is not sufficiently master of  its
instruments, it easily allows itself  to be deluded. Now when the spirit is no longer
struggling with the body, but has become its master and lord, this state of  inspiration
ceases to be fortuitous and occasional, and becomes more and more within the will
of  the man and, subject to the necessarily long intervals of  repose & recreation,
almost a habitually recurring state. At the same time it loses its violent & abnormal
character and the outward symptoms of  it disappear; the outer man remains placid
and the mind works with great power and illumination indeed, but without disturbance
or loss of  equilibrium.” (1, 268-70)

* Sri Aurobindo wrote the following passage at the top of two pages of the manuscript.
He did not mark its place of insertion. A piece of the manuscript is broken off at the beginning;
“supported by” is a conjectural reconstruction:

The fact, [supported by] overwhelming evidence, that Jeanne could foretell the immediate
future in all matters affecting her mission, does not militate against this theory; past, present &
future are merely conventions of the mind, to the spirit time is but one, tomorrow as present as
today. At the same time I do not wish to exclude the possibility of supracorporeal beings outside
her own guiding Jeanne within the limits of her mission; the subject is too profound & subtle a
problem to be settled offhand.

** Sri Aurobindo put a question mark beside this clause in his manuscript. –Ed.
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Vyasa – The Most Masculine of  Writers

“…Vyasa is the most masculine of  writers. When Coleridge spoke of  the
femineity of  genius he had in mind certain features of  temperament which whether
justly or not are usually thought to count for more in the feminine mould than in
the masculine, the love of  ornament, emotionalism, mobile impressionability,
the tyranny of  imagination over the reason, excessive sensitiveness to form and
outward beauty; a tendency to be dominated imaginatively by violence & the
show of  strength, to be prodigal of  oneself, not to husband the powers, to be for
showing them off, to fail in self-restraint is also feminine. All these are natural
properties of  the quick artistic temperament prone by throwing all itself  outward
to lose balance and therefore seldom perfectly sane and strong in all its parts. So
much did these elements form the basis of  Coleridge’s own temperament that he
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could not perhaps imagine a genius in which they were wanting. Yet Goethe,
Dante & Sophocles show that the very highest genius can exist without them.
But none of  the great poets I have named is so singularly masculine, so deficient
in femineity as Vyasa, none dominates so much by intellect and personality, yet
satisfies so little the romantic imagination. Indeed no poet at all near the first
rank has the same granite mind in which impressions are received with difficulty
but once received are ineffaceable. In his austere self-restraint and economy of
power he is indifferent to ornament for its own sake, to the pleasures of  poetry
as distinguished from its ardours, to little graces & self-indulgences of  style; the
substance counts for everything & the form has to limit itself  to its proper work
of  expressing with precision & power the substance. Even his most romantic
pieces have a virgin coldness & loftiness in their beauty.” (1, 304)
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Sanscrit Poetry

“The note of  Sanscrit poetry is always aristocratic; it has no answer to the
democratic feeling or to the modern sentimental cult of  the average man, but
deals with exalted, large and aspiring natures, whose pride it is that they do not
act like common men (IÒkÑrks tu%). They are the great spirits, the egktuk%] in whose
footsteps the world follows. Whatever sentimental objections may be urged against
this high and arrogating spirit, it cannot be doubted that a literature pervaded
with the soul of  hero worship and noblesse oblige and full of  great examples is
eminently fitted to elevate and strengthen a nation and prepare it for a great part
in history.” (1, 319)
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The Bengali
“The Bengali has always led and still leads the higher thought of  India,

because he has eminently the gifts which are most needed for the new race that
has to arise. He has the emotion and imagination which is open to the great
inspirations, the mighty heart-stirring ideas that move humanity when a great
step forward has to be taken. He has the invaluable gift of  thinking with the
heart. He has, too, a subtle brain which is able within certain limits to catch
shades of  meaning and delicacies of  thought, both those the logic grasps and
those which escape the mere logical intellect. Above all, he has in a greater degree
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than other races the yet undeveloped faculty of  direct knowledge, latent in
humanity and now to be evolved, which is above reason and imagination, the
faculty which in Sri Ramakrishna, the supreme outcome of  the race, dispensed
with education and commanded any knowledge he desired easily and divinely. It
is a faculty which now works irregularly in humanity, unrecognised and confused
by the interference of  the imagination, of  the limited reason and of  the old
associations or saWskDras stored in the memory of  the race and the individual. It
cannot be made a recognised and habitual agent except by the discipline which
the ancient Indian sages formulated in the science of  Yoga.” (1, 365)
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The Brain of  India

“What was the secret of  that gigantic intellectuality, spirituality and
superhuman moral force which we see pulsating in the Ramayana and
Mahabharata, in the ancient philosophy, in the supreme poetry, art, sculpture and
architecture of  India? What was at the basis of  the incomparable public works
and engineering achievements, the opulent and exquisite industries, the great
triumphs of  science, scholarship, jurisprudence, logic, metaphysics, the unique
social structure? What supported the heroism and self-abandonment of  the
Kshatriya, the Sikh and the Rajput, the unconquerable national vitality and
endurance? What was it that stood behind that civilisation second to none in the
massiveness of  its outlines or the perfection of  its details? Without a great and
unique discipline involving a perfect education of  soul and mind, a result so
immense and persistent would have been impossible. It would be an error to
look for the secret of  Aryan success in the details of  the instruction given in the
old ashrams and universities so far as they have come down to us. We must know
what was the principle and basis on which the details were founded. We shall find
the secret of  their success in a profound knowledge of  human psychology and
its subtle application to the methods of  intellectual training and instruction.

At the basis of  the old Aryan system was the all-important discipline of
Brahmacharya. The first necessity for the building up of  a great intellectual
superstructure is to provide a foundation strong enough to bear it. Those systems
of  education which start from an insufficient knowledge of  man, think they have
provided a satisfactory foundation when they have supplied the student with a
large or well-selected mass of  information on the various subjects which comprise
the best part of  human culture at the time. The school gives the materials, it is for
the student to use them, – this is the formula. But the error here is fundamental.
Information cannot be the foundation of  intelligence, it can only be part of  the
material out of  which the knower builds knowledge, the starting-point, the nucleus
of  fresh discovery and enlarged creation. An education that confines itself  to
imparting knowledge, is no education. The various faculties of  memory, judgment,
imagination, perception, reasoning, which build the edifice of  thought and
knowledge for the knower, must not only be equipped with their fit and sufficient
tools and materials, but trained to bring fresh materials and use more skilfully
those of  which they are in possession. And the foundation of  the structure they
have to build, can only be the provision of  a fund of  force and energy sufficient
to bear the demands of  a continually growing activity of  the memory, judgment
and creative power. Where is that energy to be found?” (1, 369-70)

“All human energy has a physical basis. The mistake made by European
materialism is to suppose the basis to be everything and confuse it with the
source. The source of  life and energy is not material but spiritual, but the basis,
the foundation on which the life and energy stand and work, is physical. The
ancient Hindus clearly recognised this distinction between kDraKa and pratiIFhD,
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the north pole and the south pole of  being. Earth or gross matter is the pratiIFhD,
Brahman or spirit is the kDraKa. To raise up the physical to the spiritual is
Brahmacharya, for by the meeting of  the two the energy which starts from one
and produces the other is enhanced and fulfils itself.

This is the metaphysical theory. The application depends on a right
understanding of  the physical and psychological conformation of  the human
receptacle of  energy. The fundamental physical unit is the retas, in which the tejas,
the heat and light and electricity in a man, is involved and hidden. All energy is
latent in the retas. This energy may be either expended physically or conserved.
All passion, lust, desire wastes the energy by pouring it, either in the gross form
or a sublimated subtler form, out of  the body. Immorality in act throws it out in
the gross form; immorality of  thought in the subtle form. In either case there is
waste, and unchastity is of  the mind and speech as well as of  the body. On the
other hand, all self-control conserves the energy in the retas, and conservation
always brings with it increase. But the needs of  the physical body are limited and
the excess of  energy must create a surplus which has to turn itself  to some use
other than the physical. According to the ancient theory retas is jala or water, full
of  light and heat and electricity, in one word, of  tejas. The excess of  the retas
turns first into heat or tapas which stimulates the whole system, and it is for this
reason that all forms of  self-control and austerity are called tapas or tapasyD, because
they generate the heat or stimulus which is a source of  powerful action and
success; secondly, it turns to tejas proper, light, the energy which is at the source
of  all knowledge; thirdly, it turns to vidyut or electricity, which is at the basis of  all
forceful action whether intellectual or physical. In the vidyut again is involved the
ojas, or prDKaQakti, the primal energy which proceeds from ether. The retas refining
from jala to tapas, tejas and vidyut and from vidyut to ojas, fills the system with
physical strength, energy and brain-power and in its last form of  ojas rises to the
brain and informs it with that primal energy which is the most refined form of
matter and nearest to spirit. It is ojas that creates a spiritual force or vnrya, by
which a man attains to spiritual knowledge, spiritual love and faith, spiritual
strength. It follows that the more we can by Brahmacharya increase the store of
tapas, tejas, vidyut and ojas, the more we shall fill ourselves with utter energy for the
works of  the body, heart, mind and spirit.

This view of  the human soul was not the whole of  the knowledge on
which ancient Hinduism based its educational discipline. In addition it had the
view that all knowledge is within and has to be evoked by education rather than
instilled from outside. The constitution of  man consists of  three principles of
nature sattva, rajas and tamas, the comprehensive, active and passive elements of
universal action, which, in one of  their thousand fold aspects, manifest as
knowledge, passion and ignorance.…” (1, 372-73)

“Sattva is an illumination which reveals the hidden knowledge and brings it
to the surface where the observation can grasp and the memory record it. This
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conception of  the constitution of  the knowing faculty made the removal of
tamas, the disciplining of  rajas and the awakening of  sattva the main problem of
the teacher. He had to train the student to be receptive of  illumination from
within. The disciplining of  rajas was effected by a strict moral discipline which
induced a calm, clear, receptive state of  mind free from intellectual self-will and
pride and the obscuration of passion, – the famous discipline of the brahmacDrin
which was the foundation of  Aryan culture and Aryan morals; and the interference
of  wrong ideas was sought to be removed by strict mental submission to the
teacher during the receptive period, when the body of  ascertained knowledge or
right ideas already in man’s possession was explained to him and committed to
memory. The removal of  tamas was effected by the discipline of  moral purity,
which awakened the energy of  tejas and electricity in the system and by the power
of  tapasyD trained it to be a reservoir of  mental force and clarity. The awakening
of  illumination was actively effected by the triple method of  repetition, meditation
and discussion. Evrtti or repetition was meant to fill the recording part of  the
mind with the Qabda or word, so that the artha or meaning might of  itself  rise
from within. Needless to say, a mechanical repetition was not likely to produce
this effect. There must be that clear still receptivity and that waiting upon the
word or thing with the contemplative part of  the mind which is what the ancient
Indians meant by dhyDna or meditation.” (1, 373-74)

“…By the training of  Brahmacharya they placed all the energy of  which
the system was capable and which could be spared from bodily functions, at the
service of  the brain. In this way they not only strengthened the medhD or grasping
power, the dhn or subtlety and swiftness of  thought conception, the memory and
the creative intellectual force, making the triple force of  memory, invention,
judgment comprehensive and analytic, but they greatly enlarged the range, no
less than the intensity, of  the absorbing, storing and generative mental activities.
Hence those astonishing feats of  memory, various comprehension and versatility
of  creative work of  which only a few extraordinary intellects have been capable
in Occidental history, but which in ancient India were common and usual. Mr.
Gladstone was considered to be the possessor of  an astonishing memory because
he could repeat the whole of  Homer’s Iliad, beginning from any passage suggested
to him and flowing on as long as required; but to a Brahmin of  the old times this
would have been a proof  of  a capacity neither unusual nor astonishing, but rather,
petty and limited. The many-sidedness of  an Eratosthenes or the range of  a
Herbert Spencer have created in Europe admiring or astonished comment; but
the universality of  the ordinary curriculum in ancient India was for every student
and not for the exceptional few, and it implied, not a tasting of  many subjects
after the modern plan, but the thorough mastery of  all. The original achievement
of  a Kalidasa accomplishing the highest in every line of  poetic creation is so
incredible to the European mind that it has been sought to cleave that mighty
master of  harmonies into a committee of  three. Yet it is paralleled by the
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accomplishment in philosophy of  Shankara in a short life of  thirty-two years and
dwarfed by the universal mastery of  all possible spiritual knowledge and experience
of  Sri Ramakrishna in our own era. These instances are not so common as the
others, because pure creative genius is not common; but in Europe they are, with
a single modern exception, non-existent. The highest creative intellects in Europe
have achieved sovereignty by limitation, by striving to excel only in one field of  a
single intellectual province or at most in two; when they have been versatile it has
been by sacrificing height to breadth. But in India it is the greatest who have been
the most versatile and passed from one field of  achievement to another without
sacrificing an inch of  their height or an iota of  their creative intensity, easily,
unfalteringly, with an assured mastery. This easy and unfailing illumination
crowning the unfailing energy created by Brahmacharya was due to the discipline
which developed sattva or inner illumination. This illumination makes the
acquisition of  knowledge and all other intellectual operations easy, spontaneous,
swift, decisive and comparatively unfatiguing to body or brain. In these two things
lies the secret of  Aryan intellectual achievement. Brahmacharya and sattwic
development created the brain of  India: it was perfected by Yoga.

It is a common complaint that our students are too heavily burdened
with many subjects and the studying of  many books. The complaint is utterly
true and yet it is equally true that the range of  studies is pitifully narrow and
the books read miserably few. What is the reason of  this paradox, the justification
of  these two apparently contradictory truths? It is this, that we neglect the
basis and proceed at once to a superstructure small in bulk, disproportionately
heavy in comparison with that bulk, and built on a foundation too weak to bear
even the paltry and meagre edifice of  our imparted knowledge. The Indian
brain is still in potentiality what it was; but it is being damaged, stunted and
defaced. The greatness of  its innate possibilities is hidden by the greatness of
its surface deterioration.” (1, 376-77)

“…It is not our contention that the actual system of  ancient instruction
should be restored in its outward features, – a demand often made by fervid
lovers of  the past. Many of  them are not suited to modern requirements. But its
fundamental principles are for all time and its discipline can only be replaced by
the discovery of  a still more effective discipline, such as European education
does not offer us.” (1, 378)
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The Principle of  True Teaching

“The first principle of  true teaching is that nothing can be taught. The
teacher is not an instructor or taskmaster, he is a helper and guide. His business
is to suggest and not to impose. He does not actually train the pupil’s mind, he
only shows him how to perfect his instruments of  knowledge and helps and
encourages him in the process. He does not impart knowledge to him, he shows
him how to acquire knowledge for himself. He does not call forth the knowledge
that is within; he only shows him where it lies and how it can be habituated to rise
to the surface. The distinction that reserves this principle for the teaching of
adolescent and adult minds and denies its application to the child is a conservative
and unintelligent doctrine. Child or man, boy or girl, there is only one sound
principle of  good teaching. Difference of  age only serves to diminish or increase
the amount of  help and guidance necessary; it does not change its nature.

The second principle is that the mind has to be consulted in its own growth.
The idea of  hammering the child into the shape desired by the parent or teacher
is a barbarous and ignorant superstition. It is he himself  who must be induced to
expand in accordance with his own nature. There can be no greater error than
for the parent to arrange beforehand that his son shall develop particular qualities,
capacities, ideas, virtues, or be prepared for a prearranged career. To force the
nature to abandon its own dharma is to do it permanent harm, mutilate its growth
and deface its perfection. It is a selfish tyranny over a human soul and a wound to
the nation, which loses the benefit of  the best that a man could have given it and
is forced to accept instead something imperfect and artificial, second-rate,
perfunctory and common. Every man has in him something divine, something
his own, a chance of  strength and perfection in however small a sphere, which
God offers him to take or refuse. The task is to find it, develop it, use it. The
chief  aim of  education should be to help the growing soul to draw out that in
itself  which is best and make it perfect for a noble use.

The third principle of  education is to work from the near to the far, from
that which is to that which shall be. The basis of  a man’s nature is almost always,
in addition to his soul’s past, his heredity, his surroundings, his nationality, his
country, the soil from which he draws sustenance, the air which he breathes, the
sights, sounds, habits to which he is accustomed. They mould him not the less
powerfully because insensibly. From that then we must begin. We must not take
up the nature by the roots from the earth in which it must grow or surround the
mind with images and ideas of  a life which is alien to that in which it must
physically move. If  anything has to be brought in from outside, it must be offered,
not forced on the mind. A free and natural growth is the condition of  genuine
development.” (1, 384-85)
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Buddhi – The Intellect

“The intellect is an organ composed of  several groups of  functions, divisible
into two important classes, the functions and faculties of  the right hand and the
functions and faculties of  the left hand. The faculties of  the right hand are
comprehensive, creative and synthetic; the faculties of  the left hand critical and
analytic. To the right hand belong Judgment, Imagination, Memory, Observation;
to the left hand Comparison and Reasoning. The critical faculties distinguish,
compare, classify, generalise, deduce, infer, conclude; they are the component parts
of  the logical reason. The right-hand faculties comprehend, command, judge in
their own right, grasp, hold and manipulate. The right-hand mind is the master of
knowledge, the left-hand its servant. The left hand touches only the body of
knowledge, the right hand penetrates its soul. The left hand limits itself  to ascertained
truth, the right hand grasps that which is still elusive or unascertained. Both are
essential to the completeness of  the human reason.” (1, 387)
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The Highest Layer of  Mind

“The powers peculiar to this highest stratum of  knowledge are chiefly known
to us from the phenomena of  genius, – sovereign discernment, intuitive perception
of  truth, plenary inspiration of  speech, direct vision of  knowledge to an extent
often amounting to revelation, making a man a prophet of  truth. These powers
are rare in their higher development, though many possess them imperfectly or
by flashes. They are still greatly distrusted by the critical reason of  mankind
because of  the admixture of  error, caprice and a biased imagination which
obstructs and distorts their perfect workings. Yet it is clear that humanity could
not have advanced to its present stage if  it had not been for the help of  these
faculties, and it is a question with which educationists have not yet grappled,
what is to be done with this mighty and baffling element, the element of  genius
in the pupil. The mere instructor does his best to discourage and stifle genius, the
more liberal teacher welcomes it. …” (1, 387-88)
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The Training of  the Moral Nature

“IN THE economy of  man the mental nature rests upon the moral, and
the education of  the intellect divorced from the perfection of  the moral and
emotional nature is injurious to human progress. Yet, while it is easy to arrange
some kind of  curriculum or syllabus which will do well enough for the training
of  the mind, it has not yet been found possible to provide under modern conditions
a suitable moral training for the school and college. The attempt to make boys
moral and religious by the teaching of  moral and religious text-books is a vanity
and a delusion, precisely because the heart is not the mind and to instruct the
mind does not necessarily improve the heart. It would be an error to say that it
has no effect. It throws certain seeds of  thought into the antaUkaraKa and, if
these thoughts become habitual, they influence the conduct. But the danger of
moral text-books is that they make the thinking of  high things mechanical and
artificial, and whatever is mechanical and artificial is inoperative for good.

There are three things which are of  the utmost importance in dealing with
a man’s moral nature, the emotions, the saWskDras or formed habits and
associations, and the svabhDva or nature. The only way for him to train himself
morally is to habituate himself  to the right emotions, the noblest associations,
the best mental, emotional and physical habits and the following out in right
action of  the fundamental impulses of  his essential nature. You can impose a
certain discipline on children, dress them into a certain mould, lash them into a
desired path, but unless you can get their hearts and natures on your side, the
conformity to this imposed rule becomes a hypocritical and heartless, a
conventional, often a cowardly compliance. This is what is done in Europe, and
it leads to that remarkable phenomenon known as the sowing of  wild oats as
soon as the yoke of  discipline at school and at home is removed, and to the social
hypocrisy which is so large a feature of  European life. Only what the man admires
and accepts, becomes part of  himself; the rest is a mask. He conforms to the
discipline of  society as he conformed to the moral routine of  home and school,
but considers himself  at liberty to guide his real life, inner and private, according
to his own likings and passions. On the other hand, to neglect moral and religious
education altogether is to corrupt the race. The notorious moral corruption in
our young men previous to the saving touch of  the Swadeshi movement was the
direct result of  the purely mental instruction given to them under the English
system of  education. The adoption of  the English system under an Indian disguise
in institutions like the Central Hindu College is likely to lead to the European
result. That it is better than nothing, is all that can be said for it.

As in the education of  the mind, so in the education of  the heart, the best
way is to put the child into the right road to his own perfection and encourage
him to follow it, watching, suggesting, helping, but not interfering. The one
excellent element in the English boarding school is that the master at his best
stands there as a moral guide and example leaving the boys largely to influence
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and help each other in following the path silently shown to them. But the method
practised is rude and marred by the excess of  outer discipline, for which the
pupils have no respect except that of  fear, and the exiguity of  the inner assistance.
The little good that is done is outweighed by much evil. The old Indian system of
the guru commanding by his knowledge and sanctity the implicit obedience, perfect
admiration, reverent emulation of  the student was a far superior method of
moral discipline. It is impossible to restore that ancient system; but it is not
impossible to substitute the wise friend, guide and helper for the hired instructor
or the benevolent policeman which is all that the European system usually makes
of  the pedagogue.

The first rule of  moral training is to suggest and invite, not command or
impose. The best method of  suggestion is by personal example, daily converse
and the books read from day to day. These books should contain, for the younger
student, the lofty examples of  the past given, not as moral lessons, but as things
of  supreme human interest, and, for the elder student, the great thoughts of
great souls, the passages of  literature which set fire to the highest emotions and
prompt the highest ideals and aspirations, the records of  history and biography
which exemplify the living of  those great thoughts, noble emotions and aspiring
ideals. This is a kind of  good company, satsaOga, which can seldom fail to have
effect, so long as sententious sermonising is avoided, and becomes of  the highest
effect if  the personal life of  the teacher is itself  moulded by the great things he
places before his pupils. It cannot, however, have full force unless the young life
is given an opportunity, within its limited sphere, of  embodying in action the
moral impulses which rise within it. The thirst of  knowledge, the self-devotion,
the purity, the renunciation of  the Brahmin, – the courage, ardour, honour, nobility,
chivalry, patriotism of  the Kshatriya, – the beneficence, skill, industry, generous
enterprise and large open-handedness of  the Vaishya, – the self-effacement and
loving service of  the Shudra, – these are the qualities of  the Aryan. They constitute
the moral temper we desire in our young men, in the whole nation. But how can
we get them if  we do not give opportunities to the young to train themselves in
the Aryan tradition, to form by the practice and familiarity of  childhood and
boyhood the stuff  of  which their adult lives must be made?” (1, 389-91)
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Simultaneous and Successive Teaching

“A VERY remarkable feature of  modern training which has been subjected
in India to a reductio ad absurdum is the practice of  teaching by snippets. A subject
is taught a little at a time, in conjunction with a host of  others, with the result that
what might be well learnt in a single year is badly learned in seven and the boy
goes out ill-equipped, served with imperfect parcels of  knowledge, master of
none of  the great departments of  human knowledge. The system of  education
adopted by the National Council, an amphibious and twy-natured creation,
attempts to heighten this practice of  teaching by snippets at the bottom and the
middle and suddenly change it to a grandiose specialism at the top. This is to base
the triangle on its apex and hope that it will stand.
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The old system was to teach one or two subjects well and thoroughly and
then proceed to others, and certainly it was a more rational system than the
modern. If  it did not impart so much varied information, it built up a deeper,
nobler and more real culture. Much of  the shallowness, discursive lightness and
fickle mutability of  the average modern mind is due to the vicious principle of
teaching by snippets.” (1, 393)
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“Teaching by snippets must be relegated to the lumber-room of  dead
sorrows. The first work is to interest the child in life, work and knowledge, to
develop his instruments of  knowledge with the utmost thoroughness, to give
him mastery of  the medium he must use. Afterwards, the rapidity with which he
will learn will make up for any delay in taking up regular studies, and it will be
found that, where now he learns a few things badly, then he will learn many
things thoroughly well.” (1, 395-96)
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The Faculty of  Imagination

“This is a most important and indispensable instrument. It may be divided
into three functions, the forming of  mental images, the power of  creating thoughts,
images and imitations or new combinations of  existing thoughts and images, the
appreciation of  the soul in things, beauty, charm, greatness, hidden suggestiveness,
the emotion and spiritual life that pervades the world. This is in every way as
important as the training of  the faculties which observe and compare outward
things.” (1, 406)
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The Importance of  National Education

“We want not only a free India, but a great India, India taking worthily her
place among the Nations and giving to the life of  humanity what she alone can
give. The greatest knowledge and the greatest riches man can possess are hers by
inheritance; she has that for which all mankind is waiting. But she can only give it
if  her hands are free, her soul free, full and exalted, and her life dignified in all its
parts. …the full soul rich with the inheritance of  the past, the widening gains of
the present, and the large potentiality of  her future, can come only by a system
of  National Education. It cannot come by any extension or imitation of  the
system of  the existing universities with its radically false principles, its vicious
and mechanical methods, its dead alive routine tradition and its narrow and sightless
spirit. Only a new spirit and a new body born from the heart of  the Nation and
full of  the light and hope of  its resurgence can create it.” (1, 411)
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The Sinking Civilisation of  the West

“The scientific, rationalistic, industrial, pseudo-democratic civilisation of
the West is now in process of  dissolution and it would be a lunatic absurdity for
us at this moment to build blindly on that sinking foundation. When the most
advanced minds of  the occident are beginning to turn in this red evening of  the
West for the hope of  a new and more spiritual civilisation to the genius of  Asia,
it would be strange if  we could think of  nothing better than to cast away our own
self  and potentialities and put our trust in the dissolving and moribund past of
Europe.” (1, 422)
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The Beautiful Versus the Useful

“THERE is a tendency in modern times to depreciate the value of  the
beautiful and overstress the value of  the useful, a tendency curbed in Europe by
the imperious insistence of  an agelong tradition of  culture and generous training
of  the aesthetic perceptions; but in India, where we have been cut off  by a
mercenary and soulless education from all our ancient roots of  culture and
tradition, it is corrected only by the stress of  imagination, emotion and spiritual
delicacy, submerged but not yet destroyed, in the temperament of  the people.
The value attached by the ancients to music, art and poetry has become almost
unintelligible to an age bent on depriving life of  its meaning by turning earth into
a sort of  glorified antheap or beehive and confusing the lowest, though most
primary in necessity, of  the means of  human progress with the aim of  this great
evolutionary process.” (1, 433)
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Disinterested Thought – the True Aristocracy

“The majority of  mankind do not think, they have only thought-sensations;
a large minority think confusedly, mixing up desires, predilections, passions,
prejudgments, old associations and prejudices with pure and disinterested thought.
Only a few, the rare aristocrats of  the earth, can really and truly think. That is
now the true aristocracy, not the aristocracy of  the body and birth, not the
aristocracy of  vital superiority, wealth, pride and luxury, not the aristocracy of
higher emotions, courage, energy, successful political instinct and the habit of
mastery and rule, – though these latter cannot be neglected, – but the aristocracy
of  knowledge, undisturbed insight and intellectual ability. It emerges, though it
has not yet emerged, and in any future arrangement of  human society this natural
inequality will play an important part.” (1, 436)
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Two Sides of  Thought

“…the thought is the highest man has really attained and it is by the thought
that the old society has been broken down. And the thought is composed of  two
separate sides, judgment or reason and imagination, both of  which are necessary
to perfect ideation. It is by science, philosophy and criticism on the one side, by
art, poetry and idealism on the other that the old state of  humanity has been
undermined and is now collapsing, and the foundations have been laid for the
new. Of  these science, philosophy and criticism have established their use to the
mass of  humanity by ministering to the luxury, comfort and convenience which
all men desire and arming them with justification in the confused struggle of
passions, interests, cravings and aspirations which are now working with solvent
and corrosive effect throughout the world. The value of  the other side, more
subtle and profound, has been clouded to the mass of  men by the less visible and
sensational character of  its workings.” (1, 436-37)
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The Importance of  Liberal Education

“…a purely scientific education tends to make thought keen and clear-sighted
within certain limits, but narrow, hard and cold. Even in his own sphere the man
without any training of  the right hand can only progress in a settled groove; he
cannot broaden the base of  human culture or enlarge the bounds of  science.
Tennyson describes him as an eye well practised in Nature, a spirit bounded and
poor, and the description is just. But a cultivated eye without a cultivated spirit
makes by no means the highest type of  man. It is precisely the cultivation of  the
spirit that is the object of  what is well called a liberal education, and the pursuits
best calculated to cultivate the growth of  the spirit are language, literature, the Arts,
music, painting, sculpture or the study of  these, philosophy, religion, history, the
study and understanding of  man through his works and of  Nature and man through
the interpretative as well as through the analytic faculties.” (1, 438)
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Modern Man – An Inferior Kind of  Asura

“…man intellectually developed, mighty in scientific knowledge and the
mastery of  gross and subtle nature, using the elements as his servants and the
world as his footstool, but undeveloped in heart and spirit, becomes only an
inferior kind of  Asura using the powers of  a demigod to satisfy the nature of  an
animal. According to dim traditions and memories of  the old world, of  such a
nature was the civilisation of  old Atlantis, submerged beneath the Ocean when
its greatness and its wickedness became too heavy a load for the earth to bear,
and our own legends of  the Asuras represent a similar consciousness of  a great
but abortive development in humanity.” (1, 439)
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The  Importance of  the Aesthetic Sense

“At a certain stage of  human development the aesthetic sense is of  infinite
value …It raises and purifies conduct by instilling a distaste for the coarse desires
and passions of  the savage, for the rough, uncouth and excessive in action and
manner, and restraining both feeling and action by a striving after the decent, the
beautiful, the fit and seemly which received its highest expression in the manners
of  cultivated European society, the elaborate ceremonious life of  the Confucian,
the careful DcDra and etiquette of  Hinduism. At the present stage of  progress
this element is losing much of  its once all-important value and, when overstressed,
tends to hamper a higher development by the obstruction of  soulless ceremony
and formalism. Its great use was to discipline the savage animal instincts of  the
body, the vital instincts and the lower feelings in the heart. Its disadvantage to
progress is that it tends to trammel the play both of  the higher feelings of  the
heart and the workings of  originality in thought.” (1, 440-41)
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“The good must not be subordinated to the aesthetic sense, but it must
be beautiful and delightful, or to that extent it ceases to be good. The object of
existence is not the practice of  virtue for its own sake but Dnanda, delight, and
progress consists not in rejecting beauty and delight, but in rising from the
lower to the higher, the less complete to the more complete beauty and delight.”
(1, 443-44)
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Music, Art and Poetry
“We have spoken of  the purification of  the heart, the cittaQuddhi, which

Aristotle assigned as the essential office of  poetry, and have pointed out that it is
done in poetry by the detached and disinterested enjoyment of  the eight rasas or
forms of  emotional aestheticism which make up life, unalloyed by the disturbance
of  the lower self-regarding passions. Painting and sculpture work in the same
direction by different means. Art sometimes uses the same means as poetry but
cannot do it to the same extent because it has not the movement of  poetry; it is
fixed, still, it expresses only a given moment, a given point in space and cannot
move freely through time and region. But it is precisely this stillness, this calm,
this fixity which gives its separate value to Art. Poetry raises the emotions and
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gives each its separate delight. Art stills the emotions and teaches them the delight
of  a restrained and limited satisfaction, – this indeed was the characteristic that
the Greeks, a nation of  artists far more artistic than poetic, tried to bring into
their poetry. Music deepens the emotions and harmonises them with each other.
Between them music, art and poetry are a perfect education for the soul; they
make and keep its movements purified, selfcontrolled, deep and harmonious.
These, therefore, are agents which cannot profitably be neglected by humanity
on its onward march or degraded to the mere satisfaction of  sensuous pleasure
which will disintegrate rather than build the character. They are, when properly
used, great educating, edifying and civilising forces.” (1, 447-48)
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Art and the Training of  Intellectual Faculty

“THE VALUE of  art in the training of  intellectual faculty is also an
important part of  its utility. We have already indicated the double character of
intellectual activity, divided between the imaginative, creative and sympathetic or
comprehensive intellectual centres on the one side and the critical, analytic and
penetrative on the other. The latter are best trained by science, criticism and
observation, the former by art, poetry, music, literature and the sympathetic study
of  man and his creations. These make the mind quick to grasp at a glance, subtle
to distinguish shades, deep to reject shallow self-sufficiency, mobile, delicate,
swift, intuitive. Art assists in this training by raising images in the mind which it
has to understand not by analysis, but by self-identification with other minds; it is
a powerful stimulator of  sympathetic insight. Art is subtle and delicate, and it
makes the mind also in its movements subtle and delicate. It is suggestive, and
the intellect habituated to the appreciation of  art is quick to catch suggestions,
mastering not only, as the scientific mind does, that which is positive and on the
surface, but that which leads to ever fresh widening and subtilising of  knowledge
and opens a door into the deeper secrets of  inner nature where the positive
instruments of  science cannot take the depth or measure. This supreme intellectual
value of  Art has never been sufficiently recognized. Men have made language,
poetry, history, philosophy agents for the training of  this side of  intellectuality,
necessary parts of  a liberal education, but the immense educative force of  music,
painting and sculpture has not been duly recognised. They have been thought to
be bypaths of  the human mind, beautiful and interesting, but not necessary,
therefore intended for the few. Yet the universal impulse to enjoy the beauty and
attractiveness of  sound, to look at and live among pictures, colours, forms ought
to have warned mankind of  the superficiality and ignorance of  such a view of
these eternal and important occupations of  human mind. The impulse, denied
proper training and self-purification, has spent itself  on the trivial, gaudy, sensuous,
cheap or vulgar instead of  helping man upward by its powerful aid in the evocation
of  what is best and highest in intellect as well as in character, emotion and the
aesthetic enjoyment and regulation of  life and manners. It is difficult to appreciate
the waste and detriment involved in the low and debased level of  enjoyment to
which the artistic impulses are condemned in the majority of  mankind.

But beyond and above this intellectual utility of  Art, there is a higher use, the
noblest of  all, its service to the growth of  spirituality in the race.” (1, 449-50)
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Art in the Life of  the Nation

“The system of  education which, instead of  keeping artistic training apart
as a privilege for a few specialists, frankly introduces it as a part of  culture no less
necessary than literature or science, will have taken a great step forward in the
perfection of  national education and the general diffusion of  a broad-based human
culture. It is not necessary that every man should be an artist. It is necessary that
every man should have his artistic faculty developed, his taste trained, his sense
of  beauty and insight into form and colour and that which is expressed in form
and colour, made habitually active, correct and sensitive. It is necessary that those
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who create, whether in great things or small, whether in the unusual masterpieces
of  art and genius or in the small common things of  use that surround a man’s
daily life, should be habituated to produce and the nation habituated to expect
the beautiful in preference to the ugly, the noble in preference to the vulgar, the
fine in preference to the crude, the harmonious in preference to the gaudy. A
nation surrounded daily by the beautiful, noble, fine and harmonious becomes
that which it is habituated to contemplate and realises the fullness of  the expanding
Spirit in itself.” (1, 453)
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“The nation and the individual can gain nothing by turning out figures in
clay which faithfully copy the vulgarity and ugliness of  English commercial
production or by multiplying mere copies of  men or things. A free and active
imaging of  form and hue within oneself, a free and self-trained hand reproducing
with instinctive success not the form and measurement of  things seen outside,
for that is a smaller capacity easily mastered, but the inward vision of  the relation
and truth of  things, an eye quick to note and distinguish, sensitive to design and
to harmony in colour, these are the faculties that have to be evoked, and the
formal and mechanical English method is useless for this purpose.” (1, 454)
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“The taint of  Occidental ideals and alien and unsuitable methods has to be
purged out of  our minds, and nowhere more than in the teaching which should
be the foundation of  intellectual and aesthetic renovation. The spirit of  old Indian
Art must be revived, the inspiration and directness of  vision which even now
subsists among the possessors of  the ancient traditions, the inborn skill and taste
of  the race, the dexterity of  the Indian hand and the intuitive gaze of  the Indian
eye must be recovered and the whole nation lifted again to the high level of  the
ancient culture – and higher.” (1, 454)
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“Europeans create out of  the imagination. India has always sought to go
deeper within and create out of  the Power behind imagination, by passivity and
plenary inspiration, in Yoga, from samadhi.” (1, 459)
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The Bengali Ramayan and the Epic of  Tulsidas

“Our impression is that the modern editions do not faithfully reproduce
the old classic and that copyists of  more learning and puristic taste than critical
imagination or poetical sympathy have polished away much that was best in the
Bengali Ramayan. The old copies, we believe, reveal a style much more irregular
in diction and metre, but more full of  humanity, strength and the rough and
natural touch of  the soil. In no case can our Ramayan compare with the great
epic of  Tulsidas, that mine of  poetry, strong and beautiful thought and description
and deep spiritual force and sweetness.” (1, 460-61)
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The Revival of  Indian Art

“THE GREATNESS of  Indian art is the greatness of  all Indian thought
and achievement. It lies in the recognition of  the persistent within the transient,
of  the domination of  matter by spirit, the subordination of  the insistent
appearances of  Prakriti to the inner reality which, in a thousand ways, the Mighty
Mother veils even while she suggests. The European artist, cabined within the
narrow confines of  the external, is dominated in imagination by the body of
things and the claims of  the phenomenon. Western painting starts from the eye
or the imagination; its master word is either beauty or reality, and, according as he
is the slave of  his eye or the playfellow of  his imagination, the painter produces
a photograph or a poem. But, in painting, the European imagination seldom
travels beyond an imaginative interpretation or variation of  what the physical eye
has seen. Imitation is the key-word of  creation, according to Aristotle; Shakespeare
advises the artist to hold up the mirror to Nature; and the Greek scientist and the
English poet reflect accurately the mind of  Europe.

But the Indian artist has been taught by his philosophy and the spiritual
discipline of  his forefathers that the imagination is only a channel and an instrument
of  some source of  knowledge and inspiration that is greater and higher; by meditation
or by Yoga he seeks within himself  that ultimate centre of  knowledge where there
is direct and utter vision of  the thing that lies hidden in the forms of  man, animal,
tree, river, mountain. It is this samyag jñDna, this sDkIDd darQana, the utter, revealing
and apocalyptic vision, that he seeks, and when he has found it, whether by patient
receptivity or sudden inspiration, his whole aim is to express it utterly and revealingly
in line and colour. Form is only a means of  expressing the spirit, and the one
thought of  the artist should be how best to render the spiritual vision. He is not
bound by the forms that compose the world of  gross matter, though he takes them
as a starting-point for his formal expression of  the vision within him; if  by modifying
them or departing from them he can reveal that vision more completely, his freedom
and his duty as an artist emancipate him from the obligation of  the mere recorder
and copyist. The ancient Asiatic artists were not incapable of  reproducing outward
Nature with as perfect and vigorous an accuracy as the Europeans; but it was their
ordinary method deliberately to suppress all that might hamper the expression of
their spiritual vision.

Reality for its own sake, one of  the most dominant notes of  Art in Europe,
Indian artistic theory would not have recognised; for we have always regarded
the reality of  the Europeans as an appearance; to us the true reality is that which
is hidden; otherwise, there would be no need of  the prophet, the philosopher,
the poet and the artist. It is they who see with the sukIma drIFi, the inner vision,
and not like the ordinary man with the eye only. Beauty for beauty’s sake, the
other great note of  European Art is recognised by us, but not in the higher work
of  the artist. Just as in the first ideal, the tyranny of  the eye is acknowledged, so
in the second the tyranny of  the aesthetic imagination. The Indian seeks freedom,
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and the condition of  freedom is the search for ultimate Truth. But in this search
the imagination is an unsafe and capricious guide; it misinterprets as often as it
interprets. The claim of  the eye to separate satisfaction can only be answered by
the response of  decorative beauty; the claim of  the imagination to separate
satisfaction can only receive the response of  fancy playing with scene and legend,
form and colour, idea and dream, for pure aesthetic delight; but in the
interpretation of  things the eye and the imagination can assert no right to
command, they are only subordinate instruments and must keep their place.
Whenever, therefore, the Indian artist put away from him his high spiritual aim,
it was to seek decorative beauty informed by the play of  the imagination. Here he
held decorative beauty to be his paramount aim and declined to be bound by the
seen and the familiar. If  by other lines than the natural, by subtler or richer
methods than those of  outward Nature, our old masters could gain in decorative
suggestion and beauty, they held themselves free to follow their inspiration. Here,
too, they often deliberately changed and suppressed in order to get their desired
effect. If  they had been asked to deny themselves this artistic gain for the sake of
satisfying the memory in the physical eye, they would have held the objector to
be the bondslave of  an unmeaning superstition.

We of  today have been overpowered by the European tradition as interpreted
by the English, the least artistic of  civilised nations. We have therefore come to
make on a picture the same demand as on a photograph, – the reproduction of
the thing as the eye sees it, not even as the retrospective mind or the imagination
sees it, exact resemblance to the beings or objects we know, or, if  anything more,
then a refinement on Nature in the direction of  greater picturesqueness and
prettiness and the satisfaction of  the lower and more external sense of  beauty.
The conception that Art exists not to copy, but for the sake of  a deeper truth and
vision, and we must seek in it not the object but God in the object, not things but
the soul of  things, seems to have vanished for a while from the Indian
consciousness.

Another obstacle to the appreciation of  great art, to which even those
Indians who are not dominated by European ideas are liable, is the exaggerated
respect for the symbols and traditions which our art or literature has used at a
certain stage of  development. I am accustomed for instance to a particular way
of  representing Shiva or Kali and I refuse to have any other. But the artist has
nothing to do with my prejudices. He has to represent the essential truth of
Shiva or Kali, that which makes their Shivahood or Kalihood, and he is under no
obligation to copy the vision of  others. If  he has seen another vision of  Shiva or
Kali, it is that vision to which he must be faithful. The curious discussion which
arose recently as to the propriety or otherwise of  representing the gods without
beard or moustache, is an instance of  this literalism which is a survival of  the
enslavement to form and rule characteristic of  the eighteenth century. The literalist
cannot see that it is not the moustache or beard or the symbol which makes the
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godhead, but the divine greatness, immortal strength, beauty, youth, purity or
peace within. It is that godhead which the artist must draw and paint, and in the
forms he chooses he is bound only by the vision in dhyDna. Whether his
interpretation will gain an abiding place in the thought and imagination of  the
race, depends on its power to awake the deeper vision in the race. All that we can
demand is that it shall be a real God, a real Shiva, a real Kali, and not a freak of
his imagination or an outcome of some passing saWskDra of his education or
artistic upbringing. He must go to the fountainhead of  knowledge within himself
or his claim to freedom does not stand. It has already been said that the condition
of  freedom is the search for truth, and the artist must not allow his imagination
to take the place of  the higher quality.
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Indian Art demands of  the artist the power of  communion with the soul
of  things, the sense of  spiritual taking precedence of  the sense of  material beauty,
and fidelity to the deeper vision within; of  the lover of  art it demands the power
to see the spirit in things, the openness of  mind to follow a developing tradition,
and the sattwic passivity, discharged of  prejudgments, which opens luminously
to the secret intention of  the picture and is patient to wait until it attains a perfect
and profound divination.” (1, 464-67)
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Shivaji

“…Traditions change. The ideal of  the Rajput has its future, but the mould
had to be broken in order that what was temporary in it might pass. Loyalty to
the sovereign of  my choice, that is good; but loyalty to the sovereign of  my
nation’s choice, that is better. The monarch is divine by the power of  God
expressed within him, but he has the power because he is the incarnation of  the
people. God in the nation is the deity of  which the monarch must be the servant
and the devotee. Vithoba, Virat of  the Mahrattas, – Bhavani, incarnate as India,
– in that strength I conquered.” (1, 483)
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Jaysingh

“Your political ideal was great, but your standard of  means was abhorrent
to our morality. Ruse, treachery, pillage, assassination were never excluded from
your activity.” (1, 484)
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Shivaji

“Not for myself  I fought and ruled, but for God and the Maharashtra
dharma, the religion of  Hindu nationality which Ramdas enunciated. I offered
my head to Bhavani and She bade me keep it to scheme and plot for the greatness
of  the nation. I gave my kingdom to Ramdas and he bade me take it back as a gift
from God and the Mahrattas. I obeyed their commands. I slew when God
commanded me, plundered because it was the means He pointed out to me.
Treacherous I was not, but I helped my weakness in resource and numbers by
ruse and stratagem, I conquered physical force by keenness of  wit and brain-
power. The world has accepted ruse in war and politics, and the chivalrous
openness of  the Rajput is not practiced either by the European or the Asiatic
nations.” (1, 484)
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JAYSINGH
“Where is the seal upon your work, the pledge of  His authority?

SHIVAJI
I undermined an empire, and it has not been rebuilt. I created a nation, and

it has not yet perished.” (1, 485)
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Religion in India

“To venerate the Scriptures without knowing them and to obey custom in
their place; to reverence all Brahmins whether they are venerable or despicable; to
eat nothing cooked by a social inferior; to marry one’s daughter before puberty and
one’s son as soon as possible after it; to keep women ignorant and domestically
useful; to bathe scrupulously and go through certain fixed ablutions; to eat on the
floor and not at a table; to do one’s devotions twice a day without understanding
them; to observe a host of  meaningless minutiae in one’s daily conduct; to keep the
Hindu holidays, when an image is set up, worshipped and thrown away, – this in
India is the minimum of  religion. This is glorified as Hinduism and the Sanatana
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Dharma. If, in addition, a man has emotional or ecstatic piety, he is a Bhakta; if  he
can talk fluently about the Veda, Upanishads, Darshanas & Puranas, he is a Jnani.
If  he puts on a yellow robe and does nothing, he is a tyagi or sannyasin. The latter
is liberated from the ordinary dharma, but only if  he does nothing but beg and
vegetate. All work must be according to custom and the Brahmin. The one superiority
of  average Indian religion is that it does really reverence the genuine Bhakta or
Sannyasin provided he does not come with too strange a garb or too revolutionary
an aspect. The European almost invariably sets him down as a charlatan, professional
religionist, idle drone or religious maniac.” (1, 492-93)
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“The present mould of  Hinduism has to be broken and replaced, but by
knowledge and yoga, not by the European spirit, and it is an Indian and not an
English mould that must replace it.” (1, 499)

“It is good to be Indian, but to be Indian because of  knowledge, not because
of  prejudice. Hinduism itself  is based on vichar, vivek and jnanam deciding what
achar is the best for the preservation of  human society and the fulfilment of  our
individual and associated manhood.” (1, 500)
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Hatha Yoga

“The pure Hathayoga is the means of  the fulfilment through the body. Its
processes are physical, strenuous, colossal, complex, difficult. They centre in Asana,
Pranayam and the purification of  the body. The number of  Asanas in the modern
or mixed Hathayoga is limited, but even then they are numerous and painful; in
the ancient or pure Hathayoga, they were innumerable and the old Hathayogins
practised them all. The Asana means simply a particular position of  the body and
is perfect or “conquered”, in the technical language, when a man can stay in a
single posture, however strained or apparently impossible, for an indefinite period
without being forced by strain to remember the body. The first object of  the
Asana is to conquer the body, – for the body must be conquered before it can
become divine, – to be able to lay any command upon it and never be commanded
by it. The second object was to conquer physical nature, by developing the four
physical siddhis, laghima, anima, garima, mahima. By perfect laghima man can
rise into the air and tread the winds as his natural element; by perfect anima he
can bring the nature of  the subtle body into the gross body, which the fire will no
longer burn, nor weapons wound, nor want of  air stifle, nor the waters drown; by
perfect garima he can develop an adamantine steadiness which the shock of  the
avalanche cannot overbear; by perfect mahima he can, without muscular
development, outdo the feats of  a Hercules. These powers in their fullness are
no longer visible in men, but in some degree they belong to all adepts in Hathayoga.
Their existence no one can doubt who has gone deep into Yoga at all or had any
personal experience of  siddhis. The third object is to develop in the body Yogic
force, which is called tapah or viryam or the fire of  Yoga. The fourth object is to
become urddhwaretah, that is to say, to draw up the whole virile force in the
body into the brain and return so much of  it as is needed for the body purified
and electricised.

…The conquest of  the Prana confirms the perfect health, vigour and
vitality gained by the Asanas; it confers the power of  living as long as one
pleases and it adds to the four physical siddhis, the five psychical, – prakamya
or absolute keenness of  the mind and senses including telepathy, clairvoyance
and other faculties commonly supposed to be supernormal; vyapti or the power
of  receiving other men’s thoughts, powers and feelings and projecting one’s
own thoughts, feelings, powers or personality into others; aiswaryam or control
over events, lordship, wealth and all objects of  desire; vashita or the power of
exacting implicit and instantaneous obedience to the spoken or written word;
ishita, the perfect control over the powers of  nature and over things inert or
unintelligent.” (1, 504-05)
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“The will power developed by Pranayam is, it should be noted, psychical
and not spiritual.

…the practice of  unmixed Hathayoga generates a colossal egoism and the
Yogin seldom exceeds it. The modern Hathayoga is mixed with the Rajayoga
and, therefore, neither so virile and potent nor so dangerous as the ancient. The
modern Hathayogin often falls a prey to egoism but he knows he has to transcend
it. The ancient embraced it as a fulfilment; only he managed and directed it by the
use of  the psychical will-power which he identified with the Force of  Nature and
the supreme Will of  God.” (1, 506)
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The French Revolution

“The greatness of  the French Revolution lies not in what it effected, but in
what it thought and was. …European society, till then, had been permeated, not
with liberty, but with bondage and repression; not with equality, but with inequality
and injustice; not with brotherhood, but with selfish force and violence. The
world was not ready, nor is it even now ready for the fullness of  the practice. It is
the goal of  humanity, and we are yet far off  from the goal. But the time has come
for an approximation being attempted. And the first necessity is the discipline of
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brotherhood, the organisation of  brotherhood, – for without the spirit and habit
of  fraternity neither liberty nor equality can be maintained for more than a short
season. The French were ignorant of  this practical principle; they made liberty
the basis, brotherhood the superstructure, founding the triangle upon its apex.
For owing to the dominance of  Greece & Rome in their imagination they were
saturated with the idea of  liberty and only formally admitted the Christian find
Asiatic principle of  brotherhood. They built according to their knowledge, but
the triangle has to be reversed before it can stand permanently.” (1, 512-13)
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Napoleon

“The name of  Napoleon has been a battle-field for the prepossessions of
all sorts of  critics, and, according to their predilections, idiosyncrasies and political
opinions, men have loved or hated, panegyrised or decried the Corsican. To blame
Napoleon is like criticising Mont Blanc or throwing mud at Kinchinjunga. This
phenomenon has to be understood and known, not blamed or praised. Admire
we must, but as minds, not as moralists. It has not been sufficiently perceived by
his panegyrists and critics that Bonaparte was not a man at all, he was a force.
Only the nature of  the force has to be considered. There are some men who are
self-evidently superhuman, great spirits who are only using the human body.
Europe calls them supermen, we call them vibhutis. They are manifestations of
Nature, of  divine power presided over by a spirit commissioned for the purpose,
and that spirit is an emanation from the Almighty, who accepts human strength
and weakness but is not bound by them. They are above morality and ordinarily
without a conscience, acting according to their own nature. For they are not men
developing upwards from the animal to the divine and struggling against their
lower natures, but beings already fulfilled and satisfied with themselves. Even the
holiest of  them have a contempt for the ordinary law and custom and break
them easily and without remorse, as Christ did on more than one occasion, drinking
wine, breaking the Sabbath, consorting with publicans and harlots; as Buddha
did when he abandoned his self-accepted duties as a husband, a citizen and a
father; as Shankara did when he broke the holy law and trampled upon custom
and achar to satisfy his dead mother. In our literature they are described as Gods
or Siddhas or Titans or Giants. Valmeki depicts Ravana as a ten-headed giant, but
it is easy to see that this was only the vision of  him in the world of  imaginations,
the “astral plane”, and that in the terms of  humanity he was a vibhuti or superman
and one of the same order of beings as Napoleon.

The Rakshasa is the supreme and thoroughgoing individualist, who believes
life to be meant for his own untrammelled self-fulfilment and self-assertion. A
necessary element in humanity, he is particularly useful in revolutions. As a pure
type in man he is ordinarily a thing of  the past; he comes now mixed with other
elements. But Napoleon was a Rakshasa of  the pure type, colossal in his force
and attainment. He came into the world with a tremendous appetite for power
and possession and, like Ravana, he tried to swallow the whole earth in order to
glut his supernatural hunger. Whatever came in his way he took as his own, ideas,
men, women, fame, honours, armies, kingdoms; and he was not scrupulous as to
his right of  possession. His nature was his right; its need his justification. The
attitude may be expressed in some such words as these, “Others may not have
the right to do these things, but I am Napoleon”.” (1, 518-19)
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“Napoleon knew not what love was; he had only the kindliness that goes
with possession. He loved Josephine because she satisfied his nature, France
because he possessed her, his mother because she was his and congenial, his
soldiers because they were necessary to his glory. But the love did not go beyond
his need of  them. It was self-satisfaction and had no element in it of  self-surrender.
The Rakshasa slays all that opposes him and he is callous about the extent of  the
slaughter. But he is never cruel. Napoleon had no taint of  Nero in him, but he
flung away without a qualm whole armies as holocausts on the altar of  his glory;
he shot Hofer and murdered Enghien. What then is there in the Rakshasa that
makes him necessary? He is individuality, he is force, he is capacity; he is the
second power of  God, wrath, strength, grandeur, rushing impetuosity, overbearing
courage, the avalanche, the thunderbolt; he is Balaram, he is Jehovah, he is Rudra.
As such we may admire and study him.” (1, 519-20)
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“Napoleon was the greatest in practical capacity of  all moderns. In capacity,
though not in character, he resembles Bhishma of  the Mahabharat. He had the
same sovran, irresistible, world-possessing grasp of  war, politics, government,
legislation, society; the same masterly handling of masses and amazing glut for
details. He had the iron brain that nothing fatigues, the faultless memory that
loses nothing, the clear insight that puts everything in its place with spontaneous
accuracy. It was as if  a man were to carry Caucasus on his shoulders and with
that burden race successfully an express engine, yet note and forecast every step
and never falter. To prove that anything in a human body could be capable of
such work, is by itself  a service to our progress for which we cannot be sufficiently
grateful to Napoleon.” (1, 520)
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“The work of  Bonaparte was wholly admirable. It is true that he took
freedom for a season from France, but France was not then fit for democratic
freedom. She had to learn discipline for a while under the rule of  the soldier of
Revolution. He could not have done the work he did, hampered by an effervescent
French Parliament ebullient in victory, discouraged in defeat. He had to organise
the French Revolution so far as earth could then bear it, and he had to do it in the
short span of  an ordinary lifetime. He had also to save it. The aggression of
France upon Europe was necessary for self-defence, for Europe did not mean to
tolerate the Revolution. She had to be taught that the Revolution meant not
anarchy, but a reorganisation so much mightier than the old that a single country
so reorganised could conquer united Europe. That task Napoleon did effectively.
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It has been said that his foreign policy failed, because he left France smaller
than he found it. That is true. But it was not Napoleon’s mission to aggrandise
France geographically. He did not come for France, but for humanity, and even
in his failure he served God and prepared the future. The balance of  Europe had
to be disturbed in order to prepare new combinations and his gigantic operations
disturbed it fatally. He roused the spirit of  Nationalism in Italy, in Germany, in
Poland, while he established the tendency towards the formation of  great Empires;
and it is the harmonized fulfilment of  Nationalism and Empire that is the future.
He compelled Europe to accept the necessity of  reorganisation political and
social.” (1, 520-21)
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The Chaturvyuha
“There are Four who are Beyond and they rule the mighty game of  evolution.

It is they who build the universe with their thoughts and imaginations. Vishnu or
Virat put them in front each in turn, and they govern each a cycle. All the sons of
immortality come forth from them and return to them, all the children of  earth
are their portions. One stands in front, the others incarnate to help him. They are
God Himself  in His fourfold manifestation. Once in each chaturyuga they come
down together, – the chaturvyuha, Srikrishna, Balarama, Pradyumna, Aniruddha.”
(1, 532)
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“Srikrishna contains all the others and puts them out from His being. He is
Ishwara, Shiva, Brahma, Vishnu. Lordship is His manifestation, Might and Wisdom
are His gunas. Balarama is the second Power. Force is His manifestation; strength
and wrath are His attributes. Pradyumna is the third Power. Love is His
manifestation; sweetness and delight are His attributes. Aniruddha is the fourth
Power. Desire is His manifestation; bodily enjoyment and worldly reason are His
attributes.” (1, 532)
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“Srikrishna is the Brahmin served by the Kshatriya. He has the divine
knowledge and uses His might under the guidance of  the Knowledge. Balarama is
the Kshatriya. He allows Srikrishna in Him to guide His strength and wrath, but He
does not guide them Himself, He enjoys them. He is Rudra. Pradyumna is the
Vaishya. He is for dana, prema, karuna. He gives Himself  to men and buys their
love in exchange. He is the universal philanthropist. He is the sweet and throbbing
heart in things. Aniruddha is the Sudra. He is the kamin, the bhogin, the scientist,
the user of  material means, the democrat, the leveller.” (1, 532-33)
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“The Satya is full of  Srikrishna; it is the golden Age when men are full of
might and wisdom. The Treta is full of  Balarama; the Chakravarti Raja is the
incarnation of  the Treta; it is full of  great wars and mighty sacrifices. The Dwapara
is full of  Pradyumna; He prepares in the Dwapara the love which supports men
through the Kali. Aniruddha, the Sudra, reigns in the Kali; He breaks the ancient
moulds, He shatters to pieces the achar; He questions everything, destroys
everything, levels everything, rebuilds everything. He is a Sudra and has the passion
for work and service; He puts off  lordship in order to become the divine Slave
of  humanity.” (1, 533)
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“For each of  Them is not simple in Himself, but contains the other three
and their attributes; only His own are usually foremost. Each is not a part but
God Himself  in His fullness. They are not different, but the same, Four who are
One, One who is Four. That one is Srikrishna.” (1, 533)
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The Real Difficulty

“The real difficulty is always in ourselves, not in our surroundings. There
are three things necessary in order to make men invincible, Will, Disinterestedness
and Faith. We may have a will to emancipate ourselves, but sufficient faith may
be lacking. We may have faith in our ultimate emancipation, but the will to use
the necessary means may be wanting. And even if  there are will and faith, we may
use them with a violent attachment to the fruit of  our work or with passions of
hatred, blind excitement or hasty forcefulness which may produce evil reactions.
For this reason it is necessary, in a work of  such magnitude, to have resort to a
higher Power than that of  mind and body in order to overcome unprecedented
obstacles. This is the need of  sadhana.

God is within us, an Omnipotent, Omnipresent, Omniscient Power; we &
He are of  one nature and, if  we get into touch with Him and put ourselves in His
hands, He will pour into us His own force and we shall realise that we too have
our share of  godhead, our portion of  omnipotence, omnipresence and
omniscience. The path is long, but self-surrender makes it short; the way is difficult,
but perfect trust makes it easy.

Will is omnipotent, but it must be divine will, selfless, tranquil, at ease about
results. “If  you had faith even as a grain of  mustard-seed,” said Jesus, “you would
say to this mountain, Come, & it would come to you.” What was meant by the
word Faith, was really Will accompanied with perfect sraddha. Sraddha does not
reason, it knows; for it commands sight and sees what God wills, and it knows
that what is God’s will, must happen. Sraddha, not blind but using sight spiritual,
can become omniscient.

Will is also omnipresent. It can throw itself  into all in whom it comes into
contact and give them temporarily or permanently a portion of  its power, its
thought, its enthusiasms. The thought of  a solitary man can become, by exercise
of  selfless and undoubting Will, the thought of  a nation. The will of  a single
hero can breathe courage into the hearts of  a million cowards.

This is the sadhana that we have to accomplish. This is the condition of
our emancipation. We have been using an imperfect will with imperfect faith and
imperfect disinterestedness. Yet the task we have before us is not less difficult
than to move a mountain.

The force that can do it, exists. But it is hidden in a secret chamber
within us and of  that chamber God holds the key. Let us find Him and claim
it.” (1, 536-37)
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Art
“All Art is interpretation. Creation is a misnomer; nothing in this world is

created, all is manifested. All exists previously in the mind of  the Knower. Art
may interpret that which is already manifest or was manifest at one time, or it
may interpret what will be manifest hereafter. It may even be used as one of  the
agencies in the manifestation. A particular type of  face and figure may be
manifested in the work of  a popular artist and in a single generation the existing
type of  face and figure in the country may change and mould itself  to the new
conception. These things are there in the type in the causal world with which our
superconscious selves are perpetually in touch; they manifest in the psychical and
become part of  our thought. That thought we put out into the material world
and there it takes shape and body, as movements, as institutions, as poetry, Art
and Knowledge, as living men and women. Man creates his world because he is
the psychic instrument through whom God manifests that which He had
previously arranged in Himself. In this sense Art can create the past, the present
and the future. It can remanifest that which was and has passed away, it can fix
for us that which is, it can prophesy that which will be.

Its normal sphere, however, is interpretation of  a less pregnant and forceful
kind. Here too, there are three things which it can interpret in the object it selects,
the causal part or thing in itself; the psychical part or its passing imaginations,
phases, emotions; or the physical part, the outward appearance, incident or
movement as our eyes see them. Indian Art attaches itself  to the two higher
interpretations, European to the two lower. They meet in the middle term of
Art, the imaginative and emotional; but each brings with it the habits of  vision,
the conventions, the mastering movement and tendency of  the soul downward
to earth or upward to heaven, born of  their main preoccupation, so that even
here, though they meet on common ground, they remain diverse and unreconciled.

In dealing with the form the question between them is Shall I reproduce
what the eye sees or shall I reproduce what the soul sees? The lower type of
European Art is content with reproducing what the eye sees. This it calls realism
and fidelity to Nature – narrowing Nature to the limited confines of  the materially
sensible. The reproduction, of  course, is not a real reproduction, but only an
approximation within the limitations imposed by the canvas, the brush and the
paint box. It is really as close an imitation as our instruments will allow, absolute
fidelity being rarely possible. This style of  Art had perhaps its utility, but now
that we have photographs and can put colour into the photographs, its separate
field is in danger of  being taken from it.” (1, 538-39)
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“A higher European Art takes imitation of  the form as its basis, but its
nobler objective is not the imitation of  form, but the imitation of  emotion. The
artist tries to see and recover on canvas not only the body, but so much of  the
feeling as the body can for the moment express. This may often be a great deal.
In certain moments of  powerful feeling or critical action a great deal of  our
psychical selves may come out in the eyes, the face, the gesture, the pose. This
the artist imitates. He not only shows us an object or an incident, but he fixes on
the canvas a moment in the soul-life of  the object. The habitual mood also stamps
itself  to a great extent on the face and certain traits of  character betray themselves
in expression and feature. These too the imitative artist transfers to the canvas.
When not exaggerated or theatrical, this kind of  art can be strong, effective and
dramatic. But it has serious limitations. So much of  the inner truth as the outward
form interprets, this Art interprets. Its interpretation is secondhand, its vision
derived and unable to go beyond its authority.” (1, 539-40)
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“A still higher reach is attained by imaginative European Art. Imagination,
according to the European idea, is creative, not interpretative. What is really meant
is that the imaginative artist transfers something that belongs to himself  into the
object of  his study, some fancy that has flashed across or some idea that has mastered
his mind. Either he reads it into his subject by unconscious transference or he
deliberately uses his subject as a mere excuse for putting his fancy or his idea into
line and colour. The artist is interpreting himself, not his subject. This egoistic Art
has often a very high value and some of  the best European work has been done in
this kind. More rarely his imaginative sympathy enables him to catch a glimpse of
the thing itself  hidden in the form. His imagination usually plays with it and prevents
the vision from being true in all its parts, but he is able to do work of  the highest
attractiveness, vigour or artistic beauty.” (1, 540)
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“In all these kinds the European binds himself  by the necessity of  reproducing
the actual outward form imposed by material Nature. He is a bondsman to form
and such do not attain to that spiritual freedom which is the first condition of  the
sight spiritual. When he tries to interpret the thing in itself, he degenerates usually
into allegory. Recently the Impressionist school in Europe have tried to break the
fetters of  the form; they have insisted that what one really sees in an object is not
the rounded, solid material form but something rarer and different. In reality, they
are groping their way towards an attempt at seeing and interpreting something
hidden in the object, something the soul sees before the eye can catch it. Ignorant
of  the way, they seldom rise beyond a striking and fantastic imagination, but
sometimes an inspired eye catches the true vision.” (1, 540)
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“The Indian begins at the other end. He sees the thing itself  either by
sukshmadrishti, the soul-sight, or by dhyana, a spiritual union with the object
studied in which the truth it expresses dawns on the mind by the process of
revelation. This he transfers to canvas by letting his inspired and informed Will
guide the pencil and the brush instead of  using his intellect or merely technical
means to find the best way of  expression. He uses technique with power, but
does not rely on it chiefly. The body he paints is the one which will in every part
of  it express the thing itself, not the actual material body which largely conceals
it. When he descends into the psychical part and seeks to express imaginations,
emotions, or passing phases, he carries his method with him. Not content with
expressing as much of  the feeling as the actual body reveals, he sees the emotion
in its fullness by dhyana or soul-sight and forces the body into a mould fit for its
absolute expression. He sees the soul and paints it or he sees the heart or mind
and paints it. He sees and can, if  he will, paint the body merely. But usually he
does not will it.” (1, 541)
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Europe

“…Was life always so trivial, always so vulgar, always so loveless, pale and
awkward as the Europeans have made it? This well-appointed comfort oppresses
me; this perfection of  machinery will not allow the soul to remember that it is
not itself  a machine.

Is this then the end of  the long march of  human civilisation, this spiritual
suicide, this quiet petrifaction of  the soul into matter? Was the successful business-
man that grand culmination of  manhood toward which evolution was striving?
After all, if  the scientific view is correct, why not? An evolution that started with
the protoplasm and flowered in the ourang-outang and the chimpanzee, may
well rest satisfied with having created hat, coat and trousers, the British Aristocrat,
the American capitalist and the Parisian Apache. For these, I believe, are the
chief  triumphs of  the European enlightenment to which we bow our heads. For
these Augustus created Europe, Charlemagne refounded civilisation, Louis XIV
regulated society, Napoleon systematised the French Revolution. For these Goethe
thought, Shakespeare imagined and created, St. Francis loved, Christ was crucified.
What a bankruptcy! What a beggary of  things that were rich and noble!

Europe boasts of  her science and its marvels. But an Indian cannot content
himself  with asking like Voltaire, as the supreme question, “What have you
invented?” His glance is at the soul; it is that into which he is accustomed to
inquire. To the braggart intellect of  Europe he is bound to reply, “I am not
interested in what you know, I am interested in what you are. With all your
discoveries and inventions, what have you become? Your enlightenment is great,
– but what are these strange creatures that move about in the electric light you
have installed and imagine that they are human?” Is it a great gain for the human
intellect to have grown more acute and discerning, if  the human soul dwindles?

But Science does not admit the existence of  soul. The soul, it says, is only
an organised republic of  animalcules, and it is in the mould of  that idea Europe
has recast herself; – that is what the European nations are becoming, organised
republics of  animalcules, – very intelligent, very methodical, very wonderful talking
and reasoning animalcules, but still animalcules. Not what the race set out to be,
creatures made in the image of  the Almighty, gods that having fallen from heaven
remember and strive to recover their heritage. Man in Europe is descending steadily
from the human level and approximating to the ant and the hornet. The process
is not complete but it is progressing apace, and if  nothing stops the debacle, we
may hope to see its culmination in this twentieth century. After all our superstitions
were better than this enlightenment, our social abuses less murderous to the
hopes of the race than this social perfection.

It is a very pleasant inferno they have created in Europe, a hell not of
torments but of  pleasures, of  lights and carriages, of  balls and dances and suppers,
of  theatres and cafés and music halls, of  libraries and clubs and Academies, of
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National Galleries and Exhibitions, of  factories, shops, banks and Stock
Exchanges. But it is hell all the same, not the heaven of  which the saints and the
poets dreamed, the new Jerusalem, the golden city. London and New York are
the holy cities of  the new religion, Paris its golden Paradise of  Pleasure.

It is not with impunity that men decide to believe that they are animals and
God does not exist. For what we believe, that we become. The animal lives by a
routine arranged for him by Nature; his life is devoted to the satisfaction of  his
instincts bodily, vital and emotional, and he satisfies himself  mechanically by a
regular response to the working of  those instincts. Nature has regularised
everything for him and provided the machinery. Man in Europe arranges his own
routine, invents his own machinery, and adds to the needs of  which he is a slave,
the intellectual. But there will soon be no other difference.

System, organisation, machinery have attained their perfection. Bondage
has been carried to its highest expression, and from a passion for organising
external liberty Europe is slaying her spiritual freedom. When the inner freedom
is gone, the external liberty will follow it, and a social tyranny more terrible,
inquisitorial and relentless than any that caste ever organised in India, will take its
place. The process has already begun. The shell of  external liberty remains, the
core is already being eaten away. Because he is still free to gratify his senses and
enjoy himself, the European thinks himself  free. He does not know what teeth
are gnawing into the heart of  his liberty.

Still in his inmost self  he has an uneasy consciousness of  something terribly,
vitally wrong, and therefore he is turning more and more to Socialism among the
thinking or cultured, among the unthinking to Anarchism. The Socialist hopes,
by accepting, swiftly fulfilling and thoroughly organising the inevitable tyranny
of  society, at least to recover leisure and create a breathing space in which to
realise the dignity, beauty and repose of  the god in man. The Anarchist sees in
Government and Society the enemy of  the race and gropes for the bomb and the
revolver to recover individual liberty and destroy the tyranny of  the majority.
Both are guilty of  the same fallacy, the mechanical fallacy. One hopes to liberate
man by perfecting machinery, the other by destroying it.

And yet the true secret is ready to their hand in the formula of  the great
Revolution. Two ideas of  that formula Europe has pursued with some eagerness,
Liberty and Equality; but she has totally rejected the third and most necessary,
Brotherhood. In its place she has erected the idol of  her heart, Machinery, and
called it Association; for Association without Brotherhood is merely Machinery.
Yet what can be more evident than that the French thinkers were perfectly guided
in their selection of  the three things necessary for an ideal associated happiness?
It is only Love that can prevent the misuse of  Liberty; it is only Brotherhood
which can make Equality tolerable.” (1, 545-48)
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Love of  India

“…When I listen to the nightingale singing on English riverbank or garden-
reaches or see the Seine flowing through the modern gaiety of  Paris, I can hear
again the manifold noise of  the birds on an Indian morning and see rather Ganges
flowing grandiose and leonine to her Eastern seas. The body is bound to its
surroundings, but the heart exceeds them, and I carry the love of  India with me
even to the coldest climes. The soul is yet more free. It will be well when every
Indian, instead of  taking a waxlike stamp from his foreign surroundings, is able
to carry India with him wherever he goes. For that will mean that India is destined
to conquer and place her stamp upon the whole world.” (1, 550)
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Achievements of  Europe

“…For my part I see failure written large over all the splendid and
ostentatious achievements of  Europe. Her costliest experiments, her greatest
expenditure of  intellectual and moral force have led to the swiftest exhaustion of
creative activity, the completest bankruptcy of  moral elevation and of  man’s once
infinite hope. When one considers how many and swift her bankruptcies have
been, the imagination is appalled by the discouraging swiftness of  this motor
ride to ruin. The bankruptcy of  the ideas of  the French Revolution, the bankruptcy
of  Utilitarian Liberalism, the bankruptcy of  national altruism, the bankruptcy of
humanitarianism, the bankruptcy of  religious faith, the bankruptcy of  political
sincerity, the bankruptcy of  true commercial honesty, the bankruptcy of  the
personal sense of  honour, how swiftly they have all followed on each other or
raced with each other for precedence and kept at least admirable pace. Only her
many sided science with its great critical and analytical power and all the
contrivances that come of  analysis, is still living and keeps her erect. There remains
that last bankruptcy yet to come, and when that is once over, what will be left?
Already I see a dry rot begun in this its most sapful and energetic part. The firm
materialism which was its life and protection, is beginning also to go bankrupt,
and one sees nothing but craze and fantasy ready to take its place.

No, it is not in the stress of  an intolerant patriotism that I turn an eye of
disparagement upon Europe. The immediate past of  these Western peoples I
can admire more than I admire the immediate past of  our Indian nations. It is
their present that shocks my aspirations for humanity. Europe is full of  the noise
and the apparel of  life, of  its luxurious trappings, of  a myriad-footed material
clang and tread, but of  that which supports life she is growing more and more
empty. When they had less information, her people had wiser and stronger souls.
They had a literature, a creative intellectual force, a belief, a religion good or bad,
a light that led onwards, a fixed path. Now they have only hungers, imaginations,
sentiments & passions. The hungers are made to look decent; they even disguise
themselves & parade about as ideals and rights. The sentiments are deftly
intellectualised, – some even care to moralise them superficially, but that is growing
out of  fashion. The imaginations are tricked out to look like reason and carefully
placarded on the forehead, with the names of rationalism, science and
enlightenment, though they are only a whirl of  ephemeral theories when all is
said and done. The passions are most decorously masked, well-furnished & lodged,
sumptuously clothed. But a dress does not change truth and God is not deceived.”
(1, 556-57)
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 “They criticise everything subtly rather than well, but can create Nothing –
except machines. They have organised society with astonishing success and found
the very best way to spread comfort and kill their souls. Their system of
government is a perpetual flux. Its past looks back to a yet corrupter aristocracy,
its future sinks to anarchic dissolution, or at best rests in a tyrannical materialistic
socialism which seeks to level all that is yet high to the grade of  the artisan
instead of  making the artisan himself  worthy of  a throne. A thousand newspapers
vulgarise knowledge, debase aesthetical appreciation, democratise success and
make impossible all that was once unusual & noble. The man of  letters has become
a panderer to the intellectual appetites of  a mob or stands aloof  in the narrowness
of  a coterie. There is plenty of  brilliance everywhere, but one searches in vain for
a firm foundation, the power or the solidity of  knowledge.” (1, 557)
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Hinduism Versus European Civilisation

“These hollow wormeaten outsides of  Hinduism crumbling so sluggishly,
so fatally to some sudden and astonishing dissolution, do not frighten me. Within
them I find the soul of  a civilisation alive, though sleeping. I see upon it the
consoling sentence of  God, “Because thou hast believed in me, therefore thou
shalt live and not perish.” Also, I look through the garnished outsides, gaudy, not
beautiful, pretentious, not great, boastful, not secure, of  this vaunting, aggressive,
dominant Europe and I have seen written on the heart of  its civilisation a sentence
of  death and mounting already from the heart to the brain an image of
annihilation.” (1, 560-61)
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Eastern Thought and Eastern Art

“…the value of  Eastern Thought and Eastern Art to the world is altogether
incalculable. For their greatness is that they have never yet fallen away from the
ancient truth, the truth of  the Soul; they have not gone out of  the Father’s house
to live on the husks of  the sense and the life and the body; they have always seen
in the mind and body only instruments for the expression of  that which is deeper
and greater than its instruments. Even intellect and emotion had for them only a
secondary value. Not to imitate Nature but to reveal that which she has hidden,
to find significative forms which shall embody for us what her too obvious and
familiar symbols conceal, has been the aim of  the greatest Art, the Art of
prehistoric antiquity and of  those countries and ages whose culture has been
faithful to the original truth of  the Spirit.” (1, 576-77)
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The European Education and the Destruction
of the Aesthetic Sense in India

“Whatever benefits the laudable and well-meaning efforts of  English
educationists may have bestowed on this country, it is certain that, aided by the
inrush of  the vulgar, the mechanical and the commonplace from the commercial
West, they had succeeded in entirely vulgarising the aesthetic mind and soul of
the Indian people. Its innate and instinctive artistic taste has disappeared; the eye
and the aesthetic sense have not been so much corrupted as killed. What more
flagrant sign of  this debacle could there be than the fact that all educated India
hailed the paintings of  Raja Ravi Varma, an incompetent imitation of  the worst
European styles, as the glory of  a new dawn and that hideous and glaring
reproductions of  them still adorning its dwellings?” (1, 578-79)
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Sanskrit

“Sanskrit ought still to have a future as a language of  the learned and it will
not be a good day for India when the ancient tongue ceases entirely to be written
or spoken. But if  it is to survive, it must get rid of  the curse of  the heavy pedantic
style contracted by it in its decline with the lumbering impossible compounds
and the overweight of  hair-splitting erudition.” (1, 612-13)
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Rishi Bankim Chandra

“Ours is the eternal land, the eternal people, the eternal religion, whose
strength, greatness, holiness may be overclouded but never, even for a moment,
utterly cease. The hero, the Rishi, the saint, are the natural fruits of  our Indian
soil; and there has been no age in which they have not been born. Among the
Rishis of  the later age we have at last realised that we must include the name of
the man who gave us the reviving mantra which is creating a new India, the
mantra Bande Mataram.

The Rishi is different from the saint. His life may not have been distinguished
by superior holiness nor his character by an ideal beauty. He is not great by what
he was himself  but by what he has expressed. A great and vivifying message had
to be given to a nation or to humanity; and God has chosen this mouth on which
to shape the words of  the message. A momentous vision had to be revealed; and
it is his eyes which the Almighty first unseals. The message which he has received,
the vision which has been vouchsafed to him, he declares to the world with all
the strength that is in him, and in one supreme moment of inspiration expresses
it in words which have merely to be uttered to stir men’s inmost natures, clarify
their minds, seize their hearts and impel them to things which would have been
impossible to them in their ordinary moments. Those words are the mantra which
he was born to reveal and of  that mantra he is the seer.

What is it for which we worship the name of  Bankim today? what was his
message to us or what the vision which he saw and has helped us to see? He was
a great poet, a master of  beautiful language and a creator of  fair and gracious
dream-figures in the world of  imagination; but it is not as a poet, stylist or novelist
that Bengal does honour to him today. It is probable that the literary critic of  the
future will reckon Kapalkundala, Bishabriksha and Krishnakanter Will as his artistic
masterpieces, and speak with qualified praise of  Devi Chaudhurani, Ananda Math,
Krishnacharit or Dharmatattwa. Yet it is the Bankim of  these latter works and not
the Bankim of  the great creative masterpieces who will rank among the Makers
of  Modern India. The earlier Bankim was only a poet and stylist – the later
Bankim was a seer and nation-builder.

But even as a poet and stylist Bankim did a work of  supreme national
importance, not for the whole of  India, or only indirectly for the whole of  India,
but for Bengal which was destined to lead India and be in the vanguard of  national
development. No nation can grow without finding a fit and satisfying medium of
expression for the new self  into which it is developing – without a language
which shall give permanent shape to its thoughts and feelings and carry every
new impulse swiftly and triumphantly into the consciousness of  all. It was Bankim’s
first great service to India that he gave the race which stood in its vanguard such
a perfect and satisfying medium. He was blamed for corrupting the purity of  the
Bengali tongue; but the pure Bengali of  the old poets could have expressed nothing
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but a conservative and unprogressing Bengal. The race was expanding and
changing, and it needed a means of  expression capable of  change and expansion.
He was blamed also for replacing the high literary Bengali of  the Pundits by a
mixed popular tongue which was neither the learned language nor good vernacular.
But the Bengali of  the Pundits would have crushed the growing richness, variety
and versatility of  the Bengali genius under its stiff  inflexible ponderousness. We
needed a tongue for other purposes than dignified treatises and erudite
lucubrations. We needed a language which should combine the strength, dignity
or soft beauty of  Sanskrit with the verve and vigour of  the vernacular, capable at
one end of  the utmost vernacular raciness and at the other of  the most sonorous
gravity. Bankim divined our need and was inspired to meet it, – he gave us a
means by which the soul of  Bengal could express itself  to itself.

As he had divined the linguistic need of  his country’s future, so he divined
also its political need. He, first of  our great publicists, understood the hollowness
and inutility of  the method of  political agitation which prevailed in his time and
exposed it with merciless satire in his Lokarahasya and Kamalakanter Daptar. But
he was not satisfied merely with destructive criticism, – he had a positive vision
of  what was needed for the salvation of  the country. He saw that the force from
above must be met by a mightier reacting force from below, – the strength of
repression by an insurgent national strength. He bade us leave the canine method
of  agitation for the leonine. The Mother of  his vision held trenchant steel in her
twice seventy million hands and not the bowl of  the mendicant. It was the gospel
of  fearless strength and force which he preached under a veil and in images in
Ananda Math and Devi Chaudhurani. And he had an inspired unerring vision of
the moral strength which must be at the back of  the outer force. He perceived
that the first element of  the moral strength must be tyaga, complete self-sacrifice
for the country and complete self-devotion to the work of  liberation. His workers
and fighters for the motherland are political byragees who have no other thought
than their duty to her and have put all else behind them as less dear and less
precious and only to be resumed when their work for her is done. Whoever loves
self  or wife or child or goods more than his country is a poor and imperfect
patriot; not by him shall the great work be accomplished. Again, he perceived
that the second element of  the moral strength needed must be self-discipline and
organisation. This truth he expressed in the elaborate training of  Devi
Chaudhurani for her work, in the strict rules of  the Association of  the “Ananda
Math” and in the pictures of  perfect organisation which those books contain.
Lastly, he perceived that the third element of  moral strength must be the infusion
of  religious feeling into patriotic work. The religion of  patriotism, – this is the
master idea of  Bankim’s writings. It is already foreshadowed in Devi Chaudhurani.
In Dharmatattwa the idea and in Krishnacharit the picture of  a perfect and many-
sided Karma Yoga is sketched, the crown of  which shall be work for one’s country
and one’s kind. In Ananda Math this idea is the keynote of  the whole book and
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receives its perfect lyrical expression in the great song which has become the
national anthem of  United India. This is the second great service of  Bankim to
his country that he pointed out to it the way of  salvation and gave it the religion
of  patriotism. Of  the new spirit which is leading the nation to resurgence and
independence, he is the inspirer and political guru.

The third and supreme service of  Bankim to his nation was that he gave us
the vision of  our Mother. The bare intellectual idea of  the Motherland is not in
itself  a great driving force; the mere recognition of  the desirability of  freedom is
not an inspiring motive. There are few Indians at present, whether loyalist,
moderate or nationalist in their political views, who do not recognise that the
country has claims on them or that freedom in the abstract is a desirable thing.
But most of  us, when it is a question between the claims of  the country and
other claims, do not in practice prefer the service of  the country; and while many
may have the wish to see freedom accomplished, few have the will to accomplish
it. There are other things which we hold dearer and which we fear to see imperilled
either in the struggle for freedom or by its accomplishment. It is not till the
Motherland reveals herself  to the eye of  the mind as something more than a
stretch of  earth or a mass of  individuals, it is not till she takes shape as a great
Divine and Maternal Power in a form of  beauty that can dominate the mind and
seize the heart that these petty fears and hopes vanish in the all-absorbing passion
for the Mother and her service, and the patriotism that works miracles and saves
a doomed nation is born. To some men it is given to have that vision and reveal
it to others. It was thirty-two years ago that Bankim wrote his great song and few
listened; but in a sudden moment of  awakening from long delusions the people
of  Bengal looked round for the truth and in a fated moment somebody sang
Bande Mataram. The mantra had been given and in a single day a whole people
had been converted to the religion of  patriotism. The Mother had revealed herself.
Once that vision has come to a people, there can be no rest, no peace, no farther
slumber till the temple has been made ready, the image installed and the sacrifice
offered. A great nation which has had that vision can never again bend its neck in
subjection to the yoke of  a conqueror.” (1, 637-41)
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Bal Gangadhar Tilak

“…one of  the two or three leaders of  the Indian people who are in their
eyes the incarnations of  the national endeavour and the God-given captains of
the national aspiration. His life, his character, his work and endurance, his
acceptance by the heart and the mind of  the people are a stronger argument than
all the reasonings in his speeches, powerful as these are, for Swaraj, Self-
government, Home Rule, by whatever name we may call the sole possible present
aim of  our effort, the freedom of  the life of  India, its self-determination by the
people of  India. Arguments and speeches do not win liberty for a nation; but
where there is a will in the nation to be free and a man to embody that will in
every action of  his life and to devote his days to its realisation in the face of  every
difficulty and every suffering, and where the will of  the nation has once said,

April
23/24 Sat/Sun oS’kk[k Ñ”.k] 6@7oS’kk[k Ñ”.k] 6@7oS’kk[k Ñ”.k] 6@7oS’kk[k Ñ”.k] 6@7oS’kk[k Ñ”.k] 6@7
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“This man and his life mean what I have in my heart and in my purpose,” that is
a sure signpost of  the future which no one has any excuse for mistaking. That
indomitable will, that unwavering devotion have been the whole meaning of  Mr.
Tilak’s life; they are the reason of  his immense hold on the people. For he does
not owe his preeminent position to any of  the causes which have usually made
for political leading in India, wealth and great social position, professional success,
recognition by Government, a power of  fervid oratory or of  fluent and taking
speech; for he had none of  these things to help him. He owes it to himself  alone
and to the thing his life has meant and because he has meant it with his whole
mind and his whole soul. He has kept back nothing for himself  or for other aims,
but has given all himself  to his country.” (1, 642-43)

April
25 Monday oS’kk[k Ñ”.k] v”VehoS’kk[k Ñ”.k] v”VehoS’kk[k Ñ”.k] v”VehoS’kk[k Ñ”.k] v”VehoS’kk[k Ñ”.k] v”Veh
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“The landmarks of  Mr. Tilak’s life are landmarks also in the history of  his
province and his country. His first great step associated him in a pioneer work
whose motive was to educate the people for a new life under the new conditions,
– on the one side a purely educational movement of  which the fruit was the
Ferguson College, fitly founding the reawakening of  the country by an effort of
which co-operation in self-sacrifice was the moving spirit, on the other the initiation
of  the Kesari newspaper, which since then has figured increasingly as the
characteristic and powerful expression of  the political mind of  Maharashtra. Mr.
Tilak’s career has counted three periods each of  which had an imprisonment for
its culminating point. His first imprisonment in the Kolhapur case belongs to
this first stage of  self-development and development of  the Maratha country for
new ideas and activities and for the national future.

April
26 Tuesday oS’kk[k Ñ”.k] uoehoS’kk[k Ñ”.k] uoehoS’kk[k Ñ”.k] uoehoS’kk[k Ñ”.k] uoehoS’kk[k Ñ”.k] uoeh
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The second period brought in a wider conception and a profounder effort.
For now it was to reawaken not only the political mind, but the soul of  the
people by linking its future to its past; it worked by a more strenuous and popular
propaganda which reached its height in the organisation of  the Shivaji and the
Ganapati festivals. His separation from the social reform leader, Agarkar, had
opened the way for the peculiar role which he has played as a trusted and accredited
leader of  conservative and religious India in the paths of  democratic politics. It
was this position which enabled him to effect the union of  the new political spirit
with the tradition and sentiment of the historic past and of both with the
ineradicable religious temperament of  the people, of  which these festivals were
the symbol.

April
27 Wednesday oS’kk[k Ñ”.k] n’kehoS’kk[k Ñ”.k] n’kehoS’kk[k Ñ”.k] n’kehoS’kk[k Ñ”.k] n’kehoS’kk[k Ñ”.k] n’keh
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The Congress movement was for a long time purely occidental in its mind,
character and methods, confined to the English-educated few, founded on the
political rights and interests of  the people read in the light of  English history and
European ideals, but with no roots either in the past of  the country or in the
inner spirit of  the nation. Mr. Tilak was the first political leader to break through
the routine of  its somewhat academical methods, to bridge the gulf  between the
present and the past and to restore continuity to the political life of  the nation.
He developed a language and a spirit and he used methods which Indianised the
movement and brought into it the masses. To his work of  this period we owe
that really living, strong and spontaneously organised movement in Maharashtra,
which has shown its energy and sincerity in more than one crisis and struggle.

April
28 Thursday oS’kk[k Ñ”.k] ,dkn’khoS’kk[k Ñ”.k] ,dkn’khoS’kk[k Ñ”.k] ,dkn’khoS’kk[k Ñ”.k] ,dkn’khoS’kk[k Ñ”.k] ,dkn’kh
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This divination of  the mind and spirit of  his people and its needs and this
power to seize on the right way to call it forth prove strikingly the political genius
of  Mr. Tilak; they made him the one man predestined to lead them in this trying
and difficult period when all has to be discovered and all has to be reconstructed.
What was done then by Mr. Tilak in Maharashtra, has been initiated for all India
by the Swadeshi movement. To bring in the mass of  the people, to found the
greatness of  the future on the greatness of  the past, to infuse Indian politics with
Indian religious fervour and spirituality are the indispensable conditions for a
great and powerful political awakening in India.

April
29 Friday oS’kk[k Ñ”.k] }kn’khoS’kk[k Ñ”.k] }kn’khoS’kk[k Ñ”.k] }kn’khoS’kk[k Ñ”.k] }kn’khoS’kk[k Ñ”.k] }kn’kh
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Others, writers, thinkers, spiritual leaders, had seen this truth. Mr. Tilak was
the first to bring it into the actual field of  practical politics. This second period
of  his labour for his country culminated in a longer and harsher imprisonment
which was, as it were, the second seal of  the divine hand upon his work; for there
can be no diviner seal than suffering for a cause.

April
30 Saturday oS’kk[k Ñ”.k] =k;ksn’khoS’kk[k Ñ”.k] =k;ksn’khoS’kk[k Ñ”.k] =k;ksn’khoS’kk[k Ñ”.k] =k;ksn’khoS’kk[k Ñ”.k] =k;ksn’kh
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A third period, that of  the Swadeshi movement, brought Mr. Tilak forward
prominently as an All-India leader; it gave him at last the wider field, the greater
driving power, the larger leverage he needed to bring his life-work rapidly to a
head, and not only in Maharashtra but throughout the country. The incidents of
that period are too fresh in memory to need recalling. From the inception of  the
Boycott to the Surat catastrophe and his last and longest imprisonment, which
was its sequel, the name and work of  Mr. Tilak are a part of  Indian history. These
three imprisonments, each showing more clearly the moral stuff  and quality of
the man under the test and the revealing glare of  suffering, have been the three
seals of  his career.

May
1 Sunday oS’kk[k Ñ”.k] =k;ksn’khoS’kk[k Ñ”.k] =k;ksn’khoS’kk[k Ñ”.k] =k;ksn’khoS’kk[k Ñ”.k] =k;ksn’khoS’kk[k Ñ”.k] =k;ksn’kh
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The first found him one of  a small knot of  pioneer workers; it marked him
out to be the strong and inflexible leader of  a strong and sturdy people. The second
found him already the inspiring power of  a great reawakening of  the Maratha
spirit; it left him an uncrowned king in the Deccan and gave him that high reputation
throughout India which was the foundation-stone of  his present commanding
influence. The last found him the leader of  an All-India party, the foremost exponent
and head of  a thoroughgoing Nationalism; it sent him back to be one of  the two or
three foremost men of  India adored and followed by the whole nation. He now
stands in the last period of  his lifelong toil for his country.” (1, 644-66)

May
2 Monday oS’kk[k Ñ”.k] prqnZ’khoS’kk[k Ñ”.k] prqnZ’khoS’kk[k Ñ”.k] prqnZ’khoS’kk[k Ñ”.k] prqnZ’khoS’kk[k Ñ”.k] prqnZ’kh
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May
3 Tuesday vekoL;kvekoL;kvekoL;kvekoL;kvekoL;k

“The Maratha race, as their soil and their history have made them, are a
rugged, strong and sturdy people, democratic in their every fibre, keenly intelligent
and practical to the very marrow, following in ideas, even in poetry, philosophy
and religion the drive towards life and action, capable of  great fervour, feeling
and enthusiasm, like all Indian peoples, but not emotional idealists, having in
their thought and speech always a turn for strength, sense, accuracy, lucidity and
vigour, in learning and scholarship patient, industrious, careful, thorough and
penetrating, in life simple, hardy and frugal, in their temperament courageous,
pugnacious, full of  spirit, yet with a tact in dealing with hard facts and
circumventing obstacles, shrewd yet aggressive diplomatists, born politicians, born
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fighters. All this Mr. Tilak is with a singular and eminent completeness, and all on
a large scale, adding to it all a lucid simplicity of  genius, a secret intensity, an inner
strength of  will, a single-mindedness in aim of  quite extraordinary force, which
remind one of  the brightness, sharpness and perfect temper of  a fine sword
hidden in a sober scabbard. As he emerged on the political field, his people saw
more and more clearly in him their representative man, themselves in large, the
genius of  their type. They felt him to be of  one spirit and make with the great
men who had made their past history, almost believed him to be a reincarnation
of  one of  them returned to carry out his old work in a new form and under new
conditions. They beheld in him the spirit of  Maharashtra once again embodied
in a great individual. He occupies a position in his province which has no parallel
in the rest of  India.” (1, 647)

May
4 Wednesday oS’kk[k ‘kqDy] izFkekoS’kk[k ‘kqDy] izFkekoS’kk[k ‘kqDy] izFkekoS’kk[k ‘kqDy] izFkekoS’kk[k ‘kqDy] izFkek
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May
5 Thursday oS’kk[k ‘kqDy] f}rh;koS’kk[k ‘kqDy] f}rh;koS’kk[k ‘kqDy] f}rh;koS’kk[k ‘kqDy] f}rh;koS’kk[k ‘kqDy] f}rh;k

“He saw from the first that for a people circumstanced like ours there
could be only one political question and one aim, not the gradual improvement
of the present administration into something in the end fundamentally the
opposite of  itself, but the early substitution of  Indian and national for English
and bureaucratic control in the affairs of India. A subject nation does not
prepare itself  by gradual progress for liberty; it opens by liberty its way to rapid
progress. The only progress that has to be made in the preparation for liberty,
is progress in the awakening of  the national spirit and in the creation of  the
will to be free and the will to adopt the necessary means and bear the necessary
sacrifices for liberty. It is these clear perceptions that have regulated his political
career.” (1, 652)
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“National education meant for him the training of  the young generation in
the new national spirit to be the architects of  liberty, if  that was delayed, the
citizens of  a free India which had rediscovered itself, if  the preliminary conditions
were rapidly fulfilled. Swadeshi meant an actualising of  the national self-
consciousness and the national will and the readiness to sacrifice which would fix
them in the daily mind and daily life of  the people. In Boycott, which was only a
popular name for passive resistance, he saw the means to give to the struggle
between the two ideas in conflict, bureaucratic control and national control, a
vigorous shape and body and to the popular side a weapon and an effective form
of  action. Himself  a man of  organisation and action, he knew well that by action
most, and not by thought and speech alone, can the will of  a people be vivified,
trained and made solid and enduring.” (1, 653-54)

May
6 Friday oS’kk[k ‘kqDy] r`rh;koS’kk[k ‘kqDy] r`rh;koS’kk[k ‘kqDy] r`rh;koS’kk[k ‘kqDy] r`rh;koS’kk[k ‘kqDy] r`rh;k
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“Not revolutionary methods or revolutionary idealism, but the clear sight
and the direct propaganda and action of  the patriotic political leader insisting on
the one thing needful and the straight way to drive at it, have been the sense of
Mr. Tilak’s political career.

…His words have the directness and force – no force can be greater – of  a
sincere and powerful mind always going immediately to the aim in view, the point
before it, expressing it with a bare, concentrated economy of  phrase and the
insistence of  the hammer full on the head of  the nail which drives it in with a few
blows.” (1, 655)

May
7/8 Sat/Sun oS’kk[k ‘kqDy] 4@5oS’kk[k ‘kqDy] 4@5oS’kk[k ‘kqDy] 4@5oS’kk[k ‘kqDy] 4@5oS’kk[k ‘kqDy] 4@5
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“No prominent man in India has suffered more for his country; none has
taken his sacrifices and sufferings more quietly and as a matter of  course.

…Mr. Tilak’s principles of  work have been accepted; the ideas which he
had so much trouble to enforce have become the commonplaces and truisms of
our political thought. The only question that remains is the rapidity of  a now
inevitable evolution. That is the hope for which Mr. Tilak still stands, a leader of
all India.

…Mr. Tilak’s name stands already for history as a nation-builder, one of
the half-dozen greatest political personalities, memorable figures, representative
men of  the nation in this most critical period of  India’s destinies, a name to be
remembered gratefully so long as the country has pride in its past and hope for
its future.” (1, 656-57)

May
9 Monday oS’kk[k ‘kqDy] “k”BhoS’kk[k ‘kqDy] “k”BhoS’kk[k ‘kqDy] “k”BhoS’kk[k ‘kqDy] “k”BhoS’kk[k ‘kqDy] “k”Bh
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May
10 Tuesday oS’kk[k ‘kqDy] lIrehoS’kk[k ‘kqDy] lIrehoS’kk[k ‘kqDy] lIrehoS’kk[k ‘kqDy] lIrehoS’kk[k ‘kqDy] lIreh

A Great Mind, a Great Will

“A GREAT mind, a great will, a great and pre-eminent leader of  men has
passed away from the field of  his achievement and labour. To the mind of  his
country Lokamanya Tilak was much more, for he had become to it a considerable
part of  itself, the embodiment of  its past effort, and the head of  its present will
and struggle for a free and greater life. His achievement and personality have put
him amidst the first rank of  historic and significant figures. He was one who built
much rapidly out of  little beginnings, a creator of  great things out of  an unworked
material. The creations he left behind him were a new and strong and self-reliant
national spirit, the reawakened political mind and life of  a people, a will to freedom
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and action, a great national purpose. He brought to his work extraordinary qualities,
a calm, silent, unflinching courage, an unwavering purpose, a flexible mind, a
forward-casting vision of  possibilities, an eye for the occasion, a sense of  actuality,
a fine capacity of  democratic leadership, a diplomacy that never lost sight of  its
aim and pressed towards it even in the most pliant turns of  its movement, and
guiding all, a single-minded patriotism that cared for power and influence only as
a means of  service to the Motherland and a lever for the work of  her liberation.
He sacrificed much for her and suffered for her repeatedly and made no ostentation
of  his suffering and sacrifice. His life was a constant offering at her altar and his
death has come in the midst of  an unceasing service and labour.” (1, 658)

May
11 Wednesday oS’kk[k ‘kqDy] v”VehoS’kk[k ‘kqDy] v”VehoS’kk[k ‘kqDy] v”VehoS’kk[k ‘kqDy] v”VehoS’kk[k ‘kqDy] v”Veh
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May
12 Thursday oS’kk[k ‘kqDy] uoehoS’kk[k ‘kqDy] uoehoS’kk[k ‘kqDy] uoehoS’kk[k ‘kqDy] uoehoS’kk[k ‘kqDy] uoeh

Dayananda
The Man and His Work

“AMONG the great company of  remarkable figures that will appear to the
eye of  posterity at the head of  the Indian Renascence, one stands out by himself
with peculiar and solitary distinctness, one unique in his type as he is unique in
his work. It is as if  one were to walk for a long time amid a range of  hills rising to
a greater or lesser altitude, but all with sweeping contours, green-clad, flattering
the eye even in their most bold and striking elevation. But amidst them all, one
hill stands apart, piled up in sheer strength, a mass of  bare and puissant granite,
with verdure on its summit, a solitary pine jutting out into the blue, a great cascade
of  pure, vigorous and fertilising water gushing out from its strength as a very
fountain of  life and health to the valley. Such is the impression created on my
mind by Dayananda.” (1, 661)
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“…Vivekananda was a soul of  puissance if  ever there was one, a very lion
among men, but the definite work he has left behind is quite incommensurate
with our impression of  his creative might and energy. We perceive his influence
still working gigantically, we know not well how, we know not well where, in
something that is not yet formed, something leonine, grand, intuitive, upheaving
that has entered the soul of  India and we say, “Behold, Vivekananda still lives in
the soul of  his Mother and in the souls of  her children.” So it is with all. Not only
are the men greater than their definite works, but their influence is so wide and
formless that it has little relation to any formal work that they have left behind
them.” (1, 662)

May
13 Friday oS’kk[k ‘kqDy] n’kehoS’kk[k ‘kqDy] n’kehoS’kk[k ‘kqDy] n’kehoS’kk[k ‘kqDy] n’kehoS’kk[k ‘kqDy] n’keh
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“Very different was the manner of  working of  Dayananda. Here was one
who did not infuse himself  informally into the indeterminate soul of  things, but
stamped his figure indelibly as in bronze on men and things. Here was one whose
formal works are the very children of  his spiritual body, children fair and robust
and full of  vitality, the image of  their creator. Here was one who knew definitely
and clearly the work he was sent to do, chose his materials, determined his
conditions with a sovereign clairvoyance of  the spirit and executed his conception
with the puissant mastery of  the born worker.” (1, 662-63)

May
14/15 Sat/Sun oS’kk[k ‘kqDy] 12@13oS’kk[k ‘kqDy] 12@13oS’kk[k ‘kqDy] 12@13oS’kk[k ‘kqDy] 12@13oS’kk[k ‘kqDy] 12@13
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“As I regard the figure of  this formidable artisan in God’s workshop, images
crowd on me which are all of  battle and work and conquest and triumphant
labour. Here, I say to myself, was a very soldier of  Light, a warrior in God’s
world, a sculptor of  men and institutions, a bold and rugged victor of  the
difficulties which matter presents to spirit. And the whole sums itself  up to me in
a powerful impression of  spiritual practicality. The combination of  these two
words, usually so divorced from each other in our conceptions, seems to me the
very definition of  Dayananda.” (1, 663)

May
16 Monday oS’kk[k ‘kqDy] prqnZ’khoS’kk[k ‘kqDy] prqnZ’khoS’kk[k ‘kqDy] prqnZ’khoS’kk[k ‘kqDy] prqnZ’khoS’kk[k ‘kqDy] prqnZ’kh
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“He was not only plastic to the great hand of  Nature, but asserted his own
right and power to use Life and Nature as plastic material. We can imagine his
soul crying still to us with our insufficient spring of  manhood and action, “Be
not content, O Indian, only to be infinitely and grow vaguely, but see what God
intends thee to be, determine in the light of  His inspiration to what thou shalt
grow. Seeing, hew that out of  thyself, hew that out of  Life. Be a thinker, but be
also a doer; be a soul, but be also a man; be a servant of  God, but be also a
master of  Nature!” For this was what he himself  was; a man with God in his
soul, vision in his eyes and power in his hands to hew out of  life an image according
to his vision. Hew is the right word. Granite himself, he smote out a shape of
things with great blows as in granite.” (1, 663-64)

May
17 Tuesday iwf.kZekiwf.kZekiwf.kZekiwf.kZekiwf.kZek
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“In Dayananda’s life we see always the puissant jet of  this spiritual practicality.
A spontaneous power and decisiveness is stamped everywhere on his work. And
to begin with, what a master-glance of  practical intuition was this to go back
trenchantly to the very root of  Indian life and culture, to derive from the flower
of  its first birth the seed for a radical new birth! And what an act of  grandiose
intellectual courage to lay hold upon this scripture defaced by ignorant comment
and oblivion of  its spirit, degraded by misunderstanding to the level of  an ancient
document of  barbarism, and to perceive in it its real worth as a scripture which
conceals in itself  the deep and energetic spirit of  the forefathers who made this
country and nation, – a scripture of  divine knowledge, divine worship, divine
action.” (1, 664)

May
18 Wednesday T;s”B Ñ”.k] IÒFkekT;s”B Ñ”.k] IÒFkekT;s”B Ñ”.k] IÒFkekT;s”B Ñ”.k] IÒFkekT;s”B Ñ”.k] IÒFkek
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“…he seized justly on the Veda as India’s Rock of  Ages and had the daring
conception to build on what his penetrating glance perceived in it a whole
education of  youth, a whole manhood and a whole nation-hood. Rammohan
Roy, that other great soul and puissant worker who laid his hand on Bengal and
shook her – to what mighty issues – out of  her long, indolent sleep by her rivers
and rice-fields – Rammohan Roy stopped short at the Upanishads. Dayananda
looked beyond and perceived that our true original seed was the Veda. He had
the national instinct and he was able to make it luminous, – an intuition in place
of  an instinct. Therefore the works that derive from him, however they depart
from received traditions, must needs be profoundly national.” (1, 664-65)

May
19 Thursday T;s”B Ñ”.k] f}rh;kT;s”B Ñ”.k] f}rh;kT;s”B Ñ”.k] f}rh;kT;s”B Ñ”.k] f}rh;kT;s”B Ñ”.k] f}rh;k
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“…And in the work as in the man we find that faculty of  spontaneous definite
labour and vigorous formation which proceeds from an inner principle of  perfect
clearness, truth and sincerity. To be clear in one’s own mind, entirely true and plain
with one’s self  and with others, wholly honest with the conditions and materials of
one’s labour, is a rare gift in our crooked, complex and faltering humanity. It is the
spirit of  the Aryan worker and a sure secret of  vigorous success. For always Nature
recognises a clear, honest and recognisable knock at her doors and gives the result
with an answering scrupulosity and diligence.” (1, 665)

May
20 Friday T;s”B Ñ”.k] r`rh;kT;s”B Ñ”.k] r`rh;kT;s”B Ñ”.k] r`rh;kT;s”B Ñ”.k] r`rh;kT;s”B Ñ”.k] r`rh;k
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“…Truth was the master-word of  the Vedic teaching, truth in the soul,
truth in vision, truth in the intention, truth in the act. Practical truth, Drjava, an
inner candour and a strong sincerity, clearness and open honour in the word and
deed, was the temperament of  the old Aryan morals. It is the secret of  a pure
unspoilt energy, the sign that a man has not travelled far from Nature. It is the
bar dexter of  the son of  Heaven, Divasputra. This was the stamp that Dayananda
left behind him and it should be the mark and effigy of  himself  by which the
parentage of  his work can be recognised. May his spirit act in India pure, unspoilt,
unmodified and help to give us back that of  which our life stands especially in
need, pure energy, high clearness, the penetrating eye, the masterful hand, the
noble and dominant sincerity.” (1, 665-66)

May
21/22 Sat/Sun T;s”B Ñ”.k] 4@5T;s”B Ñ”.k] 4@5T;s”B Ñ”.k] 4@5T;s”B Ñ”.k] 4@5T;s”B Ñ”.k] 4@5
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Dayananda and the Veda

“…among all the materials of  our past the Veda is the most venerable and
has been directly and indirectly the most potent. Even when its sense was no
longer understood, even when its traditions were lost behind Pauranic forms, it
was still held in honour, though without knowledge, as authoritative revelation
and inspired Book of  Knowledge, the source of  all sanctions and standard of  all
truth.

But there has always been this double and incompatible tradition about the
Veda that it is a book of  ritual and mythology and that it is a book of  divine
knowledge. The Brahmanas seized on the one tradition, the Upanishads on the
other. Later, the learned took the hymns for a book essentially of  ritual and
works, they went elsewhere for pure knowledge; but the instinct of  the race
bowed down before it with an obstinate inarticulate memory of  a loftier tradition.
And when in our age the Veda was brought out of  its obscure security behind the
purdah of  a reverential neglect, the same phenomenon reappears. While Western
scholarship extending the hints of  Sayana seemed to have classed it for ever as a
ritual liturgy to Nature-Gods, the genius of  the race looking through the eyes of
Dayananda pierced behind the error of  many centuries and received again the
intuition of  a timeless revelation and a divine truth given to humanity. In any
case, we have to make one choice or another. We can no longer securely enshrine
the Veda wrapped up in the folds of  an ignorant reverence or guarded by a pious
self-deceit. Either the Veda is what Sayana says it is, and then we have to leave it
behind for ever as the document of  a mythology and ritual which have no longer
any living truth or force for thinking minds, or it is what the European scholars
say it is, and then we have to put it away among the relics of  the past as an antique
record of  semi-barbarous worship; or else it is indeed Veda, a book of  divine
knowledge, and then it becomes of  supreme importance to us to know and to
hear its message.

It is objected to the sense Dayananda gave to the Veda that it is no true
sense but an arbitrary fabrication of  imaginative learning and ingenuity, to his
method that it is fantastic and unacceptable to the critical reason, to his teaching
of  a revealed Scripture that the very idea is a rejected superstition impossible for
any enlightened mind to admit or to announce sincerely. I will not now examine
the solidity of  Dayananda’s interpretation of  Vedic texts, nor anticipate the verdict
of  the future on his commentary, nor discuss his theory of  revelation. I shall
only state the broad principles underlying his thought about the Veda as they
present themselves to me. For in the action and thought of  a great soul or a great
personality the vital thing to my mind is not the form he gave to it, but in his
action the helpful power he put forth and in his thought the helpful truth he has
added or, it may be, restored to the yet all too scanty stock of  our human acquisition
and divine potentiality.” (1, 668-69)
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“To start with the negation of  his work by his critics, in whose mouth does
it lie to accuse Dayananda’s dealings with the Veda of  a fantastic or arbitrary
ingenuity? Not in the mouth of  those who accept Sayana’s traditional
interpretation. For if  ever there was a monument of  arbitrarily erudite ingenuity,
of  great learning divorced, as great learning too often is, from sound judgment
and sure taste and a faithful critical and comparative observation, from direct
seeing and often even from plainest common sense or of  a constant fitting of
the text into the Procrustean bed of  preconceived theory, it is surely this
commentary, otherwise so imposing, so useful as first crude material, so erudite
and laborious, left to us by the Acharya Sayana. Nor does the reproach lie in the
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mouth of  those who take as final the recent labours of  European scholarship.
For if  ever there was a toil of  interpretation in which the loosest rein has been
given to an ingenious speculation, in which doubtful indications have been
snatched at as certain proofs, in which the boldest conclusions have been insisted
upon with the scantiest justification, the most enormous difficulties ignored and
preconceived prejudice maintained in face of  the clear and often admitted
suggestions of  the text, it is surely this labour, so eminently respectable otherwise
for its industry, good will and power of  research, performed through a long
century by European Vedic scholarship.” (1, 669)
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“…An interpretation of  Veda must stand or fall by its central conception of
the Vedic religion and the amount of  support given to it by the intrinsic evidence
of  the Veda itself. Here Dayananda’s view is quite clear, its foundation inexpugnable.
The Vedic hymns are chanted to the One Deity under many names, names which
are used and even designed to express His qualities and powers. Was this conception
of  Dayananda’s an arbitrary conceit fetched out of  his own too ingenious
imagination? Not at all; it is the explicit statement of  the Veda itself: “One existent,
sages” – not the ignorant, mind you, but the seers, the men of  knowledge, – “speak
of  in many ways, as Indra, as Yama, as Matariswan, as Agni.” The Vedic Rishis
ought surely to have known something about their own religion, more, let us hope,
than Roth or Max Muller, and this is what they knew.” (1, 669-70)
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“…it is the fundamental point, who deals most straightforwardly with the
text, Dayananda or the Western scholars? But if  this fundamental point of
Dayananda’s is granted, if  the character given by the Vedic Rishis themselves to
their gods is admitted, we are bound, whenever the hymns speak of  Agni or
another, to see behind that name present always to the thought of  the Rishi the
one Supreme Deity or else one of  His powers with its attendant qualities or
workings. Immediately the whole character of  the Veda is fixed in the sense
Dayananda gave to it; the merely ritual, mythological, polytheistic interpretation
of  Sayana collapses, the merely meteorological and naturalistic European
interpretation collapses. We have instead a real Scripture, one of  the world’s sacred
books and the divine word of  a lofty and noble religion.” (1, 671)
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“…Dayananda goes farther; he affirms that the truths of  modern physical
science are discoverable in the hymns. Here we have the sole point of  fundamental
principle about which there can be any justifiable misgivings. I confess my
incompetence to advance any settled opinion in the matter. But this much needs
to be said that his idea is increasingly supported by the recent trend of  our
knowledge about the ancient world. The ancient civilisations did possess secrets
of  science some of  which modern knowledge has recovered, extended and made
more rich and precise but others are even now not recovered. There is then
nothing fantastic in Dayananda’s idea that Veda contains truth of  science as well
as truth of  religion. I will even add my own conviction that Veda contains other
truths of  a science the modern world does not at all possess, and in that case
Dayananda has rather understated than overstated the depth and range of  the
Vedic wisdom.” (1, 672-73)
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“Dayananda stands justified by the substance of  Veda itself, by logic and
reason and by our growing knowledge of  the past of  mankind. The Veda does
hymn the one Deity of  many names and powers; it does celebrate the divine Law
and man’s aspiration to fulfil it; it does purport to give us the law of  the cosmos.

On the question of  revelation I have left myself  no space to write. Suffice
it to say that here too Dayananda was perfectly logical and it is quite grotesque
to charge him with insincerity because he held to and proclaimed the doctrine.”
(1, 674)
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“There are always three fundamental entities which we have to admit and
whose relations we have to know if  we would understand existence at all, God,
Nature and the Soul. If, as Dayananda held on strong enough grounds, the Veda
reveals to us God, reveals to us the law of  Nature, reveals to us the relations of
the Soul to God and Nature, what is it but a revelation of  divine Truth? And if,
as Dayananda held, it reveals them to us with a perfect truth, flawlessly, he might
well hold it for an infallible Scripture. The rest is a question of  the method of
revelation, of  the divine dealings with our race, of  man’s psychology and
possibilities. Modern thought, affirming Nature and Law but denying God, denied
also the possibility of  revelation; but so also has it denied many things which a
more modern thought is very busy reaffirming.” (1, 674)
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“We cannot demand of  a great mind that it shall make itself  a slave to
vulgarly received opinion or the transient dogmas of  the hour; the very essence
of  its greatness is this, that it looks beyond, that it sees deeper.

In the matter of  Vedic interpretation I am convinced that whatever may be
the final complete interpretation, Dayananda will be honoured as the first
discoverer of  the right clues. Amidst the chaos and obscurity of  old ignorance
and age-long misunderstanding his was the eye of  direct vision that pierced to
the truth and fastened on that which was essential. He has found the keys of  the
doors that time had closed and rent asunder the seals of  the imprisoned fountains.”
(1, 674-75)
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Romesh Chandra Dutt

“…Of  all the great Bengalis of  his time Romesh Dutt was perhaps the
least original. His administrative faculties were of  the second order, not of  the
first; though he stood for a time foremost among the most active of  Congress
politicians and controversialists, he was neither a Ranade nor a Surendranath,
had neither the gift of  the organiser and political thinker nor the gift of  the
orator; he had literary talent of  an imitative kind but no literary genius; he wrote
well on scholastic subjects and translated pleasantly and effectively, but was no
great Sanskrit scholar: he cannot rank with Ranade or even with Gokhale as an
economist, and yet his are the most politically effective contributions to economic
literature in India that recent years have produced. It must be admitted that his
activity and dexterity of  work were far in excess of  his literary ability or scholastic
conscientiousness.” (1, 677-78)
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“…The best things he ever did were, in our view, his letters to Lord Curzon
and his Economic History. The former fixed public opinion in India irretrievably
and nobody cared even to consider Lord Curzon’s answer. “That settles it” was
the general feeling every ordinary reader contracted for good after reading this
brilliant and telling indictment. Without the Economic History and its damning
story of  England’s commercial and fiscal dealings with India we doubt whether
the public mind would have been ready for the Boycott. In this one instance it
may be said of  him that he not only wrote history but created it. But all his
works, with the exception of  the historical novels, were rather pieces of  successful
journalism than literature. Still, even where it was most defective, his work was
always useful to the world.” (1, 678-79)
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“…An education at once more subtle and more massive, a greater originality,
force and range of  intellectual activity, an insatiable thirst for knowledge, the glut
of  a giant for work and action, mighty qualities of  soul, a superhuman courage,
self-abnegation and power to embrace and practise almost impossible ideals, these
are the virtues and gifts India demands from the greatest among her sons in the
future so that they may be sufficient to her work and her destinies. But such gifts
as Romesh Dutt possessed are not to be despised. Especially did his untiring
capacity for work and his joyous vitality and indestructible buoyancy make him a
towering reproach to the indolent, listless, sneering and anaemic generation that
intervened between him and the recent renascence.” (1, 679)
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Lack of  Robustness in India
“…In a healthy community the sphere of  Government action outside certain

recognised spheres tends always to contract; in one which is feeble or unsound it
tends always to expand. Judged from this standpoint there are few if  any countries
which show such a miserable lack of  robustness as India.” (1, 685)
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Who

“…He is lost in the heart, in the cavern of  Nature,
He is found in the brain where He builds up the thought:

In the pattern and bloom of  the flowers He is woven,
In the luminous net of the stars He is caught.

In the strength of  a man, in the beauty of  woman,
In the laugh of  a boy, in the blush of  a girl;

The hand that sent Jupiter spinning through heaven,
Spends all its cunning to fashion a curl.
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These are His works and His veils and His shadows;
But where is He then? by what name is He known?

Is He Brahma or Vishnu? a man or a woman?
Bodied or bodiless? twin or alone?

We have love for a boy who is dark and resplendent,
A woman is lord of  us, naked and fierce.

We have seen Him a-muse on the snow of  the mountains,
We have watched Him at work in the heart of  the spheres.
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We will tell the whole world of  His ways and His cunning:
He has rapture of  torture and passion and pain;

He delights in our sorrow and drives us to weeping,
Then lures with His joy and His beauty again.

All music is only the sound of  His laughter,
All beauty the smile of His passionate bliss;

Our lives are His heart-beats, our rapture the bridal
Of  Radha and Krishna, our love is their kiss.
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…The Master of  man and his infinite Lover,
He is close to our hearts, had we vision to see;

We are blind with our pride and the pomp of  our passions,
We are bound in our thoughts where we hold ourselves free.

It is He in the sun who is ageless and deathless,
And into the midnight His shadow is thrown;

When darkness was blind and engulfed within darkness,
He was seated within it immense and alone.” ( 2, 201-03)
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Parabrahman

“…A free

And sovereign master of  His world within,
He is not bound by what He does or makes,

He is not bound by virtue or by sin,
Awake who sleeps and when He sleeps awakes.

He is not bound by waking or by sleep;
He is not bound by anything at all.

Laws are that He may conquer them. To creep
Or soar is at His will, to rise or fall.
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One from of  old possessed Himself  above
Who was not anyone nor had a form,

Nor yet was formless. Neither hate nor love
Could limit His perfection, peace nor storm.

He is, we cannot say; for Nothing too
Is His conception of  Himself  unguessed.

He dawns upon us and we would pursue,
But who has found Him or what arms possessed?

He is not anything, yet all is He;
He is not all but far exceeds that scope.

Both Time and Timelessness sink in that sea:
Time is a wave and Space a wandering drop.” (2, 217)
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God

“Thou who pervadest all the worlds below,
Yet sitst above,

Master of  all who work and rule and know,
Servant of  Love!

Thou who disdainest not the worm to be
Nor even the clod,

Therefore we know by that humility
That thou art God.” (2, 218)
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To the Ganges

“Hearken, Ganges, hearken, thou that sweepest golden to the sea,
Hearken, Mother, to my voice.

From the feet of  Hari with thy waters pure thou leapest free,
Waters colder-pure than ice.

…Not in icy lone Gungotry nor by Kashi’s holy fanes,
Mother, hast thou power to save

Only, nor dost thou grow old near Sagar, nor our vileness stains,
Ganges, thy celestial wave.

Dukkhineswar, Dukkhineswar, wonderful predestined pile,
Tell it to our sons unborn,

Where the night was brooding darkest and the curse was on the soil
Heaviest, God revealed the morn.” (2, 256-59)
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The Rakshasas

“…It is long decreed,
The Rákshasa shall rule the peopled earth.
He takes the brute into himself  for man,
Yielding it offerings, while with grandiose thoughts
And violent aspirations he controls;
He purifies the demon in the race,
Slaying in wrath, not cruelty. Awhile
He puts the Vánara out of  the world,
Accustoming to grandeur all mankind;
The Ifrit* he rejects. Were he denied
His period, man could not progress. But since
He sees himself  as Me, not Me in him,
And takes the life and body for the whole,
He cannot last,…” (2, 322-23)

* The Ifrit, the Djinn, is the demoniac element in Nature.
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Ilion

“…Vainly the sands of  Time have been strewn with the ruins of  empires,
Signs that the gods had left, but in vain. For they look for a nation,
One that can conquer itself  having conquered the world, but they find none.

…Eviller fate there is none than life too long among mortals.” (2, 363)

“…Dream, when Virtue departs, that Wisdom will linger, her sister!
Wisdom has turned from your hearts; shall Fortune dwell with the foolish?”
(2, 364)

“…One sole oracle helps, still armoured in courage and prudence
Patient and heedful to toil at the work that is near in the daylight.
Leave to the night its phantoms, leave to the future its curtain!
Only today Heaven gave to mortal man for his labour.” (2, 366)
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“…Rest we cannot; a world cries in us for space and for fullness.

…Love and the need of  mastery, joy and the longing for greatness
Rage like a fire unquenchable burning the world and creating,
Nor till humanity dies will they sink in the ashes of  Nature.
All is injustice of  love or all is injustice of  battle.
Man over woman, woman o’er man, over lover and foeman
Wrestling we strive to expand in our souls, to be wide, to be happy.

…You cannot utterly die while the Power lives untired in your bosoms;
When ’tis withdrawn, not a moment of  life can be added by virtue.
Faint not for helpers fled! Though your yoke had been mild as a father’s
They would have gone as swiftly. Strength men desire in their masters;
All men worship success and in failure and weakness abandon.” (2, 384-85)
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“…Dear are the halls of  our childhood, dear are the fields of  our fathers,
Yet to the soul that is free no spot on the earth is an exile.
Rather wherever sunlight is bright, flowers bloom and the rivers
Flow in their lucid streams to the Ocean, there is our country.” (2, 386)

“…Led or misled we are mortals and walk by a light that is given;
Most they err who deem themselves most from error excluded.” (2, 394)
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“…This is the greatness of gods that they know and can put back the knowledge;
Doing the work they have chosen they turn not for fruit nor for failure,
Griefless they walk to their goal and strain not their eyes towards the ending.
Light that they have they can lose with a smile, not as souls in the darkness
Clutch at every beam and mistake their one ray for all splendour.
All things are by Time and the Will eternal that moves us,
And for each birth its hour is set in the night or the dawning.
There is an hour for knowledge, an hour to forget and to labour.” (2, 448)
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The Meditations of  Mandavya

“…Not sound, nor silence, neither world nor void,
But the unthinkable, absolute, unalloyed
One, multitudinous, nameless, yet a Name,
Innumerably other, yet the same.
Immeasurable ecstasy where Time
And Space have fainted in a swoon sublime!” (2, 515)
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A God’s Labour

“I have gathered my dreams in a silver air
Between the gold and the blue

And wrapped them softly and left them there,
My jewelled dreams of  you.

I had hoped to build a rainbow bridge
Marrying the soil to the sky

And sow in this dancing planet midge
The moods of  infinity.

But too bright were our heavens, too far away,
Too frail their ethereal stuff;

Too splendid and sudden our light could not stay;
The roots were not deep enough.

He who would bring the heavens here
Must descend himself  into clay

And the burden of  earthly nature bear
And tread the dolorous way.

Coercing my godhead I have come down
Here on the sordid earth,

Ignorant, labouring, human grown
Twixt the gates of  death and birth.

I have been digging deep and long
Mid a horror of  filth and mire

A bed for the golden river’s song,
A home for the deathless fire.

I have laboured and suffered in Matter’s night
To bring the fire to man;

But the hate of hell and human spite
Are my meed since the world began.

For man’s mind is the dupe of  his animal self;
Hoping its lusts to win,

He harbours within him a grisly Elf
Enamoured of  sorrow and sin.

The grey Elf  shudders from heaven’s flame
And from all things glad and pure;

Only by pleasure and passion and pain
His drama can endure.

All around is darkness and strife;
For the lamps that men call suns

Are but halfway gleams on this stumbling life
Cast by the Undying Ones.
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Man lights his little torches of  hope
That lead to a failing edge;

A fragment of  Truth is his widest scope,
An inn his pilgrimage.

The Truth of  truths men fear and deny,
The Light of  lights they refuse;

To ignorant gods they lift their cry
Or a demon altar choose.

All that was found must again be sought,
Each enemy slain revives,

Each battle for ever is fought and refought
Through vistas of  fruitless lives.

My gaping wounds are a thousand and one
And the Titan kings assail,

But I dare not rest till my task is done
And wrought the eternal will.” (2, 534-35)

“…I shall leave my dreams in their argent air,
For in a raiment of  gold and blue

There shall move on the earth embodied and fair
The living truth of  you.” (2, 538)
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Jivanmukta

“…Only to bring God’s forces to waiting Nature,
To help with wide-winged Peace her tormented labour

And heal with joy her ancient sorrow,
Casting down light on the inconscient darkness,

He acts and lives. Vain things are mind’s smaller motives
To one whose soul enjoys for its high possession

Infinity and the sempiternal
All is his guide and beloved and refuge.” (2, 552)
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Earth a Deeper Power than Heaven

“…The idea is that the other worlds are not evolutionary but typal and
each presents in a limited perfection some aspect of  the Infinite, but each complete,
perfectly satisfied in itself, not asking or aspiring for anything else, for self-
exceeding of  any kind. That aspiration, on the contrary, is self-imposed on the
imperfection of  Earth; the very fact of  the Divine being there, but suppressed
in its phenomenal opposites, compels an effort to arrive at the unveiled Divine –
by ascent, but also by a descent of  the Divine Perfection for evolutionary
manifestation here. That is why the Earth declares itself  a deeper Power than
Heaven because it holds in itself  that possibility implied in the presence of  the
suppressed Divine here, – which does not exist in the perfection of  the vital (or
even the mental) Heavens.” (2, 556-57)
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Nirvana

“All is abolished but the mute Alone.
The mind from thought released, the heart from grief
Grow inexistent now beyond belief;

There is no I, no Nature, known-unknown.
The city, a shadow picture without tone,

Floats, quivers unreal; forms without relief
Flow, a cinema’s vacant shapes; like a reef

Foundering in shoreless gulfs the world is done.

Only the illimitable Permanent
Is here. A Peace stupendous, featureless, still,

Replaces all, – what once was I, in It
A silent unnamed emptiness content

Either to fade in the Unknowable
Or thrill with the luminous seas of  the Infinite.” (2, 561)
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Rose of  God

“Rose of  God, vermilion stain on the sapphires of  heaven,
Rose of  Bliss, fire-sweet, seven-tinged with the ecstasies seven!
Leap up in our heart of  humanhood, O miracle, O flame,
Passion-flower of  the Nameless, bud of  the mystical Name.

Rose of  God, great wisdom-bloom on the summits of  being,
Rose of  Light, immaculate core of  the ultimate seeing!
Live in the mind of  our earthhood; O golden Mystery, flower,
Sun on the head of  the Timeless, guest of  the marvellous Hour.

Rose of  God, damask force of  Infinity, red icon of  might,
Rose of  Power with thy diamond halo piercing the night!
Ablaze in the will of  the mortal, design the wonder of  thy plan,
Image of  Immortality, outbreak of  the Godhead in man.
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25/26 Sat/Sun vk”kk<+ Ñ”.k] 9@10vk”kk<+ Ñ”.k] 9@10vk”kk<+ Ñ”.k] 9@10vk”kk<+ Ñ”.k] 9@10vk”kk<+ Ñ”.k] 9@10
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Rose of  God, smitten purple with the incarnate divine Desire,
Rose of  Life, crowded with petals, colour’s lyre!
Transform the body of  the mortal like a sweet and magical rhyme;
Bridge our earthhood and heavenhood, make deathless the children of  Time.

Rose of  God like a blush of  rapture on Eternity’s face,
Rose of  Love, ruby depth of  all being, fire-passion of  Grace!
Arise from the heart of  the yearning that sobs in Nature’s abyss:
Make earth the home of  the Wonderful and life Beatitude’s kiss.” (2, 564)

June
27 Monday vk”kk<+ Ñ”.k] ,dkn’khvk”kk<+ Ñ”.k] ,dkn’khvk”kk<+ Ñ”.k] ,dkn’khvk”kk<+ Ñ”.k] ,dkn’khvk”kk<+ Ñ”.k] ,dkn’kh
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Man the Enigma

“A deep enigma is the soul of  man.
His conscious life obeys the Inconscient’s rule,
His need of  joy is learned in sorrow’s school,

His heart is a chaos and an empyrean.
His subtle Ignorance borrows Wisdom’s plan;

His mind is the Infinite’s sharp and narrow tool.
He wades through mud to reach the Wonderful,

And does what Matter must or Spirit can.

All powers in his living’s soil take root
And claim from him their place and struggling right:

His ignorant creature mind crawling towards light
Is Nature’s fool and Godhead’s candidate,

A demigod and a demon and a brute,
The slave and the creator of  his fate.” (2, 589)

June
28 Tuesday vk”kk<+ Ñ”.k] }kn’khvk”kk<+ Ñ”.k] }kn’khvk”kk<+ Ñ”.k] }kn’khvk”kk<+ Ñ”.k] }kn’khvk”kk<+ Ñ”.k] }kn’kh
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Science and the Unknowable

“…Man’s science builds abstractions cold and bare
And carves to formulas the living whole;
It is a brain and hand without a soul,

A piercing eye behind our outward stare.

The objects that we see are not their form,
A mass of forces is the apparent shape;
Pursued and seized, their inner lines escape

In a vast consciousness beyond our norm.

Follow and you shall meet abysses still,
Infinite, wayless, mute, unknowable.” (2, 598)

June
29 Wednesday vk”kk<+ Ñ”.k] =k;ksn’khvk”kk<+ Ñ”.k] =k;ksn’khvk”kk<+ Ñ”.k] =k;ksn’khvk”kk<+ Ñ”.k] =k;ksn’khvk”kk<+ Ñ”.k] =k;ksn’kh
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The Indwelling Universal

“I contain the wide world in my soul’s embrace:
In me Arcturus and Belphegor burn.
To whatsoever living form I turn

I see my own body with another face.

All eyes that look on me are my sole eyes;
The one heart that beats within all breasts is mine.
The world’s happiness flows through me like wine,

Its million sorrows are my agonies.

Yet all its acts are only waves that pass
Upon my surface; inly for ever still,
Unborn I sit, timeless, intangible:

All things are shadows in my tranquil glass.

My vast transcendence holds the cosmic whirl;
I am hid in it as in the sea a pearl.” (2, 601)

June
30 Thursday vk”kk<+ Ñ”.k] prqnZ’khvk”kk<+ Ñ”.k] prqnZ’khvk”kk<+ Ñ”.k] prqnZ’khvk”kk<+ Ñ”.k] prqnZ’khvk”kk<+ Ñ”.k] prqnZ’kh
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The Hidden Plan

“However long Night’s hour, I will not dream
That the small ego and the person’s mask

Are all that God reveals in our life-scheme,
The last result of  Nature’s cosmic task.

A greater Presence in her bosom works;
Long it prepares its far epiphany:

Even in the stone and beast the godhead lurks,
A bright Persona of  eternity.

It shall burst out from the limit traced by Mind
And make a witness of  the prescient heart;

It shall reveal even in this inert blind
Nature, long veiled in each inconscient part,

Fulfilling the occult magnificent plan,
The world-wide and immortal spirit in man.” (2, 602)

July
1 Friday vekoL;kvekoL;kvekoL;kvekoL;kvekoL;k
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Cosmic Consciousness

“I have wrapped the wide world in my wider self
And Time and Space my spirit’s seeing are.

I am the god and demon, ghost and elf,
I am the wind’s speed and the blazing star.

All Nature is the nursling of  my care,
I am the struggle and the eternal rest;

The world’s joy thrilling runs through me, I bear
The sorrow of  millions in my lonely breast.

I have learned a close identity with all,
Yet am by nothing bound that I become;

Carrying in me the universe’s call
I mount to my imperishable home.

I pass beyond Time and life on measureless wings,
Yet still am one with born and unborn things.” (2, 603)

July
2/3 Sat/Sun vk”kk<+ ‘kqDy]  1@2vk”kk<+ ‘kqDy]  1@2vk”kk<+ ‘kqDy]  1@2vk”kk<+ ‘kqDy]  1@2vk”kk<+ ‘kqDy]  1@2
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Liberation [1]

“I have thrown from me the whirling dance of  mind
And stand now in the spirit’s silence free;

Timeless and deathless beyond creature kind,
The centre of  my own eternity.

I have escaped and the small self  is dead;
I am immortal, alone, ineffable;

I have gone out from the universe I made,
And have grown nameless and immeasurable.

My mind is hushed in wide and endless light,
My heart a solitude of  delight and peace,

My sense unsnared by touch and sound and sight,
My body a point in white infinities.

I am the one Being’s sole immobile Bliss:
No one I am, I who am all that is.” (2, 604)

July
4 Monday vk”kk<+ ‘kqDy] r`rh;kvk”kk<+ ‘kqDy] r`rh;kvk”kk<+ ‘kqDy] r`rh;kvk”kk<+ ‘kqDy] r`rh;kvk”kk<+ ‘kqDy] r`rh;k
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The Golden Light

“Thy golden Light came down into my brain
And the grey rooms of  mind sun-touched became

A bright reply to Wisdom’s occult plane,
A calm illumination and a flame.

Thy golden Light came down into my throat,
And all my speech is now a tune divine,

A paean song of  Thee my single note;
My words are drunk with the Immortal’s wine.

Thy golden Light came down into my heart
Smiting my life with Thy eternity;

Now has it grown a temple where Thou art
And all its passions point towards only Thee.

Thy golden Light came down into my feet;
My earth is now Thy playfield and Thy seat.” (2, 605)

July
5 Tuesday vk”kk<+ ‘kqDy] prqFkhZvk”kk<+ ‘kqDy] prqFkhZvk”kk<+ ‘kqDy] prqFkhZvk”kk<+ ‘kqDy] prqFkhZvk”kk<+ ‘kqDy] prqFkhZ
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The Stone Goddess

“In a town of  gods, housed in a little shrine,
From sculptured limbs the Godhead looked at me, –

A living Presence deathless and divine,
A Form that harboured all infinity.

The great World-Mother and her mighty will
Inhabited the earth’s abysmal sleep,

Voiceless, omnipotent, inscrutable,
Mute in the desert and the sky and deep.

Now veiled with mind she dwells and speaks no word,
Voiceless, inscrutable, omniscient,

Hiding until our soul has seen, has heard
The secret of  her strange embodiment,

One in the worshipper and the immobile shape,
A beauty and mystery flesh or stone can drape.” (2, 608)

July
6 Wednesday vk”kk<+ ‘kqDy] iapehvk”kk<+ ‘kqDy] iapehvk”kk<+ ‘kqDy] iapehvk”kk<+ ‘kqDy] iapehvk”kk<+ ‘kqDy] iapeh
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Krishna

“At last I find a meaning of  soul’s birth
Into this universe terrible and sweet,

I who have felt the hungry heart of  earth
Aspiring beyond heaven to Krishna’s feet.

I have seen the beauty of  immortal eyes,
And heard the passion of  the Lover’s flute,

And known a deathless ecstasy’s surprise
And sorrow in my heart for ever mute.

Nearer and nearer now the music draws,
Life shudders with a strange felicity;

All Nature is a wide enamoured pause
Hoping her lord to touch, to clasp, to be.

For this one moment lived the ages past;
The world now throbs fulfilled in me at last.” (2, 608)

July
7 Thursday vk”kk<+ ‘kqDy] lIrehvk”kk<+ ‘kqDy] lIrehvk”kk<+ ‘kqDy] lIrehvk”kk<+ ‘kqDy] lIrehvk”kk<+ ‘kqDy] lIreh
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Shiva

“On the white summit of  eternity
A single Soul of  bare infinities,
Guarded he keeps by a fire-screen of  peace

His mystic loneliness of  nude ecstasy.
But, touched by an immense delight to be,

He looks across unending depths and sees
Musing amid the inconscient silences

The Mighty Mother’s dumb felicity.

Half  now awake she rises to his glance;
Then, moved to circling by her heart-beats’ will,

The rhythmic worlds describe that passion-dance.
Life springs in her and Mind is born; her face

She lifts to Him who is Herself, until
The Spirit leaps into the Spirit’s embrace.” (2, 609)

July
8 Friday vk”kk<+ ‘kqDy] v”Vehvk”kk<+ ‘kqDy] v”Vehvk”kk<+ ‘kqDy] v”Vehvk”kk<+ ‘kqDy] v”Vehvk”kk<+ ‘kqDy] v”Veh
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A Dream of  Surreal Science

“One dreamed and saw a gland write Hamlet, drink
At the Mermaid, capture immortality;

A committee of  hormones on the Aegean’s brink
Composed the Iliad and the Odyssey.

A thyroid, meditating almost nude
Under the Bo-tree, saw the eternal Light

And, rising from its mighty solitude,
Spoke of  the Wheel and eightfold Path all right.

A brain by a disordered stomach driven
Thundered through Europe, conquered, ruled and fell,

From St Helena went, perhaps, to Heaven.
Thus wagged on the surreal world, until

A scientist played with atoms and blew out
The universe before God had time to shout.” (2, 614)

July
9/10 Sat/Sun vk”kk<+ ‘kqDy] 9@10vk”kk<+ ‘kqDy] 9@10vk”kk<+ ‘kqDy] 9@10vk”kk<+ ‘kqDy] 9@10vk”kk<+ ‘kqDy] 9@10
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The Bliss of  Brahman

“I am swallowed in a foam-white sea of  bliss,
I am a curving wave of  God’s delight,
A shapeless flow of  happy passionate light,

A whirlpool of  the streams of  Paradise.
I am a cup of  His felicities,

A thunderblast of  His golden ecstasy’s might,
A fire of  joy upon creation’s height;

I am His rapture’s wonderful abyss.

I am drunken with the glory of  the Lord,
I am vanquished by the beauty of  the Unborn;

I have looked alive on the Eternal’s face.
My mind is cloven by His radiant sword,

My heart by His beatific touch is torn,
My life is a meteor-dust of  His flaming Grace.”

(2, 616)

July
11 Monday vk”kk<+ ‘kqDy] ,dkn’khvk”kk<+ ‘kqDy] ,dkn’khvk”kk<+ ‘kqDy] ,dkn’khvk”kk<+ ‘kqDy] ,dkn’khvk”kk<+ ‘kqDy] ,dkn’kh
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Light

“Light, endless Light! darkness has room no more,
Life’s ignorant gulfs give up their secrecy:

The huge inconscient depths unplumbed before
Lie glimmering in vast expectancy.

Light, timeless Light immutable and apart!
The holy sealed mysterious doors unclose.

Light, burning Light from the Infinite’s diamond heart
Quivers in my heart where blooms the deathless rose.

Light in its rapture leaping through the nerves!
Light, brooding Light! each smitten passionate cell

In a mute blaze of  ecstasy preserves
A living sense of  the Imperishable.

I move in an ocean of  stupendous Light
Joining my depths to His eternal height.” (2, 618)

July
12 Tuesday vk”kk<+ ‘kqDy] }kn’khvk”kk<+ ‘kqDy] }kn’khvk”kk<+ ‘kqDy] }kn’khvk”kk<+ ‘kqDy] }kn’khvk”kk<+ ‘kqDy] }kn’kh
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Because Thou Art

“Because Thou art All-beauty and All-bliss,
My soul blind and enamoured yearns for Thee;

It bears Thy mystic touch in all that is
And thrills with the burden of  that ecstasy.

Behind all eyes I meet Thy secret gaze
And in each voice I hear Thy magic tune:

Thy sweetness hunts my heart through Nature’s ways;
Nowhere it beats now from Thy snare immune.

It loves Thy body in all living things;
Thy joy is there in every leaf  and stone:

The moments bring Thee on their fiery wings;
Sight’s endless artistry is Thou alone.

Time voyages with Thee upon its prow, –
And all the future’s passionate hope is Thou.” (2, 623)

July
13 Wednesday vk”kk<+ ‘kqDy] =k;ksn’khvk”kk<+ ‘kqDy] =k;ksn’khvk”kk<+ ‘kqDy] =k;ksn’khvk”kk<+ ‘kqDy] =k;ksn’khvk”kk<+ ‘kqDy] =k;ksn’kh
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Divine Sense

“Surely I take no more an earthly food
But eat the fruits and plants of  Paradise!

For Thou hast changed my sense’s habitude
From mortal pleasure to divine surprise.

Hearing and sight are now an ecstasy,
And all the fragrances of  earth disclose

A sweetness matching in intensity
Odour of  the crimson marvel of  the rose.

In every contact’s deep invading thrill,
That lasts as if  its source were infinite,

I feel Thy touch; Thy bliss imperishable
Is crowded into that moment of  delight.

The body burns with Thy rapture’s sacred fire,
Pure, passionate, holy, virgin of  desire.” (2, 624)

July
14 Thursday vk”kk<+ ‘kqDy] prqnZ’khvk”kk<+ ‘kqDy] prqnZ’khvk”kk<+ ‘kqDy] prqnZ’khvk”kk<+ ‘kqDy] prqnZ’khvk”kk<+ ‘kqDy] prqnZ’kh
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The Iron Dictators

“I looked for Thee alone, but met my glance
The iron dreadful Four who rule our breath,

Masters of  falsehood, Kings of  ignorance,
High sovereign Lords of  suffering and death.

Whence came these formidable autarchies,
From what inconscient blind Infinity, –

Cold propagandists of  a million lies,
Dictators of  a world of  agony?

Or was it Thou who bor’st the fourfold mask?
Enveloping Thy timeless heart in Time,

Thou hast bound the spirit to its cosmic task,
To find Thee veiled in this tremendous mime.

Thou, only Thou, canst raise the invincible siege,
O Light, O deathless Joy, O rapturous Peace!” (2, 624)

July
15 Friday iwf.kZekiwf.kZekiwf.kZekiwf.kZekiwf.kZek
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Immortality

“I have drunk deep of  God’s own liberty
From which an occult sovereignty derives:
Hidden in an earthly garment that survives,

I am the worldless being vast and free.
A moment stamped with that supremacy

Has rescued me from cosmic hooks and gyves;
Abolishing death and time my nature lives

In the deep heart of  immortality.

God’s contract signed with Ignorance is torn;
Time has become the Eternal’s endless year,

My soul’s wide self  of  living infinite Space
Outlines its body luminous and unborn

Behind the earth-robe; under the earth-mask grows clear
The mould of  an imperishable face.” (2, 625)

July
16/17 Sat/Sun Jko.k Ñ”.k] 1@2Jko.k Ñ”.k] 1@2Jko.k Ñ”.k] 1@2Jko.k Ñ”.k] 1@2Jko.k Ñ”.k] 1@2
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The One Self

“All are deceived, do what the One Power dictates,
Yet each thinks his own will his nature moves;

The hater knows not ’tis himself  he hates,
The lover knows not ’tis himself  he loves,

In all is one being many bodies bear;
Here Krishna flutes upon the forest road,

Here Shiva sits ash-smeared, with matted hair.
But Shiva and Krishna are the single God.

In us too Krishna seeks for love and joy,
In us too Shiva struggles with the world’s grief.

One Self  in all of  us endures annoy,
Cries in his pain and asks his fate’s relief.

My rival’s downfall is my own disgrace:
I look on my enemy and see Krishna’s face.” (2, 626)

July
18 Monday Jko.k Ñ”.k r`rh;kJko.k Ñ”.k r`rh;kJko.k Ñ”.k r`rh;kJko.k Ñ”.k r`rh;kJko.k Ñ”.k r`rh;k
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Krishna

(Cretics)

“O immense Light and thou, O spirit-wide boundless Space,
Whom have you clasped and hid, deathless limbs, gloried face?
Vainly lie Space and Time, “Void are we, there is none.”
Vainly strive Self  and World crying “I, I alone.”
One is there, Self  of  self, Soul of  Space, Fount of  Time,
Heart of  hearts, Mind of  minds, He alone sits, sublime.
Oh no void Absolute self-absorbed, splendid, mute,
Hands that clasp hold and red lips that kiss blow His flute.
All He loves, all He moves, all are His, all are He;
Many limbs sate His whims, bear His sweet ecstasy.
Two in One, Two who know difference rich in sense,
Two to clasp, One to be, this His strange mystery.” (2, 637)

July
19 Tuesday Jko.k Ñ”.k] prqFkhZJko.k Ñ”.k] prqFkhZJko.k Ñ”.k] prqFkhZJko.k Ñ”.k] prqFkhZJko.k Ñ”.k] prqFkhZ
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Conceit

“…there are men so weak in love,
They cannot bear more than an ass’s load;
So high in their conceit, the tenderest
Kindest rebuke turns all their sweetness sour.” (3, 92)

July
20 Wednesday Jko.k Ñ”.k] iapehJko.k Ñ”.k] iapehJko.k Ñ”.k] iapehJko.k Ñ”.k] iapehJko.k Ñ”.k] iapeh
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Poor Human Man!

“Alas, poor human man!
Why, we have all so many sins to answer,
It would be hard to have cold justice dealt us.
We should be kindly to each other’s faults
Remembering our own. Is’t not enough
To see a face in tears and heal the sorrow,
Or must we weigh whether the face is fair
Or ugly? I think that even a snake in pain
Would tempt me to its succour, though I knew
That afterwards ’twould bite me! But he is a god
Perhaps who did this and his spotless radiance
Abhors the tarnish of  our frailer natures.” (3, 418)

July
21 Thursday Jko.k Ñ”.k] “k”BhJko.k Ñ”.k] “k”BhJko.k Ñ”.k] “k”BhJko.k Ñ”.k] “k”BhJko.k Ñ”.k] “k”Bh
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Justice and Mercy

“My child, thou art all pity;
But justice has her seat, and her fine balance
Disturbed too often spoils an unripe world
With ill-timed mercy.…” (3, 516)

July
22 Friday Jko.k Ñ”.k] lIrehJko.k Ñ”.k] lIrehJko.k Ñ”.k] lIrehJko.k Ñ”.k] lIrehJko.k Ñ”.k] lIreh
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Truth Shall Grow

“…the blind nether forces still have power
And the ascent is slow and long is Time.
Yet shall Truth grow and harmony increase:
The day shall come when men feel close and one.
Meanwhile one forward step is something gained,
Since little by little earth must open to heaven
Till her dim soul awakes into the Light.” (3, 528)

July
23/24 Sat/Sun Jko.k Ñ”.k] 8@9Jko.k Ñ”.k] 8@9Jko.k Ñ”.k] 8@9Jko.k Ñ”.k] 8@9Jko.k Ñ”.k] 8@9
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Glorious Manhood

“…Strength in the spirit, wisdom in the mind,
Love in the heart complete the trinity
Of glorious manhood.…” (4, 579)

July
25 Monday Jko.k Ñ”.k] n’kehJko.k Ñ”.k] n’kehJko.k Ñ”.k] n’kehJko.k Ñ”.k] n’kehJko.k Ñ”.k] n’keh
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Truth’s Dwelling

“Hope not to hear truth often in royal courts.
Truth! Seldom with her bright and burning wand
She touches the unwilling lips of  men
Who lust and hope and fear. The gods alone
Possess her. Even our profoundest thoughts
Are crooked to avoid her and from her touch
Crawl hurt into their twilight, often hating her
Too bright for them as for our eyes the sun.
If  she dwells here, it is with souls apart.” (4, 633)

July
26 Tuesday Jko.k Ñ”.k] ,dkn’khJko.k Ñ”.k] ,dkn’khJko.k Ñ”.k] ,dkn’khJko.k Ñ”.k] ,dkn’khJko.k Ñ”.k] ,dkn’kh
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This World

“…This world is other than our standards are
And it obeys a vaster thought than ours,
Our narrow thoughts! The fathomless desire
Of  some huge spirit is its secret law.
It keeps its own tremendous forces penned
And bears us where it wills, not where we would.” (4, 641)

July
27 Wednesday Jko.k Ñ”.k] }kn’khJko.k Ñ”.k] }kn’khJko.k Ñ”.k] }kn’khJko.k Ñ”.k] }kn’khJko.k Ñ”.k] }kn’kh
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“It was to amuse himself  God made the world.
For He was dull alone! Therefore all things
Vary to keep the secret witness pleased.
How Nature knows and does her office well.
What poignant oppositions she combines!
Death fosters life that life may suckle death.
Her certainties are snares, her dreams prevail.
What little seeds she grows into huge fates,
Proves with a smile her great things to be small!
All things here secretly are right; all’s wrong
In God’s appearances. World, thou art wisely led
In a divine confusion.” (4, 642)

July
28 Thursday Jko.k Ñ”.k] =k;ksn’khJko.k Ñ”.k] =k;ksn’khJko.k Ñ”.k] =k;ksn’khJko.k Ñ”.k] =k;ksn’khJko.k Ñ”.k] =k;ksn’kh
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Speech of  Dussaruth

“…Pronounce
If  I have nobly planned, if  counselled well;
Grant me your high permissive voices, People,
But if  my narrower pleasure, private hope,
Of  welfare general the smooth disguise
Have in your censure donned, then let the folk
Themselves advise their monarch or command.
For other is disinterested thought
And by the clash of  minds dissimilar
Counsel increases.” (5, 6)

July
29 Friday Jko.k Ñ”.k] prqnZ’khJko.k Ñ”.k] prqnZ’khJko.k Ñ”.k] prqnZ’khJko.k Ñ”.k] prqnZ’khJko.k Ñ”.k] prqnZ’kh
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Vidula’s Teaching in the Mahabharata

“He whose perfect deeds as of  a demigod in strength and mind
Make not up the daily talk and glory of  amazed mankind,
What is he but one more clod to feed the fire and help the soil?
He is neither man nor woman. Man is he whose fire and toil,
Turned to wealth or turned to wisdom, truth or piety of  soul,
Travel through the spacious world renowned from pole to ringing pole,…”

(5, 107)

“…Where is in the world an action whose result is wholly sure?
Here uncertainty’s the one thing certain. To a noble lure
Man puts forth his manhood, wins and is or dies in the attempt.
They who act not, try not, they are nothing and their crown contempt.…”

(5, 114)

July
30/31 Sat/Sun vek- @ Jko.k ‘kqDy] IÒFkekvek- @ Jko.k ‘kqDy] IÒFkekvek- @ Jko.k ‘kqDy] IÒFkekvek- @ Jko.k ‘kqDy] IÒFkekvek- @ Jko.k ‘kqDy] IÒFkek
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The Great Incurable

“For all ill things there is a cure; the fire’s
Red spleen cool water shall at once appease,

And noontide’s urgent rays the sunshade tires,
And there are spells for poison, and disease

Finds in the leech’s careful drugs its ease.

The raging elephant yet feels the goad,
And the dull ass and obstinate bullock rule

Cudgel and stick and force upon their road.
For one sole plague no cure is found – the fool.” (5, 319)

August
1 Monday Jko.k ‘kqDy] f}rh;kJko.k ‘kqDy] f}rh;kJko.k ‘kqDy] f}rh;kJko.k ‘kqDy] f}rh;kJko.k ‘kqDy] f}rh;k
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Bodies without Mind

“Some minds there are to Art and Beauty dead,
Music and poetry on whose dull ear

Fall barren. Horns grace not their brutish head,
Tails too they lack, yet is their beasthood clear.

That Heaven ordained not upon grass their feasts,
Good fortune is this for the other beasts.” (5, 319)

August

2 Tuesday Jko.k ‘kqDy] r`rh;kJko.k ‘kqDy] r`rh;kJko.k ‘kqDy] r`rh;kJko.k ‘kqDy] r`rh;kJko.k ‘kqDy] r`rh;k
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A Choice

“Better were this, to roam in deserts wild,
On difficult mountains and by desolate pools,

A savage life with wild beasts reconciled,
Than Paradise itself  mated with fools.” (5, 320)

August
3 Wednesday Jko.k ‘kqDy] prqFkhZJko.k ‘kqDy] prqFkhZJko.k ‘kqDy] prqFkhZJko.k ‘kqDy] prqFkhZJko.k ‘kqDy] prqFkhZ
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Good Company

“Company of  good men is a very soil
Of  plenty, yielding all high things to man.
The dull weight of  stupidity it can

Lift from the mind and cleanse of  falsehood vile,
Sprinkling truth’s fragrance sweet upon the speech;

And it can point out greatness’ rising path,
And drive out sinful lust and drive out wrath,

And a calm gladness to the senses teach;
Glory that to the very stars would climb,
Can give thee, conquering thy heart and time.” (5, 324)

August
4 Thursday Jko.k ‘kqDy] iapehJko.k ‘kqDy] iapehJko.k ‘kqDy] iapehJko.k ‘kqDy] iapehJko.k ‘kqDy] iapeh
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Great and Meaner Spirits

“Some from high action through base fear refrain;
The path is difficult, the way not plain.
Others more noble to begin are stayed
By a few failures. Great spirits undismayed
Abandon never what once to do they swore.
Baffled and beaten back they spring once more,
Buffeted and borne down, rise up again
And, full of  wounds, come on like iron men.” (5, 326)
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The Aryan Ethic

“Hear the whole Gospel and the Law thereto: –
Speak truth, and in wise company abide;
Slay lust, thine enemy; abandon pride;

Patience and sweet forgiveness to thee woo;
Set not in sin thy pleasure, but in God;
Follow the path high feet before thee trod;

Give honour to the honourable; conceal
Thy virtues with a pudent veil of  shame,
Yet cherish to the end a stainless fame;

Speak sweetness to thy haters and their weal
Pursue; show pity to unhappy men,
Lift up the fallen, heal the sufferer’s pain.” (5, 345)
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Definitions

“What is clear profit? Meeting with good men.
A malady? Of incompetent minds the spell.

What is a loss? Occasion given in vain.
True skill of  life? With heavenward thoughts to dwell.

A hero? The heart that is o’er passion lord.
A mistress? She to loving service sworn.

Best wealth? Wisdom. True happiness? The sward
Of  one’s own country, life where it was born.

A kingdom? Swift obedience fruitful found
At the low word from hearts of  all around.” (5, 358)
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The Conqueror

“That man whose soul bright beauty cannot pierce
With love’s sweet burning javelins from her eyes,

Nor sorrow torture his heart, nor passions fierce
Miserably over his senses tyrannize,

Conquers the world by his high-seated will,
The man well-balanced, noble, wise and still.” (5, 359)
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The Words of  the Wise

“Serve thou the wise and good, covet their speech
Although to trivial daily things it keeps.
Their casual thoughts are foam from solemn deeps;

Their passing words make Scripture, Science; rich,
Though seeming poor, their common actions teach.” (5, 364)
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Bhartrihari’s Centuries

“Bhartrihari’s Centuries are important to us as the finished expression of  a
thoroughly typical Aryan personality in the most splendid epoch of  Indian culture.
The most splendid, not the best; for the vigorous culture mirrored in the epics
has been left behind; the nobly pure, strong and humane civilisation which
produced Buddha gives way to a civilisation a little less humane, much less
masculine, infinitely less pure, yet richer, more variously coloured, more delightful
to the taste and senses; the millennium of  philosophy and heroism yields to the
millennium of  luxury and art. Of  the new civilisation Kalidasa is the perfect and
many-sided representative; he had the receptive, alchemistic imagination of  the
great world-poets, Shakespeare, Homer and Valmekie, and everything that was in
his world he received into that alembic with a deep creative delight and transmuted
into forms and sounds of  magical beauty. Bhartrihari’s was a narrower mind and
intenser personality. He represents his age in those aspects which powerfully
touched his own individual life and character, but to others, not having catholicity
of  moral temper, he could not respond. He was evidently a Kshatriya; for all his
poetry breathes that proud, grandiose, arrogantly noble spirit of  the old
magnanimous Indian aristocracy, extreme in its self-assertion, equally extreme in
its self-abnegation, which made the ancient Hindu people one of  the three or
four great peoples of  antiquity. The savour of  the Kshatriya spirit in Bhartrihari
is of  the most personal, intimate kind, not the purely poetic and appreciative
delight of  Kalidasa. It is with him grain of  character, not mere mental impression.
It expresses itself  even in his Vairagya by the fiery and ardent, almost fierce spirit
which inspires his asceticism, – how different from the fine quietism of  the
Brahmin! But the Century of  World-disgust, although it contains some of  his
best poetry, is not to us his most characteristic and interesting work; we find that
rather in the Century of  Morals.” (5, 371-72)

“…The ideas of  the Century of  Morals are not in themselves extraordinary,
nor does Bhartrihari, though he had a full share of  the fine culture of  his age,
appear to have risen in intellectual originality beyond the average level; it is the
personality which appears in the Centuries that is striking. Bhartrihari is, as Matthew
Arnold would have said, in the grand style. He has the true heroic turn of  mind
and turn of  speech; he breathes a large and puissant atmosphere. High-spirited,
high-minded, high of  temper, keen in his sympathies, admiring courage, firmness
and daring aspiration above all things, thrilling to impulses of  humanity, kindliness
and self-sacrifice in spite of  his rugged strength, dowered with a trenchant power
of  scorn and sombre irony, and occasionally of  stern invective, but sweetening
this masculine severity of  character with varied culture and the old high Indian
worship of  knowledge, goodness and wisdom, such is the man who emerges
from the one hundred and odd verses of  the Shataka. The milder and more
feminine shades of  the Aryan ideal he does not so clearly typify. We have often
occasion to ask ourselves, What manner of  men did the old Aryan discipline,
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uniting with the new Helleno-Asiatic culture, succeed in producing? Bhartrihari
is at least one type of  its products.

And yet in the end a doubt breaks in. Was he altogether of  his age? Was he
not born in an alien time and an evil day? He would have been better at home,
one fancies, with the more masculine temper depicted in the Mahabharata.
Certainly he ended in disgust and fled for refuge to ascetic imaginations not
wholly characteristic of  his time. He had lived the life of  courts, was perhaps an
official of  high standing and seems to have experienced fully the affronts,
uncertainties, distastes to which such a career has always been exposed. From the
beginning stray utterances point to a growing dissatisfaction and in the end there
comes the poignant cry of  a thwarted life. When we read the Century of  Passion,
we seem to come near the root of  his malady. As in the earlier Century he has
subdued to the law of  poetical form the ethical aspects of  life, so now will he
deal with the delight of  the senses; but how little of  real delight there is in this
misnamed Century of  Passion! Bhartrihari is no real lover, certainly; but neither
is he a genuine voluptuary. Of  that keen-edged honey-laden delight in the joy of
the senses and the emotions which thrills through every line of  Kalidasa’s Cloud,
there is no faintest trace. Urged into voluptuous experience by fashion and habit,
this high and stern nature had no real vocation for the life of  the senses; in this
respect, and who shall say in how many others, he was out of  harmony with the
moral atmosphere of  his times, and at last turned from it all to cry aloud the holy
name of  Shiva by the waters of  the pure and ancient river, the river Ganges,
while he waited impatiently for the great release....But this too was not his vocation.
He had too much defiance, fire, self-will for the ascetic. To have fallen in the
forefront of  ancient heroic battle or to have consummated himself  in some
grandiose act of  self-sacrifice, this would have been his life’s fitting fulfilment,
the true end of  Bhartrihari.” (5, 372-73)
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Bhagawat

“This is the fruit fallen from the tree of  Veda which giveth men every
desire, – come, all you that are lovers of  God on the earth and sensible to His
delight, drink from the mouth of  Shuka the Bhagawat’s delightful juice into which
wine of  immortality has been poured, drink and drink again until the end of
things.” (5, 380-81)
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Bhavani

(From a Sanskrit Hymn of Shankaracharya)

“Father nor mother, daughter nor son are mine,
I obey no master, served am I by none,
Learning or means I have not, wife nor kin;
My refuge thou, Bhavani, thou alone!

Charity I have not learned, Yoga nor trance,
Mantra nor hymn nor Tantra have I known,
Worship nor dedication’s covenants:
My refuge thou, Bhavani, thou alone!

Virtue is not mine nor holy pilgrimage,
Salvation or world’s joy I have never won,
Devotion I have not, Mother, no vows I pledge:
My refuge thou, Bhavani, thou alone!” (5, 383)
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Bande Mataram

“Mother, I bow to thee!
Rich with thy hurrying streams,
Bright with thy orchard gleams,
Cool with thy winds of  delight,
Dark fields waving, Mother of  might,
Mother free.
Glory of  moonlight dreams
Over thy branches and lordly streams,–
Clad in thy blossoming trees,
Mother, giver of  ease,
Laughing low and sweet!
Mother, I kiss thy feet,
Speaker sweet and low!
Mother, to thee I bow.
Who hath said thou art weak in thy lands,
When the swords flash out in twice seventy million hands
And seventy million voices roar
Thy dreadful name from shore to shore?
With many strengths who art mighty and stored,
To thee I call, Mother and Lord!
Thou who savest, arise and save!
To her I cry who ever her foemen drave
Back from plain and sea
And shook herself  free.
Thou art wisdom, thou art law,
Thou our heart, our soul, our breath,
Thou the love divine, the awe
In our hearts that conquers death.
Thine the strength that nerves the arm,
Thine the beauty, thine the charm.
Every image made divine
In our temples is but thine.
Thou art Durga, Lady and Queen,
With her hands that strike and her swords of  sheen,
Thou art Lakshmi lotus-throned,
And the Muse a hundred-toned.
Pure and perfect without peer,
Mother, lend thine ear.
Rich with thy hurrying streams,
Bright with thy orchard gleams,
Dark of  hue, O candid-fair
In thy soul, with jewelled hair
And thy glorious smile divine,
Loveliest of  all earthly lands,
Showering wealth from well-stored hands!
Mother, mother mine!
Mother sweet, I bow to thee,
Mother great and free!
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Bande Mataram

(Translation in Prose)

I bow to thee, Mother,
richly-watered, richly-fruited,
cool with the winds of the south,
dark with the crops of  the harvests,
the Mother!
Her nights rejoicing in the glory of  the moonlight,
her lands clothed beautifully with her trees in flowering bloom,
sweet of  laughter, sweet of  speech,
the Mother, giver of  boons, giver of  bliss!

Terrible with the clamorous shout of  seventy million throats,
and the sharpness of  swords raised in twice seventy million hands,
who sayeth to thee, Mother, that thou art weak?
Holder of  multitudinous strength,
I bow to her who saves,
to her who drives from her the armies of  her foemen,
the Mother!
Thou art knowledge, thou art conduct,
thou our heart, thou our soul,
for thou art the life in our body.
In the arm thou art might, O Mother,
in the heart, O Mother, thou art love and faith,
it is thy image we raise in every temple.

For thou art Durga holding her ten weapons of  war,
Kamala at play in the lotuses
and Speech, the goddess, giver of  all lore,
to thee I bow!
I bow to thee, goddess of  wealth,
pure and peerless,
richly-watered, richly-fruited,
the Mother!
I bow to thee, Mother,
dark-hued, candid,
sweetly smiling, jewelled and adorned,
the holder of  wealth, the lady of  plenty,
the Mother!” (5, 465-68)

Translator’s Note. It is difficult to translate the National Anthem of Bengal into verse in
another language owing to its unique union of sweetness, simple directness and high poetic force.
All attempts in this direction have been failures. In order, therefore, to bring the reader unacquainted
with Bengali nearer to the exact force of the original, I give the translation in prose line by line.
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Hymn to India

“India, my India, where first human eyes awoke to heavenly light,
All Asia’s holy place of  pilgrimage, great Motherland of  might!
World-mother, first giver to humankind of  philosophy and sacred lore,
Knowledge thou gav’st to man, God-love, works, art, religion’s opened door.

India, my India, who dare call thee a thing for pity’s grace today?
Mother of  wisdom, worship, works, nurse of  the spirit’s inward ray!

To thy race, O India, God himself  once sang the Song of  Songs divine,
Upon thy dust Gouranga danced and drank God-love’s mysterious wine,
Here the Sannyasin Son of  Kings lit up compassion’s deathless sun,
The youthful Yogin, Shankar, taught thy gospel: “I and He are one.”

India, my India, who dare call thee a thing for pity’s grace today?
Mother of  wisdom, worship, works, nurse of  the spirit’s inward ray!

Art thou not she, that India, where the Aryan Rishis chanted high
The Veda’s deep and dateless hymns and are we not their progeny?
Armed with that great tradition we shall walk the earth with heads unbowed:
O Mother, those who bear that glorious past may well be brave and proud.

India, my India, who dare call thee a thing for pity’s grace today?
Mother of  wisdom, worship, works, nurse of  the spirit’s inward ray!

O even with all that grandeur dwarfed or turned to bitter loss and maim,
How shall we mourn who are thy children and can vaunt thy mighty name?
Before us still there floats the ideal of  those splendid days of  gold:
A new world in our vision wakes, Love’s India we shall rise to mould.

India, my India, who dare call thee a thing for pity’s grace today?
Mother of  wisdom, worship, works, nurse of  the spirit’s inward ray!”

(5, 553-54)

– DWIJENDRALAL ROY
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To Sri Aurobindo

“…The dust of  your feet turned the prison into a temple,
Your lofty ideal has lifted the nation’s life to a sublime aim,
Your accomplishment has brought to our door

the supreme treasure of  Supermanhood,
Your feet faltered not even when the heart of  the world trembled.
We bow to you, Sri Aurobindo, O Sun of  the New Age,

Bringer of  the New Light!
May India, irradiated by your rays, become the Light-house of  the

world!…”
(5, 559-60)
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The English People

“The English are not, as they are fond of  representing themselves, a people
panting to do justice to all whom they have to govern. They are not an incarnation
of  justice, neither are they an embodiment of  morality; but of  all nations they
are the most sentimental: hence it is that they like to think themselves, and to be
thought by others, a just people and a moral people. It is true that in the dull
comedy which we call English politics, Truth and Justice – written in large letters
– cover the whole of  the poster, but in the actual enactment of  the play these
characters have very little indeed to do.…” (6, 8)
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“…Our actual enemy is not any force exterior to ourselves, but our own
crying weaknesses, our cowardice, our selfishness, our hypocrisy, our purblind
sentimentalism. I really cannot see why we should rage so furiously against the
Anglo-Indians and call them by all manner of  opprobrious epithets. I grant that
they are rude and arrogant, that they govern badly, that they are devoid of  any
great or generous emotion, that their conduct is that of  a small coterie of  masters
surrounded by a nation of  Helots. But to say all this is simply to say that they are
very commonplace men put into a quite unique position. Certainly it would be
very grand and noble, if  they were to smother all thought of  their own peculiar
interests, and aim henceforth, not at their own promotion, not at their own
enrichment, but at the sole good of  the Indian people. But such conduct is what
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we have no right to expect save from men of  the most exalted and chivalrous
character; and the sort of  people England sends out to us are not as a rule exalted
and chivalrous, but are usually the very reverse of  that. They are really very ordinary
men, – and not only ordinary men, but ordinary Englishmen – types of  the
middle class or Philistines, in the graphic English phrase, with the narrow hearts
and commercial habit of  mind peculiar to that sort of  people. It is something
very like folly to quarrel with them for not transgressing the law of  their own
nature. If  we were not so dazzled by the artificial glare of  English prestige, we
should at once acknowledge that these men are really not worth being angry
with: and if  it is idle to be angry with them, it is still more unprofitable to rate
their opinion of  us at more than a straw’s value.” (6, 18-19)
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The Congress

“I say, of  the Congress, then, this, – that its aims are mistaken, that the
spirit in which it proceeds towards their accomplishment is not a spirit of  sincerity
and whole-heartedness, and that the methods it has chosen are not the right
methods, and the leaders in whom it trusts, not the right sort of  men to be
leaders; – in brief, that we are at present the blind led, if  not by the blind, at any
rate by the one-eyed.” (6, 21)
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The English Mind

“…However supreme in the domain of  practical life, however gifted with
commercial vigour and expansive energy, the English mind with its short range
of  vision, its too little of  delicacy and exactness, its inability to go beyond what it
actually sees, is wholly unfit for any nice appraisal of  cause and effect. It is without
vision, logic, the spirit of  curiosity, and hence it has not any habit of  entertaining
clear and high ideals, any audacity of  experiment, any power of  finding just
methods nicely adopted to produce the exact effect intended: – it is without
speculative temerity and the scientific spirit, and hence it cannot project great
political theories nor argue justly from effect to cause. All these incapacities have
forced the English mind into a certain mould of  thought and expression. Limited
to the visible and material, they have put their whole force into mechanical
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invention; void of  curiosity, they have hazarded just so much experiment and no
more, as was necessary to suit existing institutions to their immediate wants;
inexact, they have never cared in these alterations to get at more than an
approximation to the exact effect intended; illogical and without subtlety, they
have trusted implicitly to the political machines, for whose invention they have a
peculiar genius, and never cared to utilize mightier forces and a subtler method.
Nor is this all: in their defect of  speculative imagination, they are unable to get
beyond what they themselves have experienced, what they themselves have
effected. Hence, being unscientific and apt to impute every power to machinery,
they compare certain sets of  machines, and postulating certain effects from them,
argue that as this of  their own invention has been attended by results of  the
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highest value, it is therefore of  an unique excellence and conserves in any and
every climate its efficiency and durability. And they do not simply flaunt this
opinion in the face of  reason, but, by their stupendous material success and vast
expansion, they have managed to convince a world apt to be impressed by
externals, that it is correct, and even obviously correct. Yet it is quite clear that
this opinion, carefully analysed, reduces itself  to a logical absurdity. By its rigid
emphasizing of  a single element it slurs over others of  equal or superior
importance: it takes no account of  a high or low quality in the raw material, of
variant circumstances, of  incompatibilities arising from national temperament,
and other forces which no philosophical observer will omit from his calculations.
In fact it reduces itself  to the statement, that, given good machinery, then no
matter what quality of  material is passed through it, the eventual fabric will be
infallibly of  the most superior sort.” (6, 34-35)
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The French Mind

“…the French mind is clearer, subtler, lighter than the English. In that clarity
they have discerned that without high qualities in the raw material excellence of
machinery will not suffice to create a sound and durable national character, – that
it may indeed develop a strong, energetic and capable temper, but that the fabric
will not combine fineness with strength, will not resist permanently the wear and
tear of time and the rending force of social problems: – through that subtlety they
divined that not by the mechanic working of  institutions, but by the delicate and
almost unseen moulding of  a fine, lucid and invigorating atmosphere, could a robust
and highly-wrought social temper be developed: – and through that lightness they
chose not the fierce, sharp air of  English individualism, but the bright influence of
art and letters, of  happiness, a wide and liberal culture, and the firm consequent
cohesion of  their racial and social elements.” (6, 36-37)
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Paris, London and New York

“…To put it in a concrete form Paris may be said to revolve around the
Theatre, the Municipal Council and the French Academy, London looks rather
to the House of  Commons and New York to the Stock Exchange.” (6, 38)
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We in India

“We in India, or at any rate those races among us which are in the van of
every forward movement, are far more nearly allied to the French and Athenian
than to the Anglo-Saxon, but owing to the accident of  British domination, our
intellects have been carefully nurtured on a purely English diet. Hence we do not
care to purchase an outfit of  political ideas properly adjusted to our natural temper
and urgent requirements, but must eke out our scanty wardrobe with the cast-off
rags and threadbare leavings of  our English Masters and this incongruous apparel
we display with a pompous self-approval which no unfriendly murmurs, no unkind
allusions are allowed to trouble. Absurd as all this is, its visible outcome is clearly a
grave misfortune. Prompted by our English instruction we have deputed to a mere
machine so arduous a business as the remoulding of  our entire destinies…” (6, 38)
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The Romans

“The Romans were a nation quite unique in the composition and general
style of  their character; along with a predilection for practical energy, a purely
material habit of  mind, and an indifference to orderly and logical methods which
suggest a strong affinity to the Anglo-Saxon temperament, they possessed a robust
and clear perception, and a strong practical contempt for methods pronounced
by hard experience to be ineffectual, which are entirely un-English and allied
rather to the clarity and impatience of  the Gaul. Moreover their whole character
was moulded in a grand style, such as has not been witnessed by any prior or
succeeding age – so much so that the striking description by which the Greek
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ambassador expressed the temper of  the Roman Senate, might with equal justice
be transferred to the entire people. They were a nation of  Kings: that is to say,
they possessed the gift of  handling the high things of  life in a grand and imposing
style, and with a success, an astonishing sureness of  touch, only possible to a
natural tact in government and a just, I may say a royal instinct for affairs. Yet this
grand, imperial nation, even while it was most felicitous abroad in the manner
and spirit in which it dealt with foreign peoples, was at home convulsed to a
surprising extent by the worst forms of  internal disorder: – and all for the want
of  that clear, sane ideal which has so highly promoted the domestic happiness of
France and Athens.” (6, 40)
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What Ails India?

“India, the ancient mother, is indeed striving to be reborn, striving with
agony and tears, but she strives in vain. What ails her, she, who is after all so vast
and might be so strong? There is surely some enormous defect, something vital
is wanting in us; nor is it difficult to lay our finger on the spot. We have all things
else, but we are empty of  strength, void of  energy. We have abandoned Shakti
and are therefore abandoned by Shakti. The Mother is not in our hearts, in our
brains, in our arms.” (6, 80)
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“The deeper we look, the more we shall be convinced that the one thing
wanting, which we must strive to acquire before all others, is strength – strength
physical, strength mental, strength moral, but above all strength spiritual which is
the one inexhaustible and imperishable source of  all the others. If  we have strength,
everything else will be added to us easily and naturally. In the absence of  strength
we are like men in a dream who have hands but cannot seize or strike, who have
feet but cannot run.” (6, 82)
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“…Our race has grown just such an old man with stores of  knowledge,
with ability to feel and desire, but paralysed by simple sluggishness, senile timidity,
senile feebleness. If  India is to survive, she must be made young again. Rushing
and billowing streams of  energy must be poured into her; her soul must become,
as it was in the old times, like the surges, vast, puissant, calm or turbulent at will,
an ocean of  action or of  force.

…Many of  us utterly overcome by tamas, the dark and heavy demon of
inertia, are saying now-a-days that it is impossible; that India is decayed, bloodless
and lifeless, too weak ever to recover; that our race is doomed to extinction. It is
a foolish and idle saying. No man or nation need be weak unless he chooses, no
man or nation need perish unless he deliberately chooses extinction.” (6, 83)
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INDIA MUST BE REBORN, BECAUSE HER REBIRTH IS
DEMANDED BY THE FUTURE OF THE WORLD

“India cannot perish, our race cannot become extinct, because among all
the divisions of  mankind it is to India that is reserved the highest and the most
splendid destiny, the most essential to the future of  the human race. It is she who
must send forth from herself  the future religion of  the entire world, the Eternal
religion which is to harmonise all religion, science and philosophies and make
mankind one soul. In the sphere of  morality, likewise, it is her mission to purge
barbarism (mlecchahood) out of  humanity and to aryanise the world. In order to
do this, she must first re-aryanise herself.” (6, 84)
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The One Need of  Our Race

“…the destiny of  India will not wait on the falterings and failings of
individuals; the mother demands that men shall arise to institute her worship and
make it universal.

…Strength then and again strength and yet more strength is the need of
our race. But if  it is strength we desire, how shall we gain it if  we do not adore the
Mother of  strength? She demands worship not for Her own sake, but in order
that She may help us and give Herself  to us. This is no fantastic idea, no superstition
but the ordinary law of  the universe.…” (6, 85)
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RELIGION THE PATH NATURAL
TO THE NATIONAL MIND

“All great awakenings in India, all her periods of  mightiest and most varied
vigour have drawn their vitality from the fountainheads of  some deep religious
awakening. Wherever the religious awakening has been complete and grand, the
national energy it has created has been gigantic and puissant; wherever the religious
movement has been narrow or incomplete, the national movement has been
broken, imperfect or temporary. The persistence of  this phenomenon is proof
that it is ingrained in the temperament of  the race. If  you try other and foreign
methods, we shall either gain our end with tedious slowness, painfully and
imperfectly, or we shall not attain it at all. Why abandon the plain way which God
and the Mother have marked out for you to choose faint and devious paths of
your own treading?” (6, 86-87)
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What do We Seek

“…In traffic with the West we seek only to import the scientific knowledge,
the mechanical apparatus of  war and communication and the method of  efficient
organisation in Government which have made it so eminently formidable, but
we wish to bar out, if  may be, all that disease of  the intellect & social constitution
born of  individualistic materialism which makes it so eminently miserable. If  we
are right, our spiritual and moral strength without which material greatness cannot
endure lies in the use and development of  our own religion and ideals. Otherwise,
our whole aspiration is an unhealthy dream and there is no reason in Nature why
we should not remain for ever the subjects and servants of  European races with
an occasional change of  masters as our sole relief  in the long monotony of
servitude. It is therefore essential for us to know the truth.” (6, 93)
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Surendra Nath Banerji

“…ever since the rise of  a party which questions his methods and ideals,
Surendra Babu has shown an uneasy desire to have his personal leadership
proclaimed on the housetops and an almost hysteric tendency towards self-praise.
The indecorous comparisons of  himself  with Christ and Gauranga, the tone of
his Barisal speech and this coronation ceremony are indications which make us
uneasy for our veteran leader. He should remember the last days of  Keshab
Chandra Sen and avoid a similar debacle.” (6, 128)
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Bal Gangadhar Tilak

“It is time that public opinion should forbid this habit of self-laudation in
our leaders. The Mahratta leaders have a much keener sense of  the decorum and
seriousness which public life demands. Recently a movement was set on foot in
the Deccan to celebrate Mr. Tilak’s birthday and pay to the great Mahratta leader
almost the same honours as are paid to the memory of  Shivaji in the Shivaji
Utsav. The whole of  Maharashtra prepared to go mad with a frenzy of  hero-
worship when everything was brought to a sudden end by prompt and imperative
prohibition from Mr. Tilak himself. This entire absence of  self-seeking and self-
advertisement is one of  the most characteristic features of  Mr. Tilak’s public
conduct. We hope it will become a more general standard if  not of  character, at
least of  public etiquette throughout India.” (6, 128)
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Lala Lajpat Rai

“…He is one of those men who act, more than they talk, a man with a
splendid record of  solid patriotic work behind him and to him above all other
belongs the credit of  building up the Arya Samaj into the most powerful and
practically effective organisation in the country. Were both Mr. Tilak and Mr.
Naoroji to decline the Presidentship, Lala Lajpat Rai’s would be the only other
possible candidature.” (6, 163)
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Last Friday’s Folly

“Even at the risk of  being branded as social reactionaries, we must, we feel,
enter our protest against the notions and ideals that lay, evidently, under the so-
called national dinner, celebrated at the Albert Hall on Friday last. The function,
in itself, was too insignificant to deserve any notice. Two hundred and fifty men
and boys meeting and dining together in public, regardless of  caste-restrictions
and old orthodoxy, is not even a new thing in Calcutta Society. Hindus and
Mahomedans had dined publicly in Calcutta, on special occasions, before now.
Dinners had repeatedly been given at the India Club in honour of  prominent
members in which members of  all castes and creeds joined. Subscription dinners
had been organised in honour of  prominent public men, even outside that Club,
the last one being less than two years old, when the friends of  Sir Henry Cotton
met him at a dinner at the Calcutta Town Hall. Babu Narendranath Sen organised
a public dinner some years back, to celebrate the birthday of  Buddha, where
people of  all castes and more than one creed, sat down on mats and dined together
on simple loochie and dal. These dinners had all been publicly announced and
publicly reported; but no one cared to publicly condemn them. Had last Friday’s
dinner been associated with some specific public function, or been held in honour
of  any particular public men, no one would have, we believe, taken any serious
notice of  it. The folly of  it lay in the idea that interdining was a necessary condition
of  nation building in India; and it deserves condemnation for propounding the
foolish and suicidal ideal that social and religious differences must first of  all be
destroyed before India can ever hope to realise her own true civic life.

This is the Anglo-Indian and the British idea. It is the main plea upon
which the present despotism supports and justifies itself. It is the plea upon
which even our own old-school patriots proclaim the fatal doctrine that India is
not, and will never for a very long period be, fitted for self-government, and,
therefore, the strong hand of  the foreigner must be over her, to prevent her
various castes and creeds flying at each others’ throats, and thus falling a prey to
some other and infinitely worse foreign yoke, if  the present one is removed; and
that, therefore, the highest political wisdom demands that we should, as long as
there are diversities of  creeds and castes among us, cultivate with care the present
servitude, trying to make it easy to bear for the nation, and profitable for the
individual, by adopting the policy of  “association with and opposition to the
Government”.…” (6, 167-68)
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The Truth About the Character and Composition of  the Indian Nation

“Those who say that caste and religious differences must first of  all be
destroyed before India can ever rise to the status of  a nation, have very hazy and
confused notions regarding the character and constitution of  that nation. Our
history has been different in many respects from the history of  other peoples.
The composition of  the Indian people has been unique in all the world. Nations
grew in the past by the accretion and assimilation of  different tribes. This is an
earlier process. But India has not been a mere meeting place of  tribes, but a
meeting place of  grown up nations with developed social and religious lines of
their own, and with original castes and types of  cultures peculiar to them. The
character and composition of  the coming Indian nation, therefore, will differ
very materially from those of  the European nations, the process of  unification
among whom took place at a much earlier and comparatively more nebular stage
of  their growth. This is a fact which our old school politicians and social reformers
do not seem as yet to have had any time to think of, and we are not hopeful that
even now, after it is pointed out to them, in the plainest language possible, they
will have the patience to do so and recognise this essential peculiarity of  our
infant national life. The nation-idea in India will realise itself, in all its departments,
along what may be called federal lines, – it will be a union of  different nationalities,
each preserving its own specific elements both of  organisation and ideal, each
communicating to the others what they lack in either thought or character, and
all moving together towards one universal end, both in civic and social life,
progressively realising that end along its own historic and traditional lines, and
thus indefinitely drawing near to each other, without, for an equally indefinite
period, actually losing themselves in any one particular form of  that life, whether
old or new. The Mahomedan, the Hindu, the Buddhist, the Christian in India will
not have to cease to be Mahomedan, Hindu, Buddhist, or Christian, in any sense
of  the term, for uniting into one great and puissant Indian nation. Devotion to
one’s own ideals and institutions, with toleration and respect for the ideals and
institutions of  other sections of  the community, and an ardent love and affection
for the common civic life and ideal of  all – these are what must be cultivated by
us now, for the building up of  the real Indian nation. To try to build it up in any
other way will be impossible, whether that way be the way of  the Brahmo, the
Christian, or the propagandist Mahomedan. To make any attempt along any of
these lines, will not make for but work against national unity…” (6, 168-69)
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The British Policy for Ruling India

“…When the sepoys had conquered India for the English, choice lay before
the British, either to hold the country by force and repression, or to keep it as
long as possible by purchasing the co-operation of  a small class of  the people
who would be educated so entirely on Western lines as to lose their separate
individuality and their sympathy with the mass of  the nation. An essential part of
this policy which became dominant owing to the strong personalities of  Macaulay,
Bentinck and others, was to yield certain minor rights to the small educated class,
and concede the larger rights as slowly as possible and only in answer to growing
pressure. This policy was not undertaken as the result of  our petitions or our
wishes, but deliberately and on strong grounds. India was a huge country with a
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huge people strange and unknown to their rulers. To hold it for ever was then
considered by most statesmen a chimerical idea; even to govern it and keep it
tranquil for a time was not feasible without the sympathy and co-operation of
the people themselves. It was therefore the potential strength of  the people and
not the wishes of  a few educated men, which was the true determining cause of
the scanty political gains we so much delight in. Since then the spirit of  the
British people and their statesmen has entirely changed, – so changed that even a
Radical statesman like Mr. Morley brushes aside the expressed “will of  the
community” with a few abrupt and cavalier phrases. Why is this? Precisely because
we have been foolish enough to follow a purely mendicant policy and to betray
our own weakness.” (6, 174)
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The Simple Psychology of  the Briton

“…There is only one process which can rouse him from his comfortable
prosperous sleep and that is to prod him continually in the ribs, there is only one
way to make him feed his cow as well as milk her and that is for the cow to kick
over the pail and refuse to be milked. Flattery may please the Briton and it always
delights him to play the lordly and generous patron, but he will take good care
never to purchase this pleasure by the sacrifice of  any substantial interest. For he
is above all things a practical man of  business. Tears and prayers do not move
him, for he finds them [......] and contemptible. Abuse has not any lasting effect
on him, for it wounds his self-respect without hurting his interests or awaking his
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fears. But the strong determined man who can make himself  permanently
unpleasant and ever dangerous, awakes his respect and seems to him a force to
be reckoned with; in any tussle of  interests he will try to cajole and outwit him,
he will try to intimidate, bully and coerce him but, failing, he will finally concede
what is wanted, shake hands and make friends. This is the simple psychology of
the Briton which the Congress agitation has throughout ignored. Our agitation
has been a wonderful feminine mixture of  flattery, abuse, tears and entreaties; it
is only from that we are trying the effects of  strength and determination. For
thirty years we have used the weapons of  women; now, very late in the day, we
are trying to use the weapons of  men.” (6, 194)
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The Brutality of  the Indian Penal Code Under the British

“…It is perfectly true that one of  the main preoccupations of  the executive
mind has been the maintenance of  order and quiet in the country, because a
certain kind of  tranquillity was essential to the preservation of  an alien bureaucratic
control. This was the secret of  the barbarous system of  punishments which
make the Indian Penal Code a triumph of  civilised savagery; of  the licence and
the blind support allowed by the Magistracy to a phenomenally corrupt and
oppressive Police; of  the doctrine of  no conviction no promotion, which is the
gospel of  the Anglo-Indian executive, holding it better that a hundred innocent
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should suffer than one crime be recorded as unpunished. This was the reason of
the severity with which turbulent offences have always been repressed, of  the
iniquitous and oppressive system of  punitive Police and of  the undeclared but
well-understood Police rule that any villager of  strong physique, skill with weapons
and active habits should be entered in the list of  bad characters. By a rigid
application of  these principles the bureaucracy have succeeded in creating the
kind of  tranquillity they require. The Romans created a desert and called the
result peace; the British in India have destroyed the spirit and manhood of  the
people and call the result law and order.” (6, 219-20)
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Reflections of  Srinath Paul, Rai Bahadoor, on the Present Discontents

“…Ah no! what has not Britain done for us?
Were we not savage, naked, barbarous?
Has she not snatched and raised us from the mire?
Taught us to dress, eat, talk, write, sneeze, perspire,
Like Europeans, giving civilisation
To this poor ignorant degraded nation?
Was not our India full of  cuts and knocks?
’Twas Britain saved us from those hideous shocks.
No matter if  our poor of  hunger die,
Us she gave peace and ease and property.
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Were’t not for Clive, Dalhausie, Curzon, all,
You never would have heard of  Srinath Paul.
But is this then good cause we should not meet,
Kiss their benevolent and booted feet,
Remonstrate mildly, praise and pray and cry,
“Have sympathy, great Minto, or we die”?
If  he’ll not hear, let then our humble oration
Travel with Gokhale to the British nation.
To be industrious, prayerful, tearful, meek
Is the sole end for which we meet this week.…” (6, 240)
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The Ridiculous Effusions of  the Calcutta Englishman

“…Surrender your life, your liberty, your birth-rights to the English nation,
go on ministering to their comforts and pleasures and you are credited with
common sense, prudence, intelligence and all other mental equipments. But if
you think of  making any strides in the direction of  manhood – if  you take it into
your head to hold your own in the conflict of  interests – if  you show the least
sign of  walking with your head erect you are damned wretches fit for the jail
gallows because it has been settled once for all in the wise dispensations of
Providence, that you are to sow and they are to reap, that you are to buy and they
are to sell, that you are to be killed and they are to kill, that you are to be deprived
of  arms while they are to be in their full possession, that you will use arms for
nefarious purposes, while they will wield them to defend themselves. What else
can these ridiculous effusions of  the Calcutta Englishman mean?” (6, 249-50)
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The Test of  Nationalism

“…the supreme test of nationalism is a belief in the future of the nation
and a love for it – with all its weaknesses.” (6, 252)
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Sri Pherozshah Mehta

“…Sir Pherozshah Mehta could not understand the meaning of National
Education. At Ahmedabad, we remember, the Swadeshi Resolution was disallowed
in the Subjects Committee because Sir Pherozshah Mehta would not know where
he could get his broadcloth, if  it were passed! The nation was not to resolve on
helping forward its commercial independence, because Sir Pherozshah Mehta
preferred broadcloth to any other wear. And now the people of  Bombay are not
to educate themselves on national lines because Sir Pherozshah Mehta does not
know what a nation means nor what nationalism means nor, in fact, anything
except what Sir Pherozshah Mehta means.” (6, 254-55)
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The Indispensability of  Political Freedom

“Political freedom is the life-breath of  a nation; to attempt social reform,
educational reform, industrial expansion, the moral improvement of  the race
without aiming first and foremost at political freedom, is the very height of
ignorance and futility. Such attempts are foredoomed to disappointment and
failure; yet when the disappointment and failure come, we choose to attribute
them to some radical defect in the national character, as if  the nation were at
fault and not its wise men who would not or could not understand the first
elementary conditions of  success. The primary requisite for national progress,
national reform, is the free habit of  free and healthy national thought and action
which is impossible in a state of  servitude.…” (6, 266)
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Our Political Leaders of  the Nineteenth Century

“They had no national experience behind them of  politics under modern
conditions; they had no teachers except English books and English liberal
“sympathisers” and “friends of  India”. Schooled by British patrons, trained to the
fixed idea of  English superiority and Indian inferiority their imaginations could not
embrace the idea of  national liberty and perhaps they did not even desire it at heart
preferring the comfortable ease which at that time still seemed possible in a servitude
under British protection to the struggles and sacrifices of  a hard and difficult
independence. Taught to take their political lessons solely from the example of
England and ignoring or not valuing the historical experience of  the rest of  the
world, they could not even conceive of  a truly popular and democratic Government
in India except as the slow result of  the development of  centuries, progress
broadening down from precedent to precedent.…” (6, 272-73)
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“…Dominated by the idea of  the overwhelming might of  Britain and the
abject weakness of  India, their want of  courage and faith in the nation, their
rooted distrust of  the national character, disbelief  in Indian patriotism and
blindness to the possibility of  true political strength and virtue in the people,
precluded them from discovering the rough and narrow way to salvation. Herein
lies the superiority of  the new school that they have an indomitable courage and
faith in the nation and the people. By the strength of  that courage and faith they
have not only been able to enforce on the mind of  the country a higher ideal but
perceive an effective means to the realization of  that ideal. By the strength of
that courage and faith they have made such immense strides in the course of  a
few months. By the strength of  that courage and faith they will dominate the
future.” (6, 274)
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“The new methods were first tried in the great Swadeshi outburst of  the
last two years, – blindly, crudely, without leading and organization, but still with
amazing results. The moving cause was a particular grievance, the Partition of
Bengal; and to the removal of  the particular grievance, pettiest and narrowest of
all political objects, our old leaders strove hard to confine the use of  this new and
mighty weapon. But the popular instinct was true to itself  and would have none
of  it. At a bound we passed therefore from mere particular grievances, however
serious and intolerable, to the use of  passive resistance as a means of  cure for the
basest and evilest feature of the present system, – the bleeding to death of a
country by foreign exploitation.…” (6, 274)
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The Doctrine of  Passive Resistance and Its Rationale

“…Liberty is the life-breath of  a nation; and when the life is attacked,
when it is sought to suppress all chance of  breathing by violent pressure, any and
every means of  self-preservation becomes right and justifiable, – just as it is
lawful for a man who is being strangled to rid himself  of  the pressure on his
throat by any means in his power. It is the nature of  the pressure which determines
the nature of  the resistance. Where, as in Russia, the denial of  liberty is enforced
by legalised murder and outrage, or, as in Ireland formerly, by brutal coercion,
the answer of  violence to violence is justified and inevitable. Where the need for
immediate liberty is urgent and it is a present question of  national life or death
on the instant, revolt is the only course. But where the oppression is legal and
subtle in its methods and respects life, liberty and property and there is still
breathing time, the circumstances demand that we should make the experiment
of  a method of  resolute but peaceful resistance which while less bold and
aggressive than other methods, calls for perhaps as much heroism of  a kind and
certainly more universal endurance and suffering. In other methods, a daring
minority purchase with their blood the freedom of  the millions; but for passive
resistance it is necessary that all should share in the struggle and the privation.

This peculiar character of  passive resistance is one reason why it has found
favour with the thinkers of  the New party. There are certain moral qualities
necessary to self-government which have become atrophied by long disuse in
our people and can only be restored either by the healthy air of  a free national life
in which alone they can permanently thrive or by their vigorous exercise in the
intensity of  a national struggle for freedom. If  by any possibility the nation can
start its career of  freedom with a fully developed unity and strength, it will certainly
have a better chance of  immediate greatness hereafter. Passive resistance affords
the best possible training for these qualities. Something also is due to our friends,
the enemy. We have ourselves made them reactionary and oppressive and deserved
the Government we possess. The reason why even a radical opportunist like Mr.
Morley refuses us self-government is not that he does not believe in India’s fitness
for self-government, but that he does not believe in India’s determination to be
free; on the contrary, the whole experience of  the past shows that we have not
been in earnest in our demand for self-government. We should put our
determination beyond a doubt and thereby give England a chance of  redeeming
her ancient promises, made when her rule was still precarious and unstable. For
the rest, circumstances still favour the case of  passive resistance. In spite of
occasional Fullerism the bureaucracy has not yet made up its mind to a Russian
system of  repression.” (6, 278-79)
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Its First Principle and Method

“The first principle of  passive resistance, therefore, which the new school
have placed in the forefront of  their programme, is to make administration under
present conditions impossible by an organized refusal to do anything which shall
help either British commerce in the exploitation of  the country or British officialdom
in the administration of  it, – unless and until the conditions are changed in the
manner and to the extent demanded by the people. This attitude is summed up in
the one word, Boycott. If  we consider the various departments of  the administration
one by one, we can easily see how administration in each can be rendered impossible
by successfully organized refusal of  assistance.” (6, 281)
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Political Vedantism

“Vedantism accepts no distinction of  true or false religions, but considers
only what will lead more or less surely, more or less quickly to moksha, spiritual
emancipation and the realization of  the Divinity within. Our attitude is a political
Vedantism. India, free, one and indivisible, is the divine realization to which we
move, – emancipation our aim; to that end each nation must practise the political
creed which is the most suited to its temperament and circumstances; for that is
the best for it which leads most surely and completely to national liberty and
national self-realization. But whatever leads only to continued subjection must
be spewed out as mere vileness and impurity. Passive resistance may be the final
method of  salvation in our case or it may be only the preparation for the final
sadhan. In either case, the sooner we put it into full and perfect practice, the
nearer we shall be to national liberty.” (6, 302-03)
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Admirable Self-control of  the Japanese

“…The Japanese have an excellent habit of  keeping anger out of  their
speech and reserving all their strength for acts; they will express their disapproval
of  you with great plainness, indeed, but also with wonderful calmness and
politeness. The Samurai used to rip up his enemy very mercilessly but also very
politely; he did it as a duty, not out of  passion. But of  our emotional, sentimental
race, so long accustomed to find its outlet in speech, nothing so heroic can be
expected.” (6, 308-09)
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Things Perfectly Justifiable and Indispensable in Politics

“Still, we think the young men of  the New party would do well to follow
the example of  the Japanese as far as possible. We should be absolutely unsparing
in our attack on whatever obstructs the growth of  the nation, and never be afraid
to call a spade a spade. Excessive good nature, chakshu lajja (the desire to be
always pleasant and polite), will never do in serious politics. Respect of  persons
must always give place to truth and conscience; and the demand that we should
be silent because of  the age or past services of  our opponents, is politically
immoral and unsound. Open attack, unsparing criticism, the severest satire, the
most wounding irony, are all methods perfectly justifiable and indispensable in
politics. We have strong things to say; let us say them strongly; we have stern
things to do; let us do them sternly. But there is always a danger of  strength
degenerating into violence and sternness into ferocity, and that should be avoided
so far as it is humanly possible.” (6, 309)
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Surendranath Banerji and New Nationalism

“…We congratulate Babu Surendranath on his conversion to the New
Nationalism, but we are not sure that we can congratulate the New Nationalism
on its convert. Nationalism is, after all, primarily an emotion of  the heart and a
spiritual attitude and only secondarily an intellectual conviction. Its very foundation
is the worship of  national liberty as the one political deity and the readiness to
consider all things well lost if  only freedom is won. “Let my name be blasted,”
cried Danton, “but let France be saved.” “Let my name, life, possessions all go,”
cries the true Nationalist, “let all that is dear to me perish, but let my country be
free.” But Babu Surendranath is not prepared to consider the world well lost for
liberty. He wishes to drive bargains with God, to buy liberty from Him in the
cheapest market, at the smallest possible price.” (6, 331)
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The Loyalists, the Moderates and the Nationalists

“There are at present not two parties in India, but three, – the Loyalists, the
Moderates and the Nationalists. The Loyalists would be satisfied with good
government by British rulers and a limited share in the administration; the
Moderates desire self-government within the British Empire, but are willing to
wait for it indefinitely; the Nationalists would be satisfied with nothing less than
independence whether within the Empire, if  that be possible, or outside it; they
believe that the nation cannot and ought not to wait but must bestir itself
immediately, if  it is not to perish as a nation.” (6, 355)
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The Great Weakness of  India in the Past

“The great weakness of  India in the past has been the political depression
and nullity of  the mass of  the population. It was not from the people of  India
that India was won by Moghul or Briton, but from a small privileged class. On
the other hand the strength and success of the Marathas and Sikhs in the eighteenth
century was due to the policy of  Shivaji and Guru Govind which called the
whole nation into the fighting line. They failed only because the Marathas could
not preserve the cohesion which Shivaji gave to their national strength or the
Sikhs the discipline which Guru Govind gave to the Khalsa.” (6, 365)
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The Position of  the British Bureaucracy in India

“…the position of  the British bureaucracy in India in no way differs from
the position of  the Turkish despotism as it existed with regard to the Christian
populations of  the Balkans previous to their independence or of  the Austrians
in Lombardy before the Italian Revolution. It is a position which endangers,
demoralizes and eventually weakens the ruling nation as Austria and Turkey were
demoralized and weakened, and which disorganizes and degrades the subject
people. A very brief  consideration of  the effects of  British rule in India will
carry this truth home.” (6, 369)
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Unity and British Rule

“It is a common cry in this country that we should effect the unity of  its
people before we try to be free. There is no cry which is more plausible, none
which is more hollow. What is it that we mean when we talk of  the necessity of
unity? Unity does not mean uniformity and the removal of  all differences. There
are some people who talk as if  unity in religion, for instance, could not be
accomplished except by uniformity. But uniformity of  religion is a psychical
impossibility forbidden by the very nature of  the human mind. So long as men
differ in intellect, in temperament, in spiritual development, there must be different
religions and different sects of  the same religion. The Brahmo Samaj was set on
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foot in India by Rammohan Roy with the belief  that this would be the one religion
of  India which would replace and unite the innumerable sects now dividing our
spiritual consciousness. But in a short time this uniting religion was itself  rent
into three discordant sects, two of  which show signs of  internal fissure even
within their narrow limits; and all these divisions rest not on anything essential
but on differences of  intellectual constitution, variety of  temperament, divergence
of  the lines of  spiritual development. The unity of  the Hindu religion cannot be
attained by the destruction of  the present sects and the substitution of  a religion
based on the common truths of  Hinduism.” (6, 372)
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The Political Disorganisation of  India Under the British

“…A state which is created by a common descent, real or fictitious, by a
common religion or by common interests welding together into one a great number
of  men or group of  men, is a natural organism which so long as it exists has
always within it the natural power of  revival and development. But as political
science has pointed out, a state created by the encampment of  a foreign race
among a conquered population and supported in the last resort not by any section
of  the people but by external force, is an inorganic state. The subject population,
it has been said, inevitably becomes a disorganised crowd. Consciously or
unconsciously the tendency of  the intruding body is to break down all the existing
organs of  national life and to engross all power in itself. The Moghul rule had
not this tendency because it immediately naturalised itself  in India. British rule
has and is forced to have this tendency because it must persist in being an external
and intruding presence encamped in the country and not belonging to it. It is
doubtful whether there is any example in history of  an alien domination which
has been so monstrously ubiquitous, inquisitorial and intolerant of  any centre of
strength in the country other than itself  as the British bureaucracy. There were
three actual centres of  organised strength in pre-British India, – the supreme
ruler, Peshwa or Raja or Nawab reposing his strength on the Zamindars or
Jagirdars; the Zamindar in his own domain reposing his strength on his retinue
and tenants; and the village community independent and self-existent. The first
result of  the British occupation was to reduce to a nullity the supreme ruler, and
this was often done, as in Bengal, by the help of  the Zamindars. The next result
was the disorganisation of  the village community. The third was the steady
breaking-up of  the power of  the Zamindars with the help of  a new class which
the foreigners created for their own purposes, – the bourgeois or middle class.
Unfortunately for the British bureaucracy it had, in order to get the support and
assistance of  the middle class, to pamper the latter and allow it to grow into a
strength and develop organs of  its own, such as the Press, the Bar, the University,
the Municipalities, District Boards, etc. Finally, the situation with which British
statesmen had to deal was this: – the natural sovereigns of  the land helpless and
disorganised, the landed aristocracy helpless and disorganised, the peasantry
helpless and disorganised, but a middle class growing in strength, pretensions
and organisation. British statesmanship, following the instinctive and inevitable
trend of  an alien domination, set about breaking down the power it had established
in order to destroy the sole remaining centre of  national strength and possible
revival. If  this could be done, if  the middle class could be either tamed, bribed or
limited in its expansion, the disorganisation would be complete. Nothing would
be left of  the people of  India except a disorganised crowd with no centre of
strength or means of  resistance.

It was in Bengal that the middle class was most developed and self-conscious;
and it was in Bengal therefore that a quick succession of  shrewd and dangerous
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blows was dealt at the once useful but now obnoxious class. The last effort to
bribe it into quietude was the administration of  Lord Ripon. It was now sought
to cripple the organs through which this strength was beginning slowly to feel
and develop its organic life. The Press was intimidated, the Municipalities
offcialised, the University officialised and its expansion limited. Finally the Partition
sought with one blow to kill the poor remnants of  the Zamindar’s power and
influence and to weaken the middle class of  Bengal by dividing it. The suppression
of  the middle class was the recognised policy of  Lord Curzon. After Mr. Morley
came to power, it was, we believe, intended to recognise and officialise the Congress
itself  if  possible. Even now it is quite conceivable, in view of  the upheaval in
Bengal and the Punjab, that an expanded Legislature with the appearance of  a
representative body but the reality of  official control, may be given, not as a
concession but as a tactical move. The organs of  middle-class political life can
only be dangerous so long as they are independent. By taking away their
independence they become fresh sources of  strength for the Government, – of
weakness for the class which strives to find in them its growth and self-expression.

The Partition opened the eyes of  the threatened class to the nature of  the
attack that was being made on it; and the result was a widespread and passionate
revolt which has now spread from Bengal to the Punjab and threatens to break
out all over India. The struggle is now a struggle for life and death. If  the
bureaucracy conquers, the middle class will be broken, shattered, perhaps blotted
out of  existence; if  the middle class conquers, the bureaucracy are not for long in
the land. Everything depends on the success or failure of  the middle class in
getting the people to follow it for a common salvation. They may get this support
by taking their natural place as awakeners and leaders of  the nation; they may get
it by the energy and success with which they wage their battle with the bureaucracy.
In Eastern Bengal, for instance, the aid of  a few Mahomedan aristocrats has
enabled the bureaucracy to turn a large section of  the Mahomedan masses against
the Hindu middle class; and the educated community is fighting with its back to
the wall for its very existence. If  it succeeds under such desperate circumstances,
even the Mahomedan masses will eventually follow its leading. This process of
political disorganisation is not so much a deliberate policy on the part of  the
foreign bureaucracy, as an instinctive action which it can no more help than the
sea can help flowing. The dissolution of  the subject organisation into a disorganised
crowd is the inevitable working of  an alien despotism.” (6, 374-76)
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The Illusion of  British Nobility and Benevolence

“Britain, the benevolent, Britain, the mother of  Parliaments, Britain, the
champion of  liberty, Britain, the deliverer of  the slave, – such was the sanctified
and legendary figure which we have been trained to keep before our eyes from
the earliest years of  our childhood. Our minds imbued through and through
with the colours of  that legend, we cherished a faith in the justice and benevolence
of  Britain more profound, more implicit, more a very part of  our beings than the
faith of the Christian in Christ or of the Mahomedan in his Prophet. Officials
might be oppressive, Viceroys and Lieutenant-Governors reactionary, the Secretary
of  State obdurate, Parliament indifferent, the British public careless, but our faith
was not to be shaken. If  Anglo-India was unkind, we wooed the British people in
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India itself. If  the British people failed us, we said that it was because the
Conservatives were in power. If  a Liberal Secretary showed himself  no less
obdurate, we set it down to his personal failings and confidently awaited justice
from a Liberal Government in which he should have no part. If  the most Radical
of  Radical Secretaries condemned us to age-long subjection to a paternal and
absolute bureaucracy, we whispered to the people, “Wait, wait; Britain, the true
Britain, the generous, the benevolent, the lover and giver of  freedom, is only
sleeping; she shall awake again and we shall see her angelic and transfigured
beauty.” Where precisely was this Britain we believed in, no man could say, but
we would not give up our faith. “Credo quia impossibile”; – I believe because it is
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impossible, had become our political creed. Other countries might be selfish,
violent, greedy, tyrannical, unjust; in other countries politics might be a continual
readjustment of  conflicting interests and clashing strengths. But Britain, the Britain
of  our dreams, was guided only by the light of  truth and justice and reason; high
ideals, noble impulses, liberal instincts, these were the sole guides of  her political
actions, – by the lustre of  these bright moral fires she guided her mighty steps
through an admiring and worshipping world. That was the dream; and so deeply
had it lodged in our imaginations that not only the professed Loyalists, the men
of  moderation, but even the leading Nationalists, those branded as Extremists,
could not altogether shake off  its influence.…” (6, 381-82)
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Incompetence or Connivance

“The question has been raised whether the action of  the officials in
Mymensingh amounts to incompetence or connivance. In face of  the open
partiality of  these bureaucrats, their severity to Hindus and leniency to
Mahomedans, it seems absurd to ask the question. To arrest the leading local
Hindus en masse and leave the Mahomedans untouched, although influential local
Mahomedans have been publicly charged by name with fomenting riots; to loot
houses and cutcherries under the pretence of  search with a Mahomedan mob at
their back; to institute rigorous enquiry into the wounding of  a Mahomedan and
none into the death of  a Hindu; to turn a deaf  ear to appeals for help from
threatened Hindus in the villages and delay action till the looting and outrage
have been accomplished; to look on inactive in the face of  a surging Mahomedan
tumult and be on the alert when there is a rumour of  Hindu retaliation; – all this
is not incompetence, but connivance. We could have understood it, if  the
authorities had been equally supine and helpless in dealing with Hindus as with
Mahomedans, but this is not the case. Compare the action of  the Government in
the Punjab with that of  the Government in Bengal. In the Punjab, because there
was a popular riot, all the leading Hindu gentlemen have been arrested on
outrageous charges, the town held by cavalry, siege-guns pointed upon it, the
police ordered to butcher any group of  five to be seen in the streets or public
places. If  the East Bengal Nawabs and Maulavis had been similarly treated and
similar measures taken in Jamalpur, we could have admired the impartial, if
ferocious energy of  the bureaucracy. Compare again the action in Bengal itself.
A rumour is spread that the Hindus would attack the Mahomedan piece-goods
shops in Comilla; at once Mr. Lees posts constables and himself  stands on guard
over the bazaar. A rumour is spread that the Jamalpur accused are coming up
with an army of  volunteers and the Gurkhas are out to receive them on the
station. Compare this with the action against Mahomedan riot. “Armed police
have been sent only after the occurrence. The authorities are taking no preventive
measures. The Magistrate is sending Gurkhas and constables after everything
has been finished.” This phenomenon has been more than once repeated. “All
shops at Bakshiganj, Mymensingh, have been looted and papers destroyed. The
Image of  Kali has been broken to pieces;” but “I hear that a regular enquiry is
not taking place in the Bakshiganj case. Some of  the accused who were arrested,
have been let off. First informations have not been taken in all the cases.” Or take
this suggestive telegram from Rangpur District: “The rowdy Mahomedans of
the locality gathered and looted Bakshiganj Bazar and the houses of  several Hindu
residents of  Charkaseria. Females were outraged. The looting continued from
noon to midnight.” Looting of  Hindus accompanied by outrages on their women
may continue from noon to midnight, and no one thinks it his business to interfere;
but a few Mahomedan shops were supposed to be threatened and a British
Magistrate at once appears on the scene.” (6, 388-90)
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Lala Lajpat Rai Deported

“The sympathetic administration of  Mr. Morley has for the present attained
its records; – but for the present only. Lala Lajpat Rai has been deported out of
British India. The fact is its own comment. The telegram goes on to say that
indignation meetings have been forbidden for four days. Indignation meetings?
The hour for speeches and fine writing is past. The bureaucracy has thrown
down the gauntlet. We take it up. Men of  the Punjab! Race of  the lion! Show
these men who would stamp you into the dust that for one Lajpat they have
taken away, a hundred Lajpats will arise in his place. Let them hear a hundred
times louder your war-cry – Jai Hindusthan!” (6, 395)
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Lala Lajpat Rai

“…Great has been the good fortune of  the Punjab leader in being selected
as the first and noblest victim on the altar of  Motherland. But for our part we
may be pardoned if  we indulge a feeling of  regret and grief  at the sudden parting
from a friend. We have not been acquainted with Lajpat Rai for very long, but
even these brief  months of  acquaintance and increasing friendship have been
enough to make us feel the charm of  his personality. There was always in Lajpat
Rai a singular union of  tenderness with strength, of  quietness with fervour, a
ready sympathy and kindly feeling which could not fail to attract. This sympathy
and kindliness is evident in the warm phrases of  appreciation he wrote to us.
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And there is a touch in his subscription to the letter which subsequent events
have brought startlingly home to us – “an humble servant of  the motherland,
Lajpat Rai.” Happy is he, for his Mother has accepted his service and given it the
highest reward for which a patriot can hope, the privilege of  not merely serving
but suffering for her. When India raises statues to the heroes and martyrs of  her
emancipation, it will inscribe on his the simple and earnest phrase which remains
behind to us as his modest boast and his sufficient message.” (6, 399)
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“…to the personal character of  Lajpat Rai, his personal uprightness, honesty,
candour, his earnest diligence in working for the religious, social and political
elevation of  his country, his unostentatious self-sacrifice, his modest worth, his
quiet courage, even his opponents have nothing but praise. Yet it is this man
whom the Anglo-Indian papers have been vilifying as a rascally agitator, a braggart,
a coward, a “mean specimen of  humanity”, whose influence was solely due to his
having spent money freely on “agitation”. We can only salute with reverence this
fresh exhibition of  British fair-play and generosity. But if  the man was such a
poor and inconsiderable specimen, how is it that you have treated him as if  he
were a second Napoleon, thinking even distant Mandalay not remote enough or
strong enough to hold the mighty rebel?” (6, 438)
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Ideal of  Patriotism

“…This is what we have to do with the modern ideal of  patriotism in
India. We have to fill the minds of  our boys from childhood with the idea of  the
country, and present them with that idea at every turn and make their whole
young life a lesson in the practice of  the virtues which afterwards go to make the
patriot and the citizen. If  we do not attempt this, we may as well give up our
desire to create an Indian nation altogether; for without such a discipline
nationalism, patriotism, regeneration are mere words and ideas which can never
become a part of  the very soul of  the nation and never therefore a great realised
fact. Mere academical teaching of  patriotism is of  no avail.” (7, 455)
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Nationalist Movement

“…We believe, therefore, that Divine Power is behind the movement, that
the Zeitgeist, the Time-Spirit, is at work to bring about a mighty movement of
which the world at the present juncture has need, that that movement is the
resurgence of  Asia and that the resurgence of  India is not only a necessary part
of  the larger movement but its central need, that India is the keystone of  the
arch, the chief  inheritress of  the common Asiatic destiny.” (7, 471)
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“…The bureaucracy will use every method to kill the movement, guile as
well as terrorism; they will try to bribe us with remedial measures as well as to
bludgeon us with ordinances; they will wave the sword at us whenever we make
the slightest movement and use it on occasion. Our future depends on our
surmounting both inducement and intimidation. Let us take possible dangers
into consideration, by all means, and provide against them, never run our heads
against them wantonly and without occasion; but to be turned from our path by
possible dangers is neither true manhood nor true prudence. The path to Swaraj
can never be safe. Over sharp rocks and through thick brambles lies the way to
that towering and glorious summit where dwells the Goddess of  our worship,
our goddess Liberty.” (7, 480-81)
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The Need of  the Moment

“What India needs especially at this moment is the aggressive virtues, the
spirit of  soaring idealism, bold creation, fearless resistance, courageous attack;
of  the passive tamasic spirit of  inertia we have already too much. We need to
cultivate another training and temperament, another habit of  mind. We would
apply to the present situation the vigorous motto of  Danton, that what we need,
what we should learn above all things is to dare and again to dare and still to
dare.” (7, 487-88)
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The Strength of  the Idea

“The mistake which despots, benevolent or malevolent, have been making
ever since organised states came into existence and which, it seems, they will go
on making to the end of  the chapter, is that they overestimate their coercive
power, which is physical and material and therefore palpable, and underestimate
the power and vitality of  ideas and sentiments. A feeling or a thought, Nationalism,
Democracy, the aspiration towards liberty, cannot be estimated in the terms of
concrete power, in so many fighting men, so many armed police, so many guns,
so many prisons, such and such laws, ukases, and executive powers. But such
feelings and thoughts are more powerful than fighting men and guns and prisons
and laws and ukases. Their beginnings are feeble, their end is mighty. But of
despotic repression the beginnings are mighty, the end is feeble. Thought is always
greater than armies, more lasting than the most powerful and best-organised
despotisms.…” (7, 493)
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What Shadows We Pursue!

“…It seems that as far as questions on matters Indian are concerned the
British House of  Commons is as good as the Indian Legislative Councils. The
reason is not far to seek. The British public have absolute faith in the infallibility
of the “man on the spot” in India to maintain India for their benefit and they are
ready and willing to give them a free hand in their dealings with the people of  the
country. Had it been otherwise – had the British taxpayer been guided by
considerations other than those of  advantage to Great Britain to take an intelligent
interest in Indian affairs the Sphinx would have found himself  bound to speak.
Yet to these people our deluded Moderate friends must go and spend the money
of  poverty-stricken India in the vain attempt to “educate” them – with a view to
get political rights and privileges! What shadows we are, and what shadows we
pursue!” (7, 505)
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“…To try to rouse pity in the rulers is as unprofitable as it is unworthy of
our manhood and of our cause and in these rough and still only superficially
civilised descendants of  the old sea-robbers it can only excite a deep contempt
towards us and increase their arrogance. If  we must show our grief  and pity let it
be in substantial help to the victims or their relatives. If  we must pray, let it be not
to the goodness personified of  any “sympathetic” repressor, but to the goodness
unpersonified of  the Power that makes and breaks kings and viceroys, empires
and dominations. Let us pray to Him to give our brothers in Rawalpindi a stout
and cheerful heart and a steadfast courage so that in the hour of  their trial they
may do nothing common or mean upon that memorable scene, and that we too,
if  our turn comes to suffer such things or worse for our country, may so bear
ourselves that our country may profit by our sufferings.…” (7, 509-10)
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The Main Feeder of  Patriotism

“If  Britons love England with all her faults, why should we fail to love
India whose faults were whittled down to an irreducible minimum till foreign
conquests threw the whole society out of  gear? But instead of  being dominated
by the natural ambition of  carrying the banner of  such a civilisation all over the
world, we are unable to maintain its integrity in its own native home. This is
betraying a trust. This is unworthiness of  the worst type. We have not been able
to add anything to this precious bequest; on the contrary we have been keeping
ourselves and generations yet unborn from a full enjoyment of  their lawful heritage.
For Eastern civilisation though it is not dead, though it is a living force, is yet a
submerged force, and that not because it has no intrinsic merit but because it has
been transmitted to a class of  people devoid of  a love for things their own. It
seems as if  they have no past to guide, instruct or inspire them.…” (7, 511)
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“We make no appeal in the name of  any material benefit. No desire for
earthly gain can nerve a people to such superhuman activity as the eager hope of
maintaining their greatness and glory. We must first realise that we are great and
glorious, that we are proud and noble, and it is through voluntary prostration that
we are being stamped into the dust. No material ideal of  riches and prosperity has
ever made a nation. But when the sense of  honour has been touched, when the
consciousness of  greatness has been reawakened, then and then only have the
scattered units of  a fallen nation clustered round one mighty moral force.” (7, 512)
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“…But why should not India then be the first power in the world? Who
else has the undisputed right to extend spiritual sway over the world? This was
Swami Vivekananda’s plan of  campaign. India can once more be made conscious
of  her greatness by an overmastering sense of  the greatness of  her spirituality.
This sense of  greatness is the main feeder of  all patriotism. This only can put an
end to all self-depreciation and generate a burning desire to recover the lost
ground.” (7, 513)
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Asiatics Versus Europeans

“…Japan has reorganized herself  without the blessings of  foreign rule,
China is doing the same, and there is no reason to suppose that there is any
constitutional defect in the Indian people which would prevent them from
following the example if  the alien incubus were removed. In none of  these cases
would foreign rule facilitate the transition to a modern organization of  politics
and society; in India it has distinctly retarded it. But the very fact that Mr. Morley
applies Mill’s dictum to India shows his inability to appreciate Asiatic civilization,
character and capacity. He cannot and will not believe that Asiatics can ever be
on a level with Europeans or capable of  equalling and surpassing them in their
own arts and sciences. His view of  them is the view of  Rudyard Kipling; they are
the white man’s burden, the lower races, half  devil and half  child. This attitude
of  Mr. Morley’s is the ingrained, unalterable European sentiment.…” (7, 550)
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“There can be no European respect for Asiatics, no sympathy between
them except the “sympathy” of  the master for the slave, no peace except that
which is won and maintained by the Asiatic sword. East is East and West is West
and divided they shall remain; their temporary contact is decreed from time to
time so that each may take from the other’s civilisation, but the interchange does
not bring them nearer to each other. Those who like Mr. Krishnaswamy Aiyar
think that because Europe will take much of  India’s religion and philosophy,
therefore she will learn to love and respect the Indian people, forget that Europe
adopted a modified Judaism as her religion, yet hated, despised and horribly
persecuted the Jews. European prejudice will always refuse to regard Asiatics as
anything but an inferior race and European selfishness will always deny their
fitness to enjoy the rights of  men until the inevitable happens and Asia once
more spews Europe out of  her mouth.” (7, 550-51)
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The Sun of  India’s Destiny

“India was a centre of  human prosperity and a fountain of  light when
there was still darkness and savagery on the face of  the major portion of  the
earth and she has not gone into an eternal eclipse. The over-shadowing influence
cannot last for ever, it is a temporary obscuration from which the sun of  her
destiny is soon to emerge. This is the law of  Nature and divine dispensation, and,
amidst the noise and dust and smoke of  that confused struggle of  myriad opinions
and misunderstandings which mark a revolution, the one thing essential which
should never be forgotten by those who have once had the strength and clarity
of  vision to perceive through the clamour and confusion this guiding star of
hope and truth.” (7, 559)
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Reception of  Warren Hastings in the British House of  Commons

“Whoever is a scourge of  India must naturally be a demigod to the British
people. The political instinct of  a free people long accustomed to the international
struggle for life, shrewd, commercial, practical, is not likely to be misled by
humanitarian generalities as the politically inexperienced middle class in India
have been misled; they have always felt that the man who trod down India under
a mailed heel and crushed Indian manhood and aspiration was serving their own
interests.

The sequel to the trial of  Warren Hastings is an excellent example of  this
dominant instinct. Twenty-seven years after the impeachment, sixteen years after
the death of  Burke had left his orations as a classic to English literature, – a scene
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was enacted in the House of  Commons similar in spirit to the unanimous
acclamation of  Mr. Morley’s speech. Warren Hastings – an old man of  eighty –
appeared at the bar to give evidence in connection with the renewal of  the East
India charter. He was received with acclamations, a chair was ordered for him,
and when he retired the members rose and uncovered. The political instinct of
the people perceived that this man, ruthless and monstrous tyrant though he had
been, had consolidated for them a political empire and a basis of commercial
supremacy, and the means by which this great work had been accomplished,
were sanctified by the result. The scourge of  India, a recital of  whose misdeeds
had 27 years before made some of  Burke’s listeners swoon with horror, was
honoured as a hero and god, and biographies and histories have been written by
the score to justify his action and exalt him to the skies.…” (7, 568)
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Necessity of  Swaraj

“…we advocate the struggle for Swaraj, first, because Liberty is in itself  a
necessity of  national life and therefore worth striving for for its own sake; secondly,
because Liberty is the first indispensable condition of  national development
intellectual, moral, industrial, political (we do not say it is the only condition) and
therefore worth striving for for India’s sake; thirdly, because in the next great stage
of  human progress it is not a material but a spiritual, moral and psychical advance
that has to be made and for this a free Asia and in Asia a free India must take the
lead, and Liberty is therefore worth striving for for the world’s sake. India must
have Swaraj in order to live; she must have Swaraj in order to live well and happily;
she must have Swaraj in order to live for the world, not as a slave for the material
and political benefit of a single purse-proud and selfish nation, but as a free people
for the spiritual and intellectual benefit of  the human race.” (7, 572)
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Asia and Europe

“Asia is long-lived, Europe brief  and ephemeral. Asia is in everything hugely-
mapped, immense and grandiose in its motions, and its life-periods are measured
accordingly. Europe lives by centuries, Asia by millenniums. Europe is parcelled
out in nations, Asia in civilisations. The whole of  Europe forms only one civilisation
with a common, derived and largely second-hand culture; Asia supports three
civilisations, each of  them original and of  the soil. Everything in Europe is small,
rapid and short-lived; she has not the secret of  immortality. Greece, the chief
source of  her civilisation, matured in two or three centuries, flourished for another
two, and two more were sufficient for her decline and death.…” (7, 574)
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Freedom is Assured

“…The princes of  Bengal at the time of  Plassey did not realise that we
could save ourselves, they thought that something outside would save us. We
were not enslaved by Clive, for not even a thousand Clives could have had strength
enough to enslave us, we were enslaved by our own delusions, by the false
conviction of  weakness. And the moment we get the full conviction of  our
strength, the conviction that we are for ever and inalienably free, and that nobody
but ourselves can either take or keep from us that inalienable and priceless
possession, from  that moment freedom is assured.” (7, 618)
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Advice to National College Students

“…What we want here is not merely to give you a little information, not
merely to open to you careers for earning a livelihood, but to build up sons for
the motherland to work and to suffer for her. That is why we started this college
and that is the work to which I want you to devote yourselves in future. What has
been insufficiently and imperfectly begun by us, it is for you to complete and lead
to perfection. When I come back I wish to see some of  you becoming rich, rich
not for yourselves but that you may enrich the Mother with your riches. I wish to
see some of  you becoming great, great not for your own sakes, not that you may
satisfy your own vanity, but great for her, to make India great, to enable her to
stand up with head erect among the nations of  the earth, as she did in days of
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yore when the world looked up to her for light. Even those who will remain poor
and obscure, I want to see their very poverty and obscurity devoted to the
motherland. There are times in a nation’s history when Providence places before
it one work, one aim, to which everything else, however high and noble in itself,
has to be sacrificed. Such a time has now arrived for our motherland when nothing
is dearer than her service, when everything else is to be directed to that end. If
you will study, study for her sake; train yourselves body and mind and soul for
her service. You will earn your living that you may live for her sake. You will go
abroad to foreign lands that you may bring back knowledge with which you may
do service to her. Work that she may prosper. Suffer that she may rejoice. All is
contained in that one single advice.…” (7, 656-57)
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The Caste System and the Un-Hindu Spirit of  Caste Rigidity

“…Our position is perfectly clear and straightforward. Caste was
originally an arrangement for the distribution of  functions in society, just as
much as class in Europe, but the principle on which the distribution was
based in India was peculiar to this country. The civilisation of  Europe has
always been preponderatingly material and the division of  classes was material
in its principles and material in its objects, but our civilisation has always
been preponderatingly spiritual and moral, and caste division in India had a
spiritual object and a spiritual and moral basis. The division of  classes in
Europe had its root in a distribution of  powers and rights and developed and
still develops through a struggle of  conflicting interests; its aim was merely
the organisation of  society for its own sake and mainly indeed for its economic
convenience. The division of  castes in India was conceived as a distribution
of  duties. A man’s caste depended on his dharma, his spiritual, moral and
practical duties, and his dharma depended on his swabhava, his temperament
and inborn nature. A Brahmin was a Brahmin not by mere birth, but because
he discharged the duty of  preserving the spiritual and intellectual elevation
of  the race, and he had to cultivate the spiritual temperament and acquire the
spiritual training which could alone qualify him for the task. The Kshatriya
was a Kshatriya not merely because he was the son of  warriors and princes,
but because he discharged the duty of  protecting the country and preserving
the high courage and manhood of  the nation, and he had to cultivate the
princely temperament and acquire the strong and lofty Samurai training which
alone fitted him for his duties. So it was with the Vaishya whose function was
to amass wealth for the race and the Sudra who discharged the humbler duties
of  service without which the other castes could not perform their share of
labour for the common good. This was what we meant when we said that
caste was a socialistic institution. No doubt there was a gradation of  social
respect which placed the function of  the Brahmin at the summit and the
function of  the Sudra at the base, but this inequality was accidental, external,
vyavaharika. Essentially there was, between the devout Brahmin and the devout
Sudra, no inequality in the single Virat Purusha of  which each was a necessary
part. Chokha Mela, the Maratha Pariah, became the guru of  Brahmins proud
of  their caste purity; the Chandala taught Shankaracharya: for the Brahman
was revealed in the body of  the Pariah and in the Chandala there was the
utter presence of  Shiva the Almighty. Heredity entered into caste divisions,
and in the light of  the conclusions of  modern knowledge who shall say
erroneously? But it entered into it as a subordinate element. For Hindu
civilisation being spiritual based its institutions on spiritual and moral
foundations and subordinated the material elements and material
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considerations. Caste therefore was not only an institution which ought to be
immune from the cheap second-hand denunciations so long in fashion, but a
supreme necessity without which Hindu civilisation could not have developed
its distinctive character or worked out its unique mission.

But to recognise this is not to debar ourselves from pointing out its
later perversions and desiring its transformation. It is the nature of  human
institutions to degenerate, to lose their vitality, and decay, and the first sign
of  decay is the loss of  flexibility and oblivion of  the essential spirit in which
they were conceived. The spirit is permanent, the body changes; and a body
which refuses to change must die. The spirit expresses itself  in many ways
while itself  remaining essentially the same, but the body must change to suit
its changing environments if  it wishes to live. There is no doubt that the
institution of  caste degenerated. It ceased to be determined by spiritual
qualifications which, once essential, have now come to be subordinate and
even immaterial and is determined by the purely material tests of  occupation
and birth. By this change it has set itself  against the fundamental tendency
of  Hinduism which is to insist on the spiritual and subordinate the material
and thus lost most of  its meaning. The spirit of  caste arrogance, exclusiveness
and superiority came to dominate it instead of  the spirit of  duty, and the
change weakened the nation and helped to reduce us to our present condition.
It is these perversions which we wish to see set right. The institution must
transform itself  so as to fulfil its essential and permanent object under the
changed conditions of  modern times. If  it refuses to change, it will become
a mere social survival and crumble to pieces. If  it transforms itself, it will yet
play a great part in the fulfilment of  civilisation.” (7, 682-84)
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Socialism and Democracy

“Our correspondent accuses us of  attempting to corrupt society with the
intrusion of  the European idea of  Socialism. Socialism is not an European idea,
it is essentially Asiatic and especially Indian. What is called Socialism in Europe,
is the old Asiatic attempt to effect a permanent solution of  the economic problem
of  society which will give man leisure and peace to develop undisturbed his higher
self. Without Socialism democracy would remain a tendency that never reached
its fulfilment, a rule of  the masses by a small aristocratic or monied class with the
consent and votes of  the masses, or a tyranny of  the artisan classes over the rest.
Socialistic democracy is the only true democracy, for without it we cannot get the
equalised and harmonised distribution of  functions, each part of  the community
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existing for the good of  all and not struggling for its own separate interests,
which will give humanity as a whole the necessary conditions in which it can turn
its best energies to its higher development. To realise those conditions is also the
aim of  Hindu civilisation and the original intention of  caste. The fulfilment of
Hinduism is the fulfilment of  the highest tendencies of  human civilisation and it
must include in its sweep the most vital impulses of  modern life. It will include
democracy and Socialism also, purifying them, raising them above the excessive
stress on the economic adjustments which are the means, and teaching them to
fix their eyes more constantly and clearly on the moral, intellectual and spiritual
perfection of  mankind which is the end.” (7, 684-85)
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India

“What is it that you seek, rulers who are eager to confuse the interests of
a handful of  white administrators with the welfare of  humanity, or what is it
that you dream, traders who think that God made this India of  ours only as a
market for your merchandise? This great and ancient nation was once the
fountain of  human light, the apex of  human civilisation, the examplar of  courage
and humanity, the perfection of  good government and settled society, the mother
of  all religions, the teacher of  all wisdom and philosophy. It has suffered much
at the hands of  inferior civilisations and more savage peoples; it has gone down
into the shadow of  night and tasted often of  the bitterness of  death. Its pride
has been trampled into the dust and its glory has departed. Hunger and misery
and despair have become the masters of  this fair soil, these noble hills, these
ancient rivers, these cities whose life-story goes back into prehistoric night.
But do you think that therefore God has utterly abandoned us and given us up
for ever to be a mere convenience for the West, the helots of  its commerce,
and the feeders of  its luxury and pride? We are still God’s chosen people and
all our calamities have been but a discipline of  suffering, because for the great
mission before us prosperity was not sufficient, adversity had also its training;
to taste the glory of  power and beneficence and joy was not sufficient, the
knowledge of  weakness and torture and humiliation was also needed; it was
not enough that we should be able to fill the role of  the merciful sage and the
beneficent king, we had also to experience in our own persons the feelings of
the outcaste and the slave. But now that lesson is learned, and the time for our
resurgence is come. And no power shall stay that uprising and no opposing
interest shall deny us the right to live, to be ourselves, to set our seal once more
upon the world. Every race and people that oppressed us even in our evening
and our midnight has been broken into pieces and their glory turned into a
legend of  the past. Yet you venture to hope that in the hour of  our morning
you will be able to draw back the veil of  night once more over our land as if  to
read you a lesson. God has lighted the fire in a quarter where you least feared it
and it is beginning to eat up your commerce and threaten your ease. He has
raised up the people you despised as weaklings and cowards, a people of  clerks
and babblers and slaves and set you to break their insurgent spirit and trample
them into the dust if  you can. And you cannot. You have tried every means
except absolute massacre and you have failed. And now what will you do? Will
you learn the lesson before it is too late or will you sink your Empire in the
mire of  shame where other nations have gone who had not the excuse of  the
knowledge of  liberty and the teachings of  the past? For us, for you, today
everything is trembling in the balance, and it is not for us who have but reacted
passively to your action, it is for you to decide.” (7, 707-08)
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Nationalism

“…Englishmen are political animals with centuries of political experience
in their blood, and though they possess little logic and less wisdom, yet in such
matters they have an instinct which is often surer than reason or logic. They
know that what is belittled as Extremism is really Nationalism and Nationalism
has never been killed by conciliation; concessions it will only take as new weapons
in its fight for complete victory and unabridged dominion. We desire our
countrymen on their side to cultivate a corresponding instinct and cherish an
invincible faith.…

…Nationalism is an avatara and cannot be slain. Nationalism is a divinely
appointed shakti of  the Eternal and must do its God-given work before it returns
to the bosom of  the Universal Energy from which it came.” (7, 749-50)
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Proper Way of  Teaching History

“…We do not attach much importance to how many kings have ruled the
country, which king came to power in which year and how long his reign lasted or
the date when the Battle of  Plassey was fought. What we teach, rather, is how in
ancient times the Aryans formed the nation, how today’s Marathas became
Marathas, how the Bengalis became Bengalis, how the Punjabis became Punjabis.
Once the students have understood these things clearly, it does not matter if  they
fail to know the year of  the Battle of  Plassey. In short, we believe that true
history is not really taught through the present-day Government’s method of
teaching.” (7, 814)
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Sri Ramakrishna Paramahansa

“…the man who had the greatest influence and has done the most to
regenerate Bengal, could not read and write a single word. He was a man who
had been what they call absolutely useless to the world. But he had this one
divine faculty in him, that he had more than faith and had realised God. He was
a man who lived what many would call the life of  a madman, a man without
intellectual training, a man without any outward sign of  culture or civilisation, a
man who lived on the alms of  others, such a man as the English-educated Indian
would ordinarily talk of  as one useless to society; even if  he does not call him a
bane to society, he will call him useless to society. He will say, “This man is
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ignorant. What does he know? What can he teach me who have received from
the West all that it can teach?” But God knew what he was doing. He sent that
man to Bengal and set him in the temple of  Dakshineshwar in Calcutta, and
from North and South and East and West, the educated men, men who were the
pride of  the university, who had studied all that Europe can teach, came to fall at
the feet of  this ascetic. The work of  salvation, the work of  raising India was
begun.” (7, 821-22)
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Work and Ideal

“We are being advised by many nowadays not to quarrel over ideals but
to attend to the work lying nearest to our hands. We must not talk of  faith and
hope, or revel in Utopian visions but run to the nearest scene of  work, be one
of  the drudging millions, try to improve their lot and set ourselves to the task
of  mitigating human sufferings. The old villages are so many pictures of
desolation and distress, they are the hot-beds of  malaria, the sepulchres of  our
greatness; so go to them and try to reinstate our tutelary angel in his ancient
seat. Or we must erect mills, start small industries, educate the masses, do
philanthropic work and not talk of  free or united India until this is done. When
the spade work has not yet begun, why talk of  a fine superstructure and create
difficulties in the way of  solid and substantial work? You have not yet put the
plough to your land, why quarrel over the prospective produce and sow seeds
of  dissension amongst yourselves before you have sown the seed that is to
yield any good to the country? The buoyant Nationalism of  the day is sought
to be repressed by such timid truisms and guarded amenities with which our
advisers justify their placid course of  life. They want us to take note of  our
limitations, our environment and not to tempt the country to the skies with
wings so heavily weighed down. Common sense, it is said, should be our guide
and not imagination.

All this is well, and we would be the last to deny the necessity of  the work
so much insisted upon. But the work is nothing without the ideal, and will be
fruitless if  divorced from its inspiring force. Which is common sense? To tread
the right path or to avoid it because it promises to be thorny? Which is common
sense? To mislead ourselves or to speak the truth and do the right? The uplifting
of  a nation cannot be accomplished by a few diplomatic politicians. The spirit
to serve, the spirit to work, the spirit to suffer must be roused. Men in their
ordinary utilitarian course of  life do not feel called upon to serve anyone except
themselves.

The daily duties are engrossing enough for the average man. His own
individual prospects in life generally become his sole concern. He is propelled
by the inertia of  his own individual needs, and if  any other sort of  work is
expected of  him a different and more intense force must be continuously applied
to him to produce the necessary energy. Or, in other words, we must
continuously appeal to his better nature, we must evoke the spiritual in him, we
must call forth his moral enthusiasm.

These may not be human nature’s daily food, they may not be necessary
for our daily life, they may not have their use in the ordinary selfish pursuits,
but they are essential for working a change in our social or political life. Buddha
only preached and lived a holy life, Christ only preached and lived a holy life,
Shankara only preached and lived a holy life, and they have each worked a
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mighty revolution in the history of  the world. Inspiration is real work. Let the
truly inspiring word be uttered and it will breathe life into dry bones. Let the
inspiring life be lived and it will produce workers by thousands. England draws
her inspiration from the names of  Shakespeare and Milton, Mill and Bacon,
Nelson and Wellington. They did not visit the sickroom, they did not do
philanthropic work in the parishes,  they did not work spinning jennies in
Manchester, they did not produce cutlery in Sheffield, but theirs are the names
which have made nationhood possible in England, which have supplied work
and enterprise with its motive and sustaining force. England is commercially
great because Adam Smith gave her the secret of  free-trade. England is politically
great because her national ideals have been bold and high, not because of  her
parish work and municipalities. He was no fool or Utopian who wished to be
the maker of  songs for his country rather than its law giver. Wolfe had Gray’s
“Elegy” recited to him on his death-bed, and said he would rather be the author
of  these lines than the captor of  Quebec. These are the utterances of  great
workers and heroes, they have given the greatest credit to the givers of  ideas
and ideals, because they have felt in their own life where the inspiration for
work comes from. Work without ideals is a false gospel.” (7, 879-81)
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Minto Worship

“…Who made Lord Minto ruler of  India? Not the hand of  any earthly
power but the decree of  God, and if  the Hindu people bow down before Minto,
it is only as the Viceroy of  God. Is that the logic of  the Bharat Dharma
Mahamandal? If  so, it is a logic based on outward facts, not on the inner truths.
God is today manifesting himself  again, but where? Not in the glory of  England,
which is on the wane, but in the resurgence of  Asia.” (7, 881-82)
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Within and Without

“Romesh Chandra Dutt is a statesman according to his own idea of  himself
and statesmen are always looking out for their fellows. Romesh Chandra with his
large-hearted appreciation of  the ruling qualities of  the British race, Surendranath
with his unswerving loyalty, Narendranath with his gratitude are, one would
imagine, so many pillars of  British rule. What about Romesh Chandra’s letters to
Lord Curzon, Surendranath’s boycott or Narendranath’s secret hopes of
Theosophical rule of  Mahatmas? Whoever says one thing with his lips and another
in his heart, can never hope to help his country.” (7, 882)
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Asia and the West

“…The West is full of  interest in phenomena, and it is for this reason that
no great religion has ever come out of  the West. Asia on the other hand is full of
interest in Brahman and she is therefore the cradle of  every great religion.
Christianity, Mahomedanism, Buddhism and the creeds of  China and Japan are
all offshoots of  one great and eternal religion of  which India has the keeping.”
(7, 890)
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India’s Mission

“So with India rests the future of  the world. Whenever she is aroused from
her sleep, she gives forth some wonderful shining ray of  light to the world which
is enough to illuminate the nations. Others live for centuries on what is to her the
thought of  a moment. God gave to her the book of  Ancient Wisdom and bade
her keep it sealed in her heart, until the time should come for it to be opened.
Sometimes a page or a chapter is revealed, sometimes only a single sentence.
Such sentences have been the inspiration of  ages and fed humanity for many
hundreds of  years. So too when India sleeps, materialism grows apace and the
light is covered up in darkness. But when materialism thinks herself  about to
triumph, lo and behold! a light rushes out from the East and where is Materialism?
Returned to her native night.” (7, 890)
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The Glory of  God in Man

“Whoever is still under the influence of  intellectual pride, is shocked when
people depreciate the reason as the supreme guide. He asks how is it possible for
a man of  culture to depreciate the reason and exalt some extraneous influence
like that which people call God? But these doubters are under the influence of
European materialism which tries to confine man to his material portion and
deny him the possibility of  a divine origin and a divine destiny. When Europe left
Christianity to the monk and the ascetic and forgot the teachings of  the Galilean,
she exposed herself  to a terrible fate which will yet overtake her. God in man is
the whole revelation and the whole of  religion. What Christianity taught dimly,
Hinduism made plain to the intellect in Vedanta. When India remembers the
teaching she received from Shankaracharya, Ramanuja and Madhva, when she
realises what Sri Ramakrishna came to reveal, then she will rise. Her very life is
Vedanta.

If  anyone thinks that we are merely intellectual beings, he is not a Hindu.
Hinduism leaves the glorification of  intellectuality to those who have never seen
God. She is commissioned by Him to speak only of  His greatness and majesty
and she has so spoken for thousands of  years. When we first received a European
education, we allowed ourselves to be misled by the light of  science. Science is a
light within a limited room, not the sun which illumines the world. The Apara
Vidya is the sum of  science but there is a higher Vidya, a mightier knowledge.
When we are under the influence of  the lower knowledge, we imagine that we
are doing everything and try to reason out the situation we find ourselves in, as if
our intellect were sovereign and omnipotent. But this is an attitude of  delusion
and Maya. Whoever has once felt the glory of  God within him can never again
believe that the intellect is supreme. There is a higher voice, there is a more
unfailing oracle. It is in the heart where God resides. He works through the brain,
but the brain is only one of  His instruments. Whatever the brain may plan, the
heart knows first and whoever can go beyond the brain to the heart, will hear the
voice of  the Eternal.” (7, 891-92)
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A National University

“…National education cannot be defined briefly in one or two sentences,
but we may describe it tentatively as the education which starting with the past
and making full use of  the present builds up a great nation. Whoever wishes to
cut off  the nation from its past, is no friend of  our national growth. Whoever
fails to take advantage of  the present is losing us the battle of  life. We must
therefore save for India all that she has stored up of  knowledge, character and
noble thought in her immemorial past. We must acquire for her the best knowledge
that Europe can give her and assimilate it to her own peculiar type of  national
temperament. We must introduce the best methods of  teaching humanity has
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developed, whether modern or ancient. And all these we must harmonise into a
system which will be impregnated with the spirit of  self  reliance so as to build up
men and not machines – national men, able men, men fit to carve out a career for
themselves by their own brain power and resource, fit to meet the shocks of  life
and breast the waves of  adventure. So shall the Indian people cease to sleep and
become once more a people of  heroes, patriots, originators, so shall it become a
nation and no longer a disorganised mass of  men.

National education must therefore be on national lines and under national
control. This necessity is the very essence of  its being. No one who has not
grasped it, can hope to build up a National University.” (7, 895)
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The Mahratta People

“…the Indian race in which the national idea attained its most conscious
expression and most nearly attained realization, was the Mahratta people who drew
their strength from the village democracies and brought them to interest themselves
in the struggle for national independence. If  the Mahrattas had been able to rise
above the idea of  provincial or racial separateness, they would have established a
permanent empire and neither of  the Wellesleys could have broken their power by
diplomacy or in the field. The British, historians have told us, conquered India in a
fit of  absence of  mind. In a fit of  absence of  mind also they destroyed the separate
life of  our village communities and, by thus removing the greatest obstacle in the
way of  national development, prepared the irresistible movement towards national
unity which now fills them with dismay.…” (7, 909)
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Hinduism

“…the foundations of  Hinduism are truth and manhood, esha dharmah
sanatanah. Hinduism is no sect or dogmatic creed, no bundle of  formulas, no set
of  social rules, but a mighty, eternal and universal truth. It has learned the secret
of  preparing man’s soul for the divine consummation of  identity with the infinite
existence of  God; rules of  life and formulas of  belief  are only sacred and useful
when they help that great preparation. And the first rule of  life is that man must
live the highest life of  which he is capable, overcoming selfishness, overcoming
fear, overcoming the temptation to palter with truth in order to earn earthly
favours. The first formula of  belief  is satyannasti paro dharmah, there is no higher
law of  conduct than truth.” (7, 928)
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The Vedantic Ideal and the Corruption of  Caste System

“India from ancient times had received the gospel of  Vedanta which sought
to establish the divine unity of  man in spirit; but in order to secure an ordered
society in which she could develop her spiritual insight and perfect her civilization,
she had invented the system of  caste which by corruptions and departures from
caste ideals came to be an obstacle to the fulfilment in society of  the Vedantic ideal.
From the time of  Buddha to that of  the saints of  Maharashtra every great religious
awakening has sought to restore the ancient meaning of  Hinduism and reduce
caste to its original subordinate importance as a social convenience, to exorcise the
spirit of  caste pride and restore that of  brotherhood and the eternal principles of
love and justice in society. But the feudal spirit had taken possession of  India and
the feudal spirit is wedded to inequality and the pride of  caste.” (7, 930)
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India’s Mission – to Point Back Humanity to the True Source
of  Liberty, Equality and Fraternity

“The movements of  the nineteenth century in India were European
movements, they were coloured with the hues of  the West. Instead of  seeking
for strength in the spirit, they adopted the machinery and motives of  Europe,
the appeal to the rights of humanity or the equality of social status and an
impossible dead level which Nature has always refused to allow. Mingled with
these false gospels was a strain of  hatred and bitterness, which showed itself  in
the condemnation of Brahminical priestcraft, the hostility to Hinduism and the
ignorant breaking away from the hallowed traditions of  the past. What was true
and eternal in that past was likened to what was false or transitory, and the nation
was in danger of  losing its soul by an insensate surrender to the aberrations of
European materialism. Not in this spirit was India intended to receive the mighty
opportunity which the impact of  Europe gave to her. When the danger was
greatest, a number of  great spirits were sent to stem the tide flowing in from the
West and recall her to her mission; for, if  she had gone astray the world would
have gone astray with her.

Her mission is to point back humanity to the true source of  human liberty,
human equality, human brotherhood. When man is free in spirit, all other freedom
is at his command; for the Free is the Lord who cannot be bound. When he is
liberated from delusion, he perceives the divine equality of  the world which fulfils
itself  through love and justice, and this perception transfuses itself  into the law of
government and society. When he has perceived this divine equality, he is brother
to the whole world, and in whatever position he is placed he serves all men as his
brothers by the law of  love, by the law of  justice. When this perception becomes
the basis of  religion, of  philosophy, of  social speculation and political aspiration,
then will liberty, equality and fraternity take their place in the structure of  society
and the Satya Yuga return. This is the Asiatic reading of  democracy which India
must rediscover for herself  before she can give it to the world. It is the dharma of
every man to be free in soul, bound to service not by compulsion but by love; to be
equal in spirit, apportioned his place in society by his capacity to serve society, not
by the interested selfishness of  others; to be in harmonious relations with his brother
men, linked to them by mutual love and service, not by shackles of  servitude, or
the relations of the exploiter and the exploited, the eater and the eaten. It has been
said that democracy is based on the rights of  man; it has been replied that it should
rather take its stand on the duties of  man; but both rights and duties are European
ideas. Dharma is the Indian conception in which rights and duties lose the artificial
antagonism created by a view of  the world which makes selfishness the root of
action, and regain their deep and eternal unity. Dharma is the basis of  democracy
which Asia must recognise, for in this lies the distinction between the soul of  Asia
and the soul of  Europe. Through Dharma the Asiatic evolution fulfils itself; this is
her secret.” (7, 931-32)
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The Early Indian Polity

“The principle of  popular rule is the possession of  the reins of  government
by the mass of  the people, but by the possession is not intended necessarily the
actual exercise of  administration. When the people are able to approve or to
disapprove of  any action of  the Government with the certainty that such approval
or disapproval will be absolutely effective, the spirit of  democracy is present
even if  the body is not evolved. India in her ancient polity possessed this spirit of
democracy. Like all Aryan nations she started with the three great divisions of
the body politic, King, Lords and Commons, which have been the sources of  the
various forms of  government evolved by the modern nations. In the period of
the Mahabharata we find that the King is merely the head of  the race, possessed
of  executive power but with no right to legislate and even in the exercise of  his
executive functions unable to transgress by a hair’s breadth the laws which are
the sum of  the customs of  the race. Even within this limited scope he cannot act
in any important matter without consulting the chief  men of  the race who are
usually the elders and warriors; often he is a cipher, a dignified President, an
ornamental feature of  the polity which is in the hands of  the nobles. His position
is that of  first among equals, not that of  an absolute prince or supreme ruler. We
find this conception of  kingship continued till the present day in the Rajput
States; at Udaipur, for instance, no alienation of  land can take place without the
signature of  all the nobles; although the Maharaja is the head of  the State, the
sacred descendant of  the Sun, his power is a delegated authority. The rule of  the
King is hereditary, but only so long as he is approved of  by the people. A tyrannical
king can be resisted, an unfit heir can be put aside on the representation of  the
Commons. This idea of  kingship is the old Aryan idea, it is limited monarchy and
not the type of  despotism which is called by the Western writers Oriental, though
it existed for centuries in Europe and has never been universal in Asia.

The Council of  Chiefs is a feature of  Indian polity universal in the time of
the Mahabharata. That great poem is full of  accounts of  the meetings of  these
Councils and some of  the most memorable striking events of  the story are there
transacted. The Udyoga Parva especially gives detailed accounts of  the transactions
of  these Council meetings with the speeches of  the princely orators. The King
sits as President, hears both sides and seems to decide partly on his own
responsibility, partly according to the general sense of  the assembly. The opinion
of  the Council was not decided by votes, an invention of  the Greeks, but as in
the older Aryan systems, was taken individually from each Councillor. The King
was the final arbiter and responsible for the decision, except in nations like the
Yadavas where he seems to have been little more than an ornamental head of  an
aristocratic polity.

Finally, the Commons in the Mahabharata are not represented by any
assembly, because the times are evidently a period of  war and revolution in which
the military caste had gained an abnormal preponderance. The opinion of  the
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people expresses itself  in public demonstrations of  spontaneous character, but
does not seem to have weighed with the proud and self-confident nobles who
ruled them. This feature of  the Mahabharata is obviously peculiar to the times,
for we find that the Buddhist records preserve to us the true form of  ancient
Indian polity. The nations among whom Buddha lived were free communities in
which the people assembled as in Greek and Italian States to decide their own
affairs. A still more striking instance of  the political existence of  the Commons
is to be found in the Ramayana. We are told that on the occasion of  the association
of  Rama as Yuvaraj in the government, Dasaratha summoned a sort of  States
General of  the Realm to which delegates of  the different provinces and various
orders, religious, military and popular were summoned in order to give their
sanction to the act of  the King. A speech from the throne is delivered in which
the King states the reasons for his act, solicits the approval of  his people and in
case of  their refusal of  sanction, asks them to meet the situation by a counter-
proposal of  their own. The assembly then meets “separately and together”, in
other words, the various Orders of  the Realm consult first among themselves
and then together and decide to give their sanction to the King’s proposal.

The growth of  large States in India was fatal to the continuance of  the
democratic element in the constitution. The idea of  representation had not yet
been developed, and without the principle of  representation democracy is impossible
in a large State. The Greeks were obliged to part with their cherished liberty as
soon as large States began to enter into the Hellenic world; the Romans were obliged
to change their august and cherished institutions for the most absolute form of
monarchy as soon as they had become a great Empire; and democracy disappeared
from the world until the slow development of  the principle of  representation enabled
the spirit of  democracy to find a new body in which it could be reborn. The contact
with Greek and Persian absolutism seems to have developed in India the idea of
the divinity of  Kinghood which had always been a part of  the Aryan system; but
while the Aryan King was divine because he was the incarnate life of  the race, the
new idea saw a divinity in the person of  the King as an individual, – a conception
which favoured the growth of  absolutism. The monarchy of  Chandragupta and
Asoka seems to have been of  the new type, copied perhaps from the Hellenistic
empires, in which the nobles and the commons have disappeared and a single
individual rules with absolute power through the instrumentality of  officials. The
Hindu King, however, never became a despot like the Caesars, he never grasped
the power of  legislation but remained the executor of  laws over which he had no
control nor could he ignore the opinion of  the people. When most absolute, he has
existed only to secure the order and welfare of  society, and has never enjoyed
immunity from resistance or the right to disregard the representations of  his subjects.
The pure absolutist type of  monarchy entered India with the Mahomedans who
had taken it from Europe and Persia and it has never been accepted in its purity by
the Hindu temperament.” (7, 943-46)
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British Education

“British education has denationalised the educated community, laid waste
the fertile soil of  the Indian intellect, suppressed originality and invention, created
a gulf  between the classes and the masses and done its best to kill that spirituality
which is the soul of  India. The petty privileges which British statecraft has thrown
to us as morsels from the rich repast of  liberty, have pauperised us politically,
preserved all that was low, weak and dependent in our political temperament and
discouraged the old robust manhood of  our forefathers.…” (7, 969-70)
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The Degradation of  Indian Mentality Under the British

“The ancient Romans had a class of  slaves born in the family and pampered
in their childhood by their masters who were called vernae and enjoyed a peculiar
position of  mingled licence and subjection. They were allowed to speak with the
most unbounded licence, to abuse their masters, to play tricks sometimes of  a
most injurious character and were yet indulged – so long as the master was in a
good humour; let the master’s temper turn sour or break into passion and the
lash was called into requisition. The freedom of  speech enjoyed by us under the
bureaucratic rule has been precisely of  this kind. It depended on the will of  a
despotic administration, and at any moment it could be withdrawn or abridged,
at any moment the lash of  the law could be brought down on the back of  the
critic. This freedom of  speech was worse than the Russian censorship; for in
Russia the editor laboured under no delusion, he knew that freedom of  speech
was not his, and if  he wrote against the administration, it was at his own risk;
there was no pretence, no dissimulation on either side. But our freedom of  speech
has demoralised us, fostered an ignoble mixture of  servility and licence, of  cringing
and impudence, which are the very temperament of  the slave. We were
extravagantly pleased with the slightest boons conceded to us and poured out
our feelings with fulsome gratitude, or we grew furious at favours withheld and
abused the withholders in the same key. Our public expressions were full of
evasions, falsehoods, flatteries of  British rule coupled with venomous and
damaging attacks on that which in the same breath we lauded to the skies. A
habit of  cowardly insincerity became ingrained in us, which was fatal to the
soundness of  the heart, an insincerity which refused to be confined to our relations
with the rulers and pursued us into our relations with our own countrymen. The
same dry rot of  insincerity vitiated all our public action and even our private
lives, making a farce of  our politics, a comedy of  our social reform, and turning
us from men into masks. The strenuous attempt to live what we believed, which
was the result of  the ancient Indian discipline, left the educated class altogether
and a gulf  was placed between our practice and our professions, so that the heart
of  India began to beat slower and slower and seemed likely to stop.

It was the proud privilege of  the Nationalist party to strike at the root of
this terrible evil. From the first outburst of  the Swadeshi movement, their speakers
and writers decided to be no longer masks but men, to speak and write the truth
that was in their minds, the feeling that was in their hearts without disguise,
without equivocation, as free men vindicating their freedom, – a freedom not
bestowed but inborn. The poison passed out of  the national system and the
blood began to circulate freely in our veins. Once more we stood up as men and
not as gibbering spectres of  a vanished humanity.…” (7, 970-71)
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Spirituality and Nationalism – The work
of  the Avatar of  Dakshineshwar

“Mankind have a natural inclination to hero-worship and the great men
who have done wonders for human civilisation will always be the inspiration of
future ages. We are Hindus and naturally spiritual in our temperament, because
the work which we have to do for humanity is a work which no other nation
can accomplish, the spiritualisation of  the race; so the men whom we worship
are those who have helped the spiritual progress of  mankind. Without being
sceptical no spiritual progress is possible, for blind adoration is only the first
stage in the spiritual development of  the soul. We are wont to be spiritually
sceptical, to hesitate to acknowledge to ourselves anything we have not actually
experienced by the process of  silent communion with God, so that the great
sages of  antiquity were as sceptical as any modern rationalist. They did away
with all preconceived notions drawn from the religion of  the Vedas, plunged
into the void of  absolute scepticism and tried to find there the Truth. They
doubted everything, the evidence of  the senses, the reality of  the world, the
reality of  their own existence, and even the reality of  God. This scepticism
reached its culmination in the teachings of  Buddha, who would admit nothing,
presuppose nothing, declare nothing dogmatically, and insisted only on self-
discipline, self-communion, self-realisation as the only way to escape from the
entanglement of  the intellect and the senses. When scepticism had reached its
height, the time had come for spirituality to assert itself  and establish the reality
of  the world as a manifestation of  the spirit, the secret of  the confusion created
by the senses, the magnificent possibilities of  man and the ineffable beatitude
of  God. This is the work whose consummation Sri Ramakrishna came to begin
and all the development of  the previous two thousand years and more since
Buddha appeared has been a preparation for the harmonization of  spiritual
teaching and experience by the avatar of  Dakshineshwar.

The long ages of  discipline which India underwent, are now drawing to
an end. A great light is dawning on the East, a light whose first heralding glimpses
are already seen on the horizon; a new day is about to break, so glorious that
even the last of  the avatars cannot be sufficient to explain it, although without
him it would not have come. The perfect expression of  Hindu spirituality was
the signal for the resurgence of  the East. Mankind has long been experimenting
with various kinds of  thought, different principles of  ethics, strange dreams of
a perfection to be gained by material means, impossible millenniums and
humanitarian hopes. Nowhere has it succeeded in realising the ultimate secret
of  life. Nowhere has it found satisfaction. No scheme of  society or politics has
helped it to escape from the necessity of  sorrow, poverty, strife, dissatisfaction
from which it strives for an outlet; for whoever is trying to find one by material
means must inevitably fail. The East alone has some knowledge of  the truth,
the East alone can teach the West, the East alone can save mankind. Through
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all these ages Asia has been seeking for a light within, and whenever she has
been blessed with a glimpse of  what she seeks a great religion has been born,
Buddhism, Confucianism, Christianity, Mahomedanism with all their countless
sects. But the grand workshop of  spiritual experiment, the laboratory of  the
soul has been India, where thousands of  great spirits have been born in every
generation who were content to work quietly in their own souls, perfect their
knowledge, hand down the results of  their experiments to a few disciples and
leave the rest to others to complete. They did not hasten to proselytise, were in
no way eager to proclaim themselves, but merely added their quota of  experience
and returned to the source from which they had come. The immense reservoir
of  spiritual energy stored up by the self-repression was the condition of  this
birth of  avatars, of  men so full of  God that they could not be satisfy ed with
silent bliss, but poured it out on the world, not with the idea of  proselytising
but because they wished to communicate their own ecstasy of  realisation to
others who were fit to receive it either by previous tapasya or by the purity of
their desires. Of  all these souls Sri Ramakrishna was the last and greatest, for
while others felt God in a single or limited aspect, he felt Him in His illimitable
unity as the sum of  an illimitable variety. In him the spiritual experiences of
the millions of  saints who had gone before were renewed and united. Sri
Ramakrishna gave to India the final message of  Hinduism to the world. A new
era dates from his birth, an era in which the peoples of  the earth will be lifted
for a while into communion with God and spirituality become the dominant
note of  human life. What Christianity failed to do, what Mahomedanism strove
to accomplish in times as yet unripe, what Buddhism half-accomplished for a
brief  period and among a limited number of  men, Hinduism as summed up in
the life of  Sri Ramakrishna has to attempt for all the world. This is the reason
of  India’s resurgence, this is why God has breathed life into her once more,
why great souls are at work to bring about her salvation, why a sudden change
is coming over the hearts of  her sons. The movement of  which the first outbreak
was political, will end in a spiritual consummation.” (7, 977-79)
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The Moral Side of  the Increasing Poverty of  the Masses

“…The Indian peasantry have always been distinguished from the less civilized
masses of  Europe by their superior piety, gentleness, sobriety, purity, thrift and
native intelligence. They are now being brutalized by unexampled oppression;
attracted to the liquor shops which a benevolent Government liberally supplies,
bestialized by the example of  an increasingly immoral aristocracy and gradually
driven to the same habits of  looseness and brutality which disgrace the European
proletariats. This degeneration is proceeding with an alarming rapidity. In some
parts of  the country it has gone so far that recovery seems impossible. We have
heard of  districts in which the peasantry are so far reduced to poverty by the
exactions of  Zamindars, planters and police that the sturdier classes among them
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are taking to highway robbery and dacoity as the only possible means of  livelihood.
We have heard of  villages where the liquor shop and the prostitute, institutions
unknown twenty-five years ago, have now the mastery of  the poorest villagers.
Many of  the villages in West Bengal are now well supplied with these essentials of
Western civilization. The people ground down between the upper millstone of  the
indigo planter and the nether millstone of  the Zamindar, are growing full of  despair
and look to violence as their only remedy. These conditions of  the worst districts
tend to become general and unless something is done to stem the tide of  evil, it will
sweep away the soul of  India in its turbid current and leave only a shapeless
monstrosity of  all that is worst in human nature.” (7, 985-86)
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The Rule of  the Mogul

“…When the Mogul ruled, he ruled as a soldier and a conqueror, in the pride
of  his strength, in the confidence of  his invincible greatness, the lord of  the peoples
by natural right of  his imperial character and warlike strength and skill. He stooped
to no meanness, hedged himself  in with no army of  spies, entered into no relations
with foreign powers, but, grandiose and triumphant, sat on the throne of  a continent
like Indra on his heavenly seat, master of  his world because there was none strong
enough to dispute it with him. He trusted his subjects, gave them positions of
power and responsibility, used their brain and arm to preserve his conquests and by
the royalty of  that trust and noble pride in his own ability to stand by his innate
strength, was able to hold India for over a century until Aurangzeb forgot the
kuladharma of  his house and by distrust, tyranny and meanness lost for his
descendants the splendid heritage of  his forefathers.” (7, 1014)
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The Rule of  the Shopkeepers and the Bureaucrats

“The present domination is a rule of  shopkeepers who are at the same time
bureaucrats, a combination of  the worst possible qualities for imperial
Government. The shopkeeper rules by deceit, the bureaucrat by the use of  red
tape. The shopkeeper by melancholy meanness alienates the subject population,
the bureaucrat by soulless rigidity deprives the administration of  life and human
sympathy. The shopkeeper uses his position of  authority to push his wares and
fleece his subjects, the bureaucrat forgets his duty and loses his royal character in
his mercantile greed. The shopkeeper becomes a pocket Machiavel, the bureaucrat
a gigantic retail trader. By this confusion of  dharmas, varnashankara is born in high
places and the nation first and the rulers afterwards go to perdition. This is what
has happened in India under the present regime.” (7, 1014-15)
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“The bureaucracy has taken care to destroy every centre of  strength not
subservient to itself. A nation politically disorganised, a nation morally corrupted,
intellectually pauperised, physically broken and stunted is the result of  a hundred
years of  British rule, the account which England can give before God of  the
trust which He placed in her hands. The condition of  the people is the one
answer to all the songs of  praise which the bureaucrats sing of  their rule, which
the people of  England chorus with such a smug self-satisfaction and which even
foreign peoples echo in the tune of  admiration and praise. But for us the people
who have suffered, the victims of  the miserable misuse which bureaucrats have
made of  the noblest opportunity God ever gave to a nation, the song has no
longer any charm, the mantra has lost its hypnotic force, the spell has ceased to
work. While we could we deceived ourselves, but we can deceive ourselves no
longer.” (7, 1015-16)
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The Genius of  the Hindu

“The genius of  the Hindu is not for pure action, but for thought and
aspiration realized in action, the spirit premeditating before the body obeys the
inward command. The life of  the Hindu is inward and his outward life aims only
at reproducing the motions of  his spirit. This intimate relation of  his thought
and his actions is the secret of  his perpetual vitality. His outward life, like that of
other nations, is subject to growth and decay, to periods of  greatness and periods
of  decline, but while other nations have a limit and a term, he has none. Whenever
death claims his portion, the Hindu race takes refuge in the source of  all
immortality, plunges itself  into the fountain of  spirit and comes out renewed for
a fresh term of  existence. The elixir of  national life has been discovered by India
alone. This immortality, this great secret of  life, she has treasured up for thousands
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of  years, until the world was fit to receive it. The time has now come for her to
impart it to the other nations, who are now on the verge of  decadence and death.
The peoples of  Europe have carried material life to its farthest expression, the
science of bodily existence has been perfected, but they are suffering from diseases
which their science is powerless to cure. England with her practical intelligence,
France with her clear logical brain, Germany with her speculative genius, Russia
with her emotional force, America with her commercial energy have done what
they could for human development, but each has reached the limit of  her peculiar
capacity.” (7, 1019)
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The Asiatic Role

“…Asia is the custodian of  the world’s peace of  mind, the physician of  the
maladies which Europe generates. She is commissioned to rise from time to time
from her ages of  self-communion, self-sufficiency, self-absorption and rule the
world for a season so that the world may come and sit at her feet to learn the
secrets she alone has to give. When the restless spirit of  Europe has added a new
phase of  discovery to the evolution of  the science of  material life, has regulated
politics, rebased society, remodelled law, rediscovered science, the spirit of  Asia,
calm, contemplative, self-possessed, takes possession of  Europe’s discovery and
corrects its exaggerations, its aberrations by the intuition, the spiritual light she
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alone can turn upon the world. When Greek and Roman had exhausted themselves,
the Arab went out from his desert to take up their unfinished task, revivify the
civilisation of  the old world and impart the profounder impulses of  Asia to the
pursuit of  knowledge. Asia has always initiated, Europe completed. The strength
of  Europe is in details, the strength of  Asia in synthesis. When Europe has perfected
the details of  life or thought, she is unable to harmonize them into a perfect
symphony and she falls into intellectual heresies, practical extravagances which
contradict the facts of  life, the limits of  human nature and the ultimate truths of
existence. It is therefore the office of  Asia to take up the work of  human evolution
when Europe comes to a standstill and loses itself  in a clash of  vain speculations,
barren experiments and helpless struggles to escape from the consequences of  her
own mistakes. Such a time has now come in the world’s history.” (7, 1019-20)
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India’s Historical Dealings with the Foreigners

“In former ages India was a sort of  hermitage of  thought and peace apart
from the world. Separated from the rest of  humanity by her peculiar geographical
conformation, she worked out her own problems and thought out the secrets of
existence as in a quiet ashram from which the noise of  the world was shut out.
Her thoughts flashed out over Asia and created civilisations, her sons were the
bearers of  light to the peoples; philosophies based themselves on stray fragments
of  her infinite wisdom; sciences arose from the waste of  her intellectual
production. When the barrier was broken and nations began to surge through
the Himalayan gates, the peace of  India departed. She passed through centuries
of  struggle, of  ferment in which the civilisations born of  her random thoughts
returned to her developed and insistent, seeking to impose themselves on the
mighty mother of  them all. To her they were the reminiscences of  her old
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intellectual experiments laid aside and forgotten. She took them up, rethought
them in a new light and once more made them part of  herself. So she dealt with
the Greek, so with the Scythian, so with Islam, so now she will deal with the great
brood of  her returning children, with Christianity, with Buddhism, with European
science and materialism, with the fresh speculations born of  the world’s renewed
contact with the source of thought in this ancient cradle of religion, science and
philosophy. The vast amount of  new matter which she has to absorb, is
unprecedented in her history, but to her it is child’s play. Her all-embracing intellect,
her penetrating intuition, her invincible originality are equal to greater tasks. The
period of  passivity when she listened to the voices of  the outside world is over.
No longer will she be content merely to receive and reproduce, even to receive
and improve.” (7, 1020-21)
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The Mission of  England in India

“The genius of  Japan lies in imitation and improvement, that of  India in
origination. The contributions of  outside peoples she can only accept as rough
material for her immense creative faculty. It was the mission of  England to
bring this rough material to India, but in the arrogance of  her material success
she presumed to take upon herself  the role of  a teacher and treated the Indian
people partly as an infant to be instructed, partly as a serf  to be schooled to
labour for its lords. The farce is played out. England’s mission in India is over
and it is time for her to recognise the limit of  the lease given to her. When it
was God’s will that she should possess India, the world was amazed at the
miraculous ease of  the conquest and gave all the credit to the unparalleled
genius and virtues of  the English people, a fiction which England was not slow
to encourage and on which she has traded for over a century. The real truth is
suggested in the famous saying that England conquered India in a fit of  absence
of  mind, which is only another way of  saying that she did not conquer it at all.
It was placed in her hands without her realising what was being done or how it
was being done. The necessary conditions were created for her, her path made
easy, the instruments given into her hands. The men who worked for her were
of  comparatively small intellectual stature and with few exceptions did not
make and could not have made any mark in European history where no special
Providence was at work to supplement the deficiencies of  the instruments.
The subjugation of  India is explicable neither in the ability of  the men whose
names figure as the protagonists nor in the superior genius of  the conquering
nation nor in the weakness of  the conquered peoples. It is one of  the standing
miracles of  history. In other words, it was one of  those cases in which a particular
mission was assigned to a people not otherwise superior to the rest of  the
world and a special faustitas or decreed good fortune set to watch over the
fulfilment of  the mission. Her mission once over, the angel of  the Lord who
stood by England in her task and removed opponents and difficulties with the
waving of  his hand, will no longer shield her. She will stay so long as the destinies
of  India need her and not a day longer, for it is not by her own strength that
she came or is still here, and it is not by her own strength that she can remain.
The resurgence of  India is begun, it will accomplish itself  with her help, if  she
will, without it if  she does not, against it if  she opposes.” (7, 1021-22)
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The Demand of  the Mother

“…How then can we live Swaraj? By abandonment of  the idea of  self  and
its replacement by the idea of  the nation. As Chaitanya ceased to be Nimai Pandit
and became Krishna, became Radha, became Balaram, so every one of  us must
cease to cherish his separate life and live in the nation. The hope of  national
regeneration must absorb our minds as the idea of  salvation absorbs the minds
of  the mumukshu. Our tyaga must be as complete as the tyaga of  the nameless
ascetic. Our passion to see the face of  our free and glorified Mother must be as
devouring a madness as the passion of  Chaitanya to see the face of  Sri Krishna.
Our sacrifice for the country must be as enthusiastic and complete as that of
Jagai and Madhai who left the rule of  a kingdom to follow the sankirtan of
Gauranga. Our offerings on the altar must be as wildly liberal, as remorselessly
complete as that of  Carthaginian parents who passed their children through the
fire to Moloch. If  any reservation mars the completeness of  our self-abandonment,
if  any bargaining abridges the fullness of  our sacrifice, if  any doubt mars the
strength of our faith and enthusiasm, if any thought of self pollutes the sanctity
of  our love, then the Mother will not be satisfied and will continue to withhold
her presence. We call her to come, but the call has not yet gone out of  the
bottom of  our hearts. The Mother’s feet are on the threshold, but she waits to
hear the true cry, the cry that rushes out from the heart, before she will enter. We
are still hesitating between ourselves and the country; we would give one anna to
the service of  the Mother and keep fifteen for ourselves, our wives, our children,
our property, our fame and reputation, our safety, our ease. The Mother asks all
before she will give herself. Not until Surath Raja offered the blood of  his veins
did the Mother appear to him and ask him to choose his boon. Not until Shivaji
was ready to offer his head at the feet of  the Mother, did Bhavani in visible form
stay his hand and give him the command to free his people. Those who have
freed nations, have first passed through the agony of  utter renunciation before
their efforts were crowned with success, and those who aspire to free India, will
first have to pay the price which the Mother demands. The schemes by which we
seek to prepare the nation, the scheme of  industrial regeneration, the scheme of
educational regeneration, the scheme of  political regeneration through self-help
are subordinate features of  the deeper regeneration which the country must go
through before it can be free. The Mother asks us for no schemes, no plans, no
methods. She herself  will provide the schemes, the plans, the methods better
than any that we can devise. She asks us for our hearts, our lives, nothing less,
nothing more. Swadeshi, National Education, the attempt to organise Swaraj are
only so many opportunities for self-surrender to her. She will look to see not
how much we have tried for Swadeshi, how wisely we have planned for Swaraj,
how successfully we have organised education, but how much of  ourselves we
have given, how much of  our substance, how much of  our labour, how much of
our ease, how much of  our safety, how much of  our lives. Regeneration is literally
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rebirth and rebirth comes not by the intellect, not by the fullness of  the
purse, not by policy, not by change of  machinery, but by the getting of  a new
heart by throwing away all that we were into the fire of  sacrifice and being
reborn in the Mother. Self-abandonment is the demand made upon us. She
asks of  us, “How many will live for me? How many will die for me?” and
awaits our answer.” (7, 1031-33)
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How India Fell Under the Influence of  the Foreigners’ Maya

“We in India fell under the influence of  the foreigners’ maya which completely
possessed our souls. It was the maya of  the alien rule, the alien civilisation, the
powers and capacities of  the alien people who happen to rule over us. These
were as if  so many shackles that put our physical, intellectual and moral life in
bondage. We went to school with the aliens, we allowed the aliens to teach us and
draw our minds away from all that was great and good in us. We considered
ourselves unfit for self-government and political life, we looked to England as
our exemplar and took her as our saviour. And all this was maya and bondage.
When this maya once got its hold on us, put on us shackle after shackle, we had
fallen into bondage of  the mind by their education, commercial bondage, political
bondage, etc., and we believed ourselves to be helpless without them. We helped
them to destroy what life there was in India.…” (7, 1035)
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True Freedom is the Freedom Within

“…The first thing that a nation must do is to realise the true freedom that lies
within and it is only when you understand that free within is free without, you will
be really free. It is for this reason that we preach the gospel of  unqualified Swaraj
and it is for this that Bhupen and Upadhyay refused to plead before the alien court.
Upadhyay saw the necessity of  realising Swaraj within us and hence he gave himself
up to it. He said that he was free and the Britishers could not bind him; his death is
a parable to our nation. There is no power so great that can make India subject;
when we will say this, God will make us free. Herein lies the true significance of
national education, boycott, Swadeshi, arbitration. Do not be afraid of  obstacles in
your path, it does not matter how great the forces are that stand in your way, God
commands you to be free and you must be free.” (7, 1036)
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How India Can Escape from the Occidental Malady

“…Distrust is the atmosphere of  modern politics, mutual suspicion and
hatred the secret spring of  action. Under the fair outside of  its material civilisation,
a deepseated moral disease is at work eating into the vitals of  European society
of  which a thousand symptoms strike the eye, from the extreme of  bomb-throwing
Anarchism to the other extreme of  Tolstoy’s Utopianism. Is India to be infected
with the disease? The present conditions of  government in this country are full
of  the germs of  the Occidental malady, and if  India is to escape from it, it must
be, first, by getting rid of  these conditions and, secondly, by seeking refuge in its
own superior civilisation.” (7, 1039)
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India’s Resurgence Necessary for the Safety of  Europe

“…If  India follows in the footsteps of  Europe, accepts her political ideals,
social system, economic principles, she will be overcome with the same maladies.
Such a consummation is neither for the good of  India nor for the good of  Europe.
If  India becomes an intellectual province of  Europe, she will never attain to her
natural greatness or fulfil the possibilities within her. Paradharmo bhayavahah, to accept
the dharma of  another is perilous; it deprives the man or the nation of  its secret of
life and vitality and substitutes an unnatural and stunted growth for the free, large
and organic development of  Nature. Whenever a nation has given up the purpose
of  its existence, it has been at the cost of  its growth. India must remain India if  she
is to fulfil her destiny. Nor will Europe profit by grafting her civilisation on India,
for if  India, who is the distinct physician of  Europe’s maladies, herself  falls into the
clutch of  the disease, the disease will remain uncured and incurable and European
civilisation will perish…” (7, 1041)
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The Kind of  Devoted Servants India Needs

“…Devoted servants of  India are needed who will ask for no reward, no
ease, no superfluities, but only their bare maintenance and a roof  over their
heads to enable them to work for her. This attitude of  utter self-abandonment is
the first condition of  success. Sannyasa, utter and inexorable, tyaga, unreserved
and pitiless, mumukshutwa, burning and insatiable, must be the stamp of  the true
servant of  India. Academical knowledge, power of  debate, laborious study of
problems, the habit of  ease and luxury at home and slow and tentative work
abroad, the attitude of  patience and leisurely self-preparation are not for this era
or for this country. An immense and incalculable revolution is at hand and its
instruments must be themselves immense in their aspiration, uncalculating in
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their self-immolation. A sacrifice of  which the mightiest yajna of  old can only be
a feeble type and far-off  shadow, has to be instituted and the victims of  that
sacrifice are ourselves, our lives, our property, our hopes, our ambitions, all that is
personal and not of  God, all that is devoted to our own service and taken from
the service of  the country. The greatest must fall as victims before the God of
the sacrifice is satisfied. Whoever is afraid for himself, afraid for his property,
afraid for his kith and kin, afraid for his vanity, self-interest, glory, ease or liberty,
had better stand aside from the sacrifice, for at any time the call may come to him
to lay down all these upon the altar. If  he then refuses, his fate will be worse than
that of  the fugitive who prefers safety to the struggle, for he will be a recusant
doomed to suffer without reward and fall without glory.” (7, 1071)
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The True Function of  India

“…Of  all the proud nations of  the West there is an end determined. When
their limited special work for mankind is done they must decay and disappear.
But the function of  India is to supply the world with a perennial source of  light
and renovation. Whenever the first play of  energy is exhausted and earth grows
old and weary, full of  materialism, racked with problems she cannot solve, the
function of  India is to restore the youth of  mankind and assure it of  immortality.
She sends forth a light from her bosom which floods the earth and the heavens,
and mankind bathes in it like St. George in the well of  life and recovers strength,
hope and vitality for its long pilgrimage. Such a time is now at hand. The world
needs India and needs her free. The work she has to do now is to organize life in
the terms of  Vedanta,…” (7, 1086)
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Indian Versus Anglo-Saxon Culture

“The genius of  India is separate from that of  any other race in the world,
and perhaps there is no race in the world whose temperament, culture and ideals
are so foreign to her own as those of  the practical, hard-headed, Pharisaic,
shopkeeping Anglo-Saxon. The culture of  the Anglo-Saxon is the very antipodes
of  Indian culture. The temper of  the Anglo-Saxon is the very reverse of  the
Indian temper. His ideals are of  the earth, earthy. His institutions are without
warmth, sympathy, human feeling, rigid and accurate like his machinery, meant
for immediate and practical gains. The reading of  democracy  which he has adopted
and is trying to introduce first in the colonies because the mother country is still
too much shackled by the past, is the most sordid possible, centred on material
aims and void of  generous idealism. In such a civilisation, as part of  such an
Empire, India can have no future. If  she is to model herself  on the Anglo-Saxon
type she must first kill everything in her which is her own.” (7, 1086-87)
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The Bourgeois and the Samurai

“Describe the type of  human character which prevails in a nation during a
given period of  its life under given conditions, and it is possible to predict in
outline what the general history of  the nation must be during that period. In
Japan the dominant Japanese type had been moulded by the shaping processes
of  an admirable culture and when the Western impact came, Japan remained
faithful to her ancient spirit; she merely took over certain forms of  European
social & political organization necessary to complete her culture under modern
conditions and poured into these forms the old potent dynamic spirit of  Japan,
the spirit of  the Samurai. It is the Samurai type which has been dominant in that
country during the nineteenth century. In India the mass of  the nation has
remained dormant; European culture has had upon it a powerful disintegrating
and destructive influence, but has been powerless to reconstruct or revivify. But
in the upper strata a new type has been evolved to serve the necessities and
interests of  the foreign rulers, a type which is not Indian, but foreign – and in
almost all our social, political, educational, literary & religious activities the spirit
of  this new & foreign graft has predominated & determined the extent & quality
of  our progress. This type is the bourgeois. In India, the bourgeois, in Japan, the
Samurai; in this single difference is comprised the whole contrasted histories of
the two nations during the nineteenth century.

What is the bourgeois? For the word is unknown in India, though the thing
is so prominent. The bourgeois is the average contented middle class citizen who
is in all countries much the same in his fundamental character & habits of  thought,
in spite of pronounced racial differences in temperament & self-expression. He
is a man of  facile sentiments and skindeep personality; generally “enlightened”
but not inconveniently illuminated. In love with his life, his ease and above all
things his comforts, he prescribes the secure maintenance of  these precious
possessions as the first indispensable condition of all action in politics and society;
whatever tends to disturb or destroy them, he condemns as foolish, harebrained,
dangerous or fanatical, according to the degree of  its intensity and is ready to
repress by any means in his power. In the conduct of  public movements he has
an exaggerated worship for external order, moderation and decorum and hates
over-earnestness and over strenuousness. Not that he objects to plenty of  mild
& innocuous excitement; but it must be innocuous and calculated not to have a
disturbing effect on the things he most cherishes. He has ideals and likes to talk
of  justice, liberty, reform, enlightenment and all similar abstractions; he likes too
to see them reigning and progressing around him decorously and with their proper
limitations. He wishes to have them maintained, if  they already exist, but in
moderation and with moderation; if  they do not exist, the craving for them should
be, in his opinion, a lively but still well regulated fire, not permitted to interfere
with the safety, comfort and decorum of  life, – the means adopted towards
acquiring them should be also moderate and decorous and as far as may be safe
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and comfortable. An occasional sacrifice of  money, leisure and other precious
things for their sake, he is always ready to meet; he has a keen zest for the reputation
such sacrifices bring him and still more for the comfortable sense of  personal
righteousness which they foster. The bourgeois is the man of  good sense and
enlightenment, the man of  moderation, the man of  peace and orderliness, the
man in every way “respectable”, who is the mainstay of  all well-ordered societies.
As a private man he is respectable; that is to say, his character is generally good,
and when his character is not, his reputation is; he is all decorous in his virtues,
decent in the indulgence of  his vices or at least in their concealment, often
absolutely honest, almost always as honest as an enlightened self-interest will
permit. His purse is well filled or at any rate not indecently empty; he is a good
earner, a conscientious worker, a thoroughly safe & reliable citizen.* But this
admirable creature has his defects and limitations. For great adventures,
tremendous enterprises, lofty achievements, the storm and stress of  mighty &
eventful periods in national activity, he is unfit. These things are for the heroes,
the martyrs, the criminals, the enthusiasts, the degenerates, geniuses, the men of
exaggerated virtue, exaggerated ability, exaggerated ideas. He enjoys the fruit of
their work when it is done, but while it is doing, he opposes and hinders more
often than helps. For he looks on great ideals as dreams and on vehement
enthusiasms as harebrained folly; he distrusts everything new & disturbing,
everything that has not been done before or is not sanctioned by success & the
accomplished fact; revolt is to him a madness & revolution a nightmare. Fiery
self-annihilating enthusiasm, noble fanaticism, relentless & heroic pursuit of an
object, the original brain that brings what is distant & ungrasped into the
boundaries of  reality, the dynamic Will and genius which makes the impossible
possible; these things he understands as matters of  history and honours them in
the famous dead or in those who have succeeded; but in living & yet striving men
they inspire him with distrust and repulsion. He will tell you that these things are
not to be found in the present generation; but if  confronted with the living
originator, he will condemn him as a learned idiot; face to face with the living
hero, he will decry him as a dangerous madman, – unless & until he sees on the
head of  either the crown of  success & assured reputation.” (7, 1091-94)

* The following sentence was written in the top margin of the manuscript. Its place of
insertion was not marked, but it presumably was meant to be inserted here:

Of course there are exceptions, instances of successful & respected blackguardism, but
these are the small minority.
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“He values also the things of  the mind in a leisurely comfortable way as
adorning and setting off  his enlightened ease and competence. A little art, a little
poetry, a little religion, a little scholarship, a little philosophy, all these are excellent
ingredients in life, and give an air of  decorous refinement to his surroundings.
They must not be carried too far or interfere with the great object of  life which
is to earn money, clothe and feed one’s family, educate one’s sons to the high
pitch of  the B.A. degree or the respectable eminence of  the M.A., marry one’s
daughters decently, rank high in service or the professions, stand well in the eye
of  general opinion and live & die decorously, creditably and respectably. Anything
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* The following sentence was written in the top margin of the manuscript. Its place of
insertion was not marked:

Such a type may give stability to a society; it cannot reform or revolutionize it. Such a
type may make the politics of a nation safe, decorous and reputable. It cannot make that nation
great or free.

disturbing to these high duties, anything exaggerated, intense, unusual is not
palatable to the bourgeois. He shrugs his shoulders over it and brushes it aside
with the one word, “mad”, or eccentric.*” (7, 1094-95)
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The Spirit of  Ancient India

“The spirit of  ancient India was aristocratic; its thought & life moulded in
the cast of  a high & proud nobility, an extreme & lofty strenuousness. The very
best in thought, the very best in action, the very best in character, the very best in
literature & art, the very best in religion and all the world well lost if  only this
very best might be attained, such was the spirit of  ancient India. The Brahmin
who devoted himself  to poverty & crushed down every desire in the wholehearted
pursuit of  knowledge & religious self-discipline; the Kshatriya who, hurling his
life joyously into the shock of  chivalrous battle, held life, wife, children, possessions,
ease, happiness as mere dust in the balance compared with honour & the Kshatriya
dharma, the preservation of  self-respect, the protection of  the weak, the noble
fulfilment of  princely duty; the Vaishya, who toiling all his life to amass riches,
poured them out as soon as amassed in self-forgetting philanthropy holding
himself  the mere steward & not the possessor of  his wealth; the Shudra who
gave himself  up loyally to humble service, faithfully devoting his life to his dharma,
however low, in preference to self-advancement & ambition; these were the social
ideals of  the age.

The imagination of  the Indian tended as has been well said to the grand &
enormous in thought and morals. The great formative images of  legend &
literature to the likeness with which his childhood was encouraged to develop &
which his manhood most cherished were of  an extreme & lofty type. He saw
Harischundra give up all that life held precious & dear rather than that his lips
should utter a lie or his plighted word be broken. He saw Prahlada buried under
mountains, whelmed in the seas, tortured by the poison of  a thousand venomous
serpents, yet calmly true to his faith. He saw Buddha give up his royal state,
wealth, luxury, wife, child & parents so that mankind might be saved. He saw
Shivi hew the flesh from his own limbs to save one small dove from the pursuing
falcon; Karna tear his own body with a smile for the joy of  making a gift;
Duryodhan refuse to yield one inch of  earth without noble resistance & warlike
struggle. He saw Sita face exile, hardship, privation & danger in the eagerness of
wifely love & duty, Savitri rescue by her devotion her husband back from the
visible grip of  death. These were the classical Indian types. These were the ideals
into the mould of  which the minds of  men & women were trained to grow. The
sense-conquering thought of  the philosopher, the magnificent achievements of
the hero, the stupendous renunciations of  the Sannyasin, [the] unbounded liberality
of  the man of  wealth, everything was exaggeration, extreme, filled with an epic
inspiration, a world-defying enthusiasm.” (7, 1095-97)
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The Mantra of  Bande Mataram

“When Bankim discovered the mantra Bande Mataram and the song wrote
itself  out through his pen, he felt that he had been divinely inspired, but the people
heard his song and felt nothing. “Wait” said the prophet, “wait for thirty years and
all India will know the value of  the song I have written.” The thirty years have
passed and Bengal has heard; her ears have suddenly been opened to a voice to
which she had been deaf  and her heart filled with a light to which she had been
blind. The Mother of  the hymn is no new goddess, but the same whom we have
always worshipped; only she has put off  the world-form in which she was familiar
to us, she has assumed a human shape of  less terrible aspect, less fierce and
devastating power to attract her children back to her bosom.” (7, 1114-15)
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The Gita and the Delight of  Battle

“A certain class of  minds shrink from aggressiveness as if  it were a sin. Their
temperament forbids them to feel the delight of battle and they look on what they
cannot understand as something monstrous and sinful. “Heal hate by love, drive
out injustice by justice, slay sin by righteousness” is their cry. Love is a sacred name,
but it is easier to speak of  love than to love. The love which drives out hate, is a
divine quality of  which only one man in a thousand is capable. A saint full of  love
for all mankind possesses it, a philanthropist consumed with the desire to heal the
miseries of the race possesses it, but the mass of mankind do not and cannot rise
to that height. Politics is concerned with masses of  mankind and not with individuals.
To ask masses of  mankind to act as saints, to rise to the height of  divine love and
practise it in relation to their adversaries or oppressors, is to ignore human nature.
It is to set a premium on injustice and violence by paralysing the hand of  the
deliverer when raised to strike. The Gita is the best answer to those who shrink
from battle as a sin and aggression as a lowering of  morality.” (7, 1117)
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The Morality of  Boycott

“A poet of  sweetness and love who has done much to awaken Bengal, has
written deprecating the boycott as an act of  hate. The saintliness of  spirit which
he would see brought into politics is the reflex of  his own personality colouring
the political ideals of  a sattwic race. But in reality the boycott is not an act of
hate. It is an act of  self-defence, of  aggression for the sake of  self-preservation.
To call it an act of  hate is to say that a man who is being slowly murdered, is not
justified in striking out at his murderer. To tell that man that he must desist from
using the first effective weapon that comes to his hand because the blow would
be an act of  hate, is precisely on a par with this deprecation of  boycott. Doubtless
the self-defender is not precisely actuated by feelings of  holy sweetness towards
his assailant, but to expect so much from human nature is impracticable. Certain
religions demand it, but they have never been practised to the letter by their
followers.” (7, 1118)
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The Varnasankara

“Hinduism recognizes human nature and makes no such impossible demand.
It sets one ideal for the saint, another for the man of  action, a third for the trader,
a fourth for the serf. To prescribe the same ideal for all is to bring about
varnasankara, the confusion of  duties, and destroy society and the race. If  we are
content to be serfs, then indeed boycott is a sin for us, not because it is a violation
of  love, but because it is a violation of  the Sudra’s duty of  obedience and
contentment. Politics is the field of  the Kshatriya and the morality of  the Kshatriya
ought to govern our political actions. To impose on politics the Brahminical duty
of  saintly sufferance, is to preach varnasankara.” (7, 1118)
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The Place of  Love in Politics

“Love has a place in politics, but it is the love for one’s country, for one’s
countrymen, for the glory, greatness and happiness of  the race, the divine ananda
of  self-immolation for one’s fellows, the ecstasy of  relieving their sufferings, the
joy of  seeing one’s blood flow for country and freedom, the bliss of  union in
death with the fathers of  the race. The feeling of  almost physical delight in the
touch of  the mother soil, of  the winds that blow from Indian seas, of  the rivers
that stream from Indian hills, in the sight of  Indian surroundings, Indian men,
Indian women, Indian children, in the hearing of  Indian speech, music, poetry, in
the familiar sights, sounds, habits, dress, manners of  our Indian life, this is the
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physical root of  that love. The pride in our past, the pain of  our present, the
passion for the future are its trunk and branches. Self-sacrifice, self-forgetfulness,
great service and high endurance for the country are its fruit. And the sap which
keeps it alive is the realisation of  the Motherhood of  God in the country, the
vision of  the Mother, the knowledge of  the Mother, the perpetual contemplation,
adoration and service of  the Mother.” (7, 1118-19)
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The Place of  Hatred in the Web of  Life

“If  hatred is demoralising, it is also stimulating. The web of  life has been
made a mingled strain of  good and evil and God works His ends through the evil
as well as through the good. Let us discharge our minds of  hate, but let us not
deprecate a great and necessary movement because in the inevitable course of
human nature, it has engendered feelings of  hostility and hatred. If  hatred came, it
was necessary that it should come as a stimulus, as a means of  awakening. When
tamas, inertia, torpor have benumbed a nation, the strongest forms of  rajas are
necessary to break the spell, and there is no form of  rajas so strong as hatred.
Through rajas we rise to sattwa, and for the Indian temperament, the transition does
not take long. Already the element of  hatred is giving place to the clear conception
of  love for the Mother as the spring of  our political actions.” (7, 1119-20)
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The Nature of  Justice and Righteousness in Politics

“Justice and righteousness are the atmosphere of  political morality, but the
justice and righteousness of  the fighter, not of  the priest. Aggression is unjust only
when unprovoked, violence unrighteous when used wantonly or for unrighteous
ends. It is a barren philosophy which applies a mechanical rule to all actions, or
takes a word and tries to fit all human life into it. The sword of  the warrior is as
necessary to the fulfilment of  justice and righteousness as the holiness of  the saint.
Ramdas is not complete without Shivaji. To maintain justice and prevent the strong
from despoiling and the weak from being oppressed is the function for which the
Kshatriya was created. Therefore, says Sri Krishna in the Mahabharat, God created
battle and armour, the sword, the bow and the dagger.” (7, 1121)
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Notes
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READY-REFERENCE CALENDAR
For ascertaining any day of the week for any given time from 1800 to 2050 inclusive

COMMON YEARS, 1800 TO 2050

1801 1829 1857 1885 1914 1942 1970 1998 2026

1807 1835 1863 1891 1925 1953 1981 2009 2037 4 7 7 3 5 1 3 6 2 4 7 2

1818 1846 1874 1903 1931 1959 1987 2015 2043

1802 1830 1858 1886 1915 1943 1971 1999 2027

1813 1841 1869 1897 1926 1954 1982 2010 2038 5 1 1 4 6 2 4 7 3 5 1 3

1819 1847 1875 1909 1937 1965 1993 2021 2049

1803 1831 1859 1887 1921 1949 1977 2005 2033

1814 1842 1870 1898 1927 1955 1983 2011 2039 6 2 2 5 7 3 5 1 4 6 2 4

1825 1853 1881 1910 1938 1966 1994 2022 2050

1805 1833 1861 1889 1907 1935 1963 1991 2019 2047

1811 1839 1867 1895 1918 1946 1974 2002 2030 2 5 5 1 3 6 1 4 7 2 5 7

1822 1850 1878 1901 1929 1957 1985 2013 2041

1800 1823 1851 1879 1913 1941 1969 1997 2025

1806 1834 1862 1890 1919 1947 1975 2003 2031 3 6 6 2 4 7 2 5 1 3 6 1

1817 1845 1873 1902 1930 1958 1986 2014 2042

1809 1837 1865 1893 1911 1939 1967 1995 2023

1815 1843 1871 1899 1922 1950 1978 2006 2034 7 3 3 6 1 4 6 2 5 7 3 5

1826 1854 1882 1905 1933 1961 1969 2017 2045

1810 1838 1866 1894 1917 1945 1973 2001 2029

1821 1849 1877 1900 1923 1951 1979 2007 2035 1 4 4 7 2 5 7 3 6 1 4 6

1827 1855 1883 1906 1934 1962 1990 2018 2046

29

1804 1832 1860 1888 1928 1956 1984 2012 2040 7 3 4 7 2 5 7 3 6 1 4 6

1808 1836 1864 1892 1904 1932 1960 1988 2016 2044 5 1 2 5 7 3 5 1 4 6 2 4

1812 1840 1868 1896 1908 1936 1964 1992 2020 2048 3 6 7 3 5 1 3 6 2 4 7 2

1816 1844 1872 1912 1940 1968 1996 2024 1 4 5 1 3 6 1 4 7 2 5 7

1820 1848 1876 1916 1944 1972 2000 2028 6 2 3 6 1 4 6 2 5 7 3 5

1824 1852 1880 1920 1948 1976 2004 2032 4 7 1 4 6 2 4 7 3 6 1 3

1828 1856 1884 1924 1952 1980 2008 2036 2 5 6 2 4 7 2 5 1 3 6 1
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Monday 1

Tuesday 2

Wednesday 3

Thursday 4

Friday 5

Saturday 6

SUNDAY 7

Monday 8

Tuesday 9

Wednesday 10

Thursday 11

Friday 12

Saturday 13

SUNDAY 14

Monday 15

Tuesday 16

Wednesday 17

Thursday 18

Friday 19

Saturday 20

SUNDAY 21

Monday 22

Tuesday 23

Wednesday 24

Thursday 25

Friday 26

Saturday 27

SUNDAY 28

Monday 29

Tuesday 30

Wednesday 31

Tuesday 1

Wednesday 2

Thursday 3

Friday 4

Saturday 5

SUNDAY 6

Monday 7

Tuesday 8

Wednesday 9

Thursday 10

Friday 11

Saturday 12

SUNDAY 13

Monday 14

Tuesday 15

Wednesday 16

Thursday 17

Friday 18

Saturday 19

SUNDAY 20

Monday 21

Tuesday 22

Wednesday 23

Thursday 24

Friday 25

Saturday 26

SUNDAY 27

Monday 28

Tuesday 29

Wednesday 30

Thursday 31

Wednesday 1

Thursday 2

Friday 3

Saturday 4

SUNDAY 5

Monday 6

Tuesday 7

Wednesday 8

Thursday 9

Friday 10

Saturday 11

SUNDAY 12

Monday 13

Tuesday 14

Wednesday 15

Thursday 16

Friday 17

Saturday 18

SUNDAY 19

Monday 20

Tuesday 21

Wednesday 22

Thursday 23

Friday 24

Saturday 25

SUNDAY 26

Monday 27

Tuesday 28

Wednesday 29

Thursday 30

Friday 31

Thursday 1

Friday 2

Saturday 3

SUNDAY 4

Monday 5

Tuesday 6

Wednesday 7

Thursday 8

Friday 9

Saturday 10

SUNDAY 11

Monday 12

Tuesday 13

Wednesday 14

Thursday 15

Friday 16

Saturday 17

SUNDAY 18

Monday 19

Tuesday 20

Wednesday 21

Thursday 22

Friday 23

Saturday 24

SUNDAY 25

Monday 26

Tuesday 27

Wednesday 28

Thursday 29

Friday 30

Saturday 31

Friday 1

Saturday 2

SUNDAY 3

Monday 4

Tuesday 5

Wednesday 6

Thursday 7

Friday 8

Saturday 9

SUNDAY 10

Monday 11

Tuesday 12

Wednesday 13

Thursday 14

Friday 15

Saturday 16

SUNDAY 17

Monday 18

Tuesday 19

Wednesday 20

Thursday 21

Friday 22

Saturday 23

SUNDAY 24

Monday 25

Tuesday 26

Wednesday 27

Thursday 28

Friday 29

Saturday 30

SUNDAY 31

Saturday 1

SUNDAY 2

Monday 3

Tuesday 4

Wednesday 5

Thursday 6

Friday 7

Saturday 8

SUNDAY 9

Monday 10

Tuesday 11

Wednesday 12

Thursday 13

Friday 14

Saturday 15

SUNDAY 16

Monday 17

Tuesday 18

Wednesday 19

Thursday 20

Friday 21

Saturday 22

SUNDAY 23

Monday 24

Tuesday 25

Wednesday 26

Thursday 27

Friday 28

Saturday 29

SUNDAY 30

Monday 31

SUNDAY 1

Monday 2

Tuesday 3

Wednesday 4

Thursday 5

Friday 6

Saturday 7

SUNDAY 8

Monday 9

Tuesday 10

Wednesday 11

Thursday 12

Friday 13

Saturday 14

SUNDAY 15

Monday 16

Tuesday 17

Wednesday 18

Thursday 19

Friday 20

Saturday 21

SUNDAY 22

Monday 23

Tuesday 24

Wednesday 25

Thursday 26

Friday 27

Saturday 28

SUNDAY 29

Monday 30

Tuesday 31

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

NOTE: To ascertain any day of the week, first look in the table for the year required

and under the months are figures which refer to the corresponding figures at the

head of the columns of the days below. For Example:- To know on what day of the

week 15th Aug., 1872 fell, look in the table of years for 1872, and in a parallel line

under August is figure 4, which directs to column 4 in which it will be seen that

August 15 fell on Thursday.
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Abbreviation Prefixes

Metre-m kilo (K)-1000 times unit
Gramme-gm hecto (h) - 100 times unit

Litres-1 deca (dal) - 10 times unit

CONVERSION FACTORS

for instance

100 centimetres = 1 metre
100 milligramme = 1 gramme

100 litres = 1 hectolitre

Mile (m) of unit

centi (c) of unit

deci (d) of unit

1
1000

1
100
1
10

CONVERSION FACTORS

Length

1 inch = 25.4 millimetres (mm)

1 foot = 30.48 centimetres (cm)

1 yard = 0.9144 metre (m)

1 mile = 1.6093 kilometres (km)

1 millimetre = 0.0328 inch.

1 centimetre = 0.0328 foot

1 metre = 1.094 yards

1 kilometre = 0.62137 mile

Centimetres Inch

2.540 1 0.394

5.080 2 0.787

7.620 3 1.181

10.160 4 1.575

12.700 5 1.969

15.240 6 2.362

17.780 7 2.756

20.320 8 3.150

22.860 9 3.543

Metres Yards

0.914 1 1.094

1.829 2 2.187

2.743 3 3.281

3.658 4 4.374

4.572 5 5.468

5.486 6 6.562

6.401 7 7.655

7.315 8 8.749

8.230 9 9.843

Kilometres Miles

1.609 1 0.621

3.219 2 1.243

4.828 3 1.864

6.437 4 2.485

8.047 5 3.107

9.656 6 3.728

11.265 7 4.350

12.875 8 4.971

14.484 9 5.592

Volume
1 inch3 = 16.387 centimetres3

1 foot3 = 28.316 decimetres3

1 pint3 = 0.568 litre

1 imperial gallon = 4.546 litres

1 centimetre3 = 0.0610 inch3

1 decimetre3 = 0.035 feet3

1 litre = 1.76 pints

1 litre = 0.220 Imperial gallon

Litre Gallons

4.546 1 0.220

9.092 2 0.440

13.638 3 0.660

18.184 4 0.880

22.730 5 1.110

27.276 6 1.320

31.822 7 1.540

36.368 8 1.760

40.914 9 1.980

Weight
1 ounce = 28.349 gm.
1 pound = 0.4536 kg.
1 stone = 6.350 kilogrammes
1 cwt = 50/80 kilogrammes
1 ton = 1.016 metric tonnes
1 gramme = 0.03527 ounce
1 kilogramme = 2.205 pounds
1 kilogramme = 0.158 stone
1 kilogramme = 0.01968 cwt
1 metric tonne = 0.09842

Kilograms Pounds

0.454 1 2.205

0.907 2 4.405

1.361 3 6.614

1.814 4 8.819

2.268 5 11.023

2.722 6 13.228

3.175 7 15.432

3.629 8 17.637

4.082 9 19.872

Area
1 sq. inch = 6.4516 sq. cm.
1 sq. yard = 0.8361 sq. metre
1 sq. mile = 2.589 sq. kilometres
1 acra = 4047 sq. metres
1 sq. centimetre = 0.155 sq. inch
1 sq. metre = 1.1960 sq. yards
1 sq. kilometre = 0.386 sq. mile
1 hectare = 10.000 sq. metres
1 hectare = 2.471 acres

Sq. Metres Sq. Yards
0.836 1 1.196
1.672 2 2.392
2.508 3 3.588
3.345 4 4.784
4.181 5 5.980
5.017 6 7.176
5.853 7 8.372
6.689 8 9.568
7.525 9 10.764

Easy Conversion

Metres into yards

add one-tenth

Yards into metres

deduct one-tenth

Kilometres into miles

multiply by 5 and divide by 8

Miles into kilometres

multiply by 8 and divide by 5

Litres into pints

multiply by 7 and divide by 4

Pints into litres

multiply by 4 and divide by 7

Litres into gallons

multiply by 2 and divide by 9

Gallons into litres

multiply by 9 and divide by 2

Kilograms into pounds

divide by 9 and multiply by 20

Pounds into by kilograms

divide by 20 and multiply by 9

Double conversion Tables : The central figures represent either of the two columns besides them, as the
case may be Exemple : 1 kilometre = 0.621 mile and one mile = 1.609 kilometres.
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The Resurgent India Trust
The fundamental object of this Trust is to work for an integral

resurgence of India so that it may assume its rightful place among
the community of nations and, by its powerful example and spiritual
influence open for humanity the way leading to the establishment
of a divine life on earth which will be the supreme fulfilment of the
ages long promises and pronouncements of the forthcoming kingdom
of Heaven on Earth.

To assume its true position and fulfil its true role in the
community of nations India must find back and manifest her soul
which, at present, is completely covered up by an overwhelming
commercialism which has spread everywhere and which has arisen
out of the onslaught on it of the Western spirit of shortsighted
utilitarianism. Individually one can fight it by becoming conscious
of one’s inner being or – better still – psychic being and letting it
become conscious of India’s soul and interested in knowing and
serving it. The individuals who become conscious of India’s Soul
and its Mission will become the backbone of a group forming a
strong body of cohesive will with the spiritual knowledge to save
India and the world.

The Resurgent India Trust has been established by just such a
group of people who having become conscious of India’s Soul have
acquired a living faith in its divine destiny and cannot help intensely
loving it in spite of all the contrary surface appearances. This Trust
hopes to become a powerful instrument of the expression of theirs
and their countless other brothers’ and sisters’ faith and love for
India.

It is believed that the most important thing for India – the one
which when set right will automatically lead to the dissolution of
most of its present problems and difficulties – is to recover the true
sense of pride in its great culture, its glorious past and its supreme
achievements. Therefore this Trust ardently seeks to awaken Indian
people to the truth of their present condition and their great past
and thus contribute to the forces leading to the recovery of their lost
faith and pride – lost due to over one thousand years of subjugation
to the rule of foreign invaders and the still continuing hold of their
alien ideas on Indian minds – in the majesty, greatness and invincibility
of their spiritual culture.


